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ARE YOU QUALIFIED TO
DEAL WITH PROTEST?
In a world where it is increasingly
easy to mobilise resistance,
the ability of private security
guards to manage protestors
lawfully is in high demand.

DO YOU UNDERSTAND the
rights of Protestors?
DO YOU KNOW the limits of your
powers as a Security Guard?
ARE YOU at risk of acting unlawfully if
you attempt to make a citizen’s arrest?

Our innovative and forwardthinking DEALING WITH PROTEST
course will equip you with the key
skills and knowledge to deal with
all types of protest activity.

DO YOU KNOW when you
can use ‘reasonable force’
and what this includes?
DO YOU KNOW how to best
manage the reputational risk
for your employer or client?
DO YOU HAVE the appropriate
protest management qualiﬁcations
to improve your employability?

THE 2-DAY
COURSE
COVERS
- The Legal Framework
- Police Methodology, Liaison and Response
- Types of Protest and Actions
- Impact of Conﬂict Resolution & Management
- Effective Security Personnel Responses
to Protestor Activities
- Scenarios and Practical sessions

VISIT WWW.ECLIPSE-STRATEGIC-SECURITY.COM/TRAINING-COURSES
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TPSO Issue #5.

Foreword......

W

elcome to issue #5 of The Professional Security Officer magazine. In true ‘Sesame Street’ style, this
edition is brought to you by the word “Optimism”. Why?

I have been a security industry commentator for many years so with my analyst’s head on, I have a bold statement
to make:
I think that 2020 will mark the start of the recovery of the security industry in the United Kingdom. The winds
of change may not be exactly howling yet, but there is certainly a stiff breeze in the air. Big claim?
With new, positive leadership at the helm of the Security Industry Authority, growing popularity of membership
organisations such as The Security Institute and ASIS, promoting professionalisation and increasing standards, and
the uncertainty and divisiveness of Brexit finally starting to subside, I absolutely believe we should all start to see
tangible improvements. If your personal situation doesn’t see any changes soon, keep the faith. A lot of decent and
influential people are starting to get together and pull in the right direction.
That’s my prediction for 2020.
One thing is for absolute certain. Technological advancements are changing the face of physical security.
Wireless intruder detection systems (WIDS) are gaining in popularity.
Surveillance drones are routinely being deployed to places that would traditionally be too dangerous for a security
officer to go.
Body worn video (BWV) use is increasingly prevalent among door supervisors, retail, alarm response and event
security, and increasing numbers of professionals are turning to Stab proof vests and DNA marking sprays to
reduce the risk, when dealing with violent situations.
Just over a decade ago, pen and paper were still King in our industry with cupboards full of occurrence books,
incident report forms and other assorted bits of administrative flotsam, clogging up client premises and security
company offices up and down the country. These days, with developments by companies like SmartTask, TrackTik
and Innovise, a smartphone app is sometimes all you may ever need.
Developments don’t stop there. Security architecture and the built environment is increasingly important in our
high crime and terrorism aware society. Cyber security is being prioritised once again as rogue states step up attacks
on Western businesses and governments, hoping to cause financial harm, when traditional military action would
prove foolish.
The state of the World today means that effective security has never been more important. YOU, have never been
needed more. This issue of TPSO looks at the developments and technology that will be helping professional
security officers get the job done, safely and effectively, during the next decade and beyond. Knowledge is power so
read on, stay informed, continuously develop as a professional and most importantly, get ready to identify and seize
your opportunities as they arise.
Just maybe, during the course of the year, you’ll start to feel that optimism too......

Rollo.
Rollo Davies MSyI.
Disclaimer: Peer Publishing Ltd assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this magazine or

associated site. The information provided in whatever format is on an “as is” basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness
or timeliness.
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Submissions Guidelines and Copyright

We are always interested in relevant material to include in both the magazine and our website.
We welcome articles, blog posts, news, technical developments, apps, CPD and professional development features
relating to physical security.
The author will always retain ownership/copyright of their own works. We prefer original content where possible.
By submitting the work you give us permission to publish it first. This agreement covers text, audio and video and
graphics. Where TPSO shares the work, for example interviews, agreement on future use of that material will be
agreed between parties at the time.
Due to the non-exclusive nature of this agreement you are then free to reuse or further develop your work elsewhere
if you wish. Therefore all material in TPSO magazine is copyright the publication or individual authors by default.
TPSO will effectively have been awarded first British and first electronic rights. Any variations on this will be
included in a footnote outlining the particular conditions that apply.
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SECURITY NEWS & INDUSTRY UPDATE

January 2020....

Proposed New SIA 'Code of Conduct'.
The SIA are now consulting on a code of conduct for licence holders and licence
applicants. The code of conduct will set out the standards of behaviour that they
expect licence holders to uphold.

applicants to follow the code.
Why are they doing this?

The SIA will publish the final code of conduct as part of their licensing criteria.
When they do, it will become compulsory for all licence holders and licence

The SIA has a legal responsibility to ensure that only “fit and proper” people hold an SIA licence. This is the term
used in the Private Security Industry Act 2001, but what that means isn’t immediately obvious. A code of conduct
will make it clear by describing how a “fit and proper” person should behave.. It will improve standards within the
private security industry and help to keep the public safe.
Tell them what you think!
The SIA has published a draft version of the proposed code of conduct. This builds on the standards of behaviour
that already feature in the training you must take before you can apply for a front line licence.
Please read it and then tell them what you think. They need to be sure that the code of conduct is useful, realistic
and covers the right behaviours. The SIA can only do that with your help.
Follow the link below to access the consultation process and download a pdf of the draft 'Code of Conduct'. Get
involved...
Take part in the consultation: http://bit.ly/2QxMcx6
The consultation closes on 23 February 2020.

The SIA's 2019 'Safer Workplaces' campaign.

During November and December last year the SIA ran a national campaign to promote safer workplaces for security
staff.
TPSO very much believes this campaign should be extended and receive much more publicity.......
What do you think?
Did you even know about this initiative? The SIA said:
“We want to encourage security operatives to report violence against them. We also want to remind employers and
venue managers of the important part they play in keeping their security staff safe.
We will be visiting venues in 25 towns and cities across the UK. We'll be listening to your concerns and encouraging
you to report the violence or abuse you experience whilst working. We will advertise the dates and locations on
Twitter, so look out for the hashtag #SaferWorkplaces. Our campaign is running from Monday 25 November to Friday
6 December.
You can find the Safer Workplaces campaign page, which has information for operatives, employers, and venues, on
our website here: http://bit.ly/35oRf8J
We look forward to meeting you and hearing your views.
Yours faithfully,
Security Industry Authority”
More of this please SIA!............... Ed.
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Glasgow Caledonian University seeks security leaders to join their
inaugural security MBA programme
Two ground-breaking new university qualifications will help professionalise and shape the security sector in
the UK, according to industry experts.
Glasgow Caledonian University (GCU) has partnered with security consultants CAMOR to launch two workbased qualifications which offer security professionals the chance to combine work with academic study through a
blended learning mode of delivery at GCU’s London campus in Spitalfields.
GCU has collaborated with security industry experts to devise the work-based
programme to offer professionals a unique opportunity to gain a relevant, upto-date qualification, which is recognised worldwide.
Against a backdrop of increased risk, sector industry leaders are increasingly
frustrated by the lack of industry relevant qualifications to enable strategic
ability to anticipate and manage safety, security and crime prevention in today’s
operating environment.
Rob Kennedy, Training & Development Manager, SecuriGroup, added: “The modern security industry is playing
an ever-increasing primary role in keeping people safe.
“The need to professionalise the industry to match that challenge is clear. We believe that the GCU/CAMOR
offering will do exactly that, integrating academic study with vocational skills. ”It is hoped the new pathway will
raise standards and help those looking to forge a career in the private security industry.”
Baroness Dr Ruth Henig CBE, Chair of SecuriGroup, who delivered a keynote speech at GCU’s industry
consultation event in London, said: “These ground-breaking programmes will bridge the gap between theory and
practice and provide significant progress in the further professionalisation of the security industry.”
The programmes, a top-up honours degree, BSc (Hons) Applied Integrated Security Operations*, and the CMI
Accredited, Applied Professional Practice (Security Operations) MBA Degree Apprenticeship*, take advantage of
GCU’s established curricula and bring a range of new security industry module options which have been co-created
with CAMOR, a UK based company that specialises in niche security consultancy and training ranging areas such
as insider threat, counter terrorism, aviation security.
One of the key assets that GCU seeks to leverage is its strength in providing
additional industry contextualisation through the security industry programme
champion and associated tools for mentorship development. These elements
mark out GCU’s experience of nurturing the student and employer relationship
and excellence in Degree Apprenticeship delivery but they also ensure the
establishment of a strong, senior leader peer network amongst security experts
as they progress through their MBA to emerge as Chartered Managers in the
Security Industry.
Fiona Stewart-Knight, Assistant Vice Principal, Business and Director of the
Institute for University to Business Education said, “Most security professionals
have extraordinary experience gathered in the field. These programmes provide
a unique opportunity to formalise and interpret that knowledge through academic frameworks, sector specific
strategic tools and systems enabling better planning and preparation for the management and prevention of risk in
today’s operating environment.”
Paul McDonald, Chief Executive Officer of CAMOR, said: “In the past year we have developed a very close
relationship with GCU and to be recognised for the expertise that we are able to bring from the security industry
in developing both courses is very exciting. We are delighted that our partnership with GCU has reached this
milestone. “
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Rick Mountfield, Chief Executive of the Security Institute, said: “We very much welcome the development of the
GCU degree programmes.”
“The private security industry is a key contributor to community and public safety in the UK and we are very
supportive of any initiative which provides security professionals with a means to develop themselves and raise
standards in the industry.”
As the University for the Common Good, GCU strives to widen access to higher education by providing
opportunities for all. GCU offers a wealth of experience in work-based education to employers through its
sector-leading Institute for University to Business Education.

Genetec share its top physical security trend predictions for 2020.
Key trends include: AI, facial recognition, physical identity management, blockchain and cybersecurity
London, 7 January, 2020—Genetec Inc. a leading technology provider of unified security, public safety,
operations, and business intelligence, today shared its top 5 predictions for the physical security industry in
2020. See what you think....
AI: separating facts from fiction
While artificial intelligence (AI) is fast becoming a household term, it’s far from being a household reality. While
machines are making huge steps forward, they are not capable of thinking or acting like humans. What they are
really good at, however, is combing through a huge amount of data to provide deeper insights to help humans make
informed decisions more quickly and efficiently. In 2020, we can expect machine learning to continue to make huge
strides in the security sector, helping cities and law enforcement deploy their physical resources more efficiently
based on predicted trends in crime. Machine learning will also be instrumental in helping Automated Number
Plate Recognition systems become better than ever at reading characters, rejecting bad reads, recognising a number
plate’s country of origin and more.
Facial recognition and privacy
While some people see the deployment of facial recognition or other analytics that can identify individuals and
track their movements as a powerful way to enhance efficiency and security, others see it as invasive, with both
the UK government and EU considering regulation to define the technology’s boundaries. As we move into 2020,
developers will need to work hand in hand with regulating bodies, while continuing to improve the technology to
eliminate biases. Developing solutions using a privacy-by-design approach will help reduce concerns and increase
protection.
Physical identity management
Organisations of all sizes need to control access to their spaces and facilities. However, companies that do not have
the budget to invest in costly customised applications have to rely on untraceable processes that involve a lot of
human interactions to grant and then revoke access to their secured spaces and facilities. Keeping track of access
on an individual basis demands a great deal of time and energy from security operators, personnel, and visitors.
Fortunately, in 2020, the proliferation of out-of-the-box solutions will result in more small and mid-sized
organisations moving to cloud-based identity management systems that they can implement easily. These more
affordable Physical Identity and Access Management (PIAM) solutions will help organisations secure their systems
and facilities by effectively managing access requests based on an individual’s identity and an organisation’s security
policies. They can also ensure that only those individuals who have the right to access a secured area can do so by
managing and automating the process.
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Improving data protection with blockchain
While blockchain is typically associated with cryptocurrency, it’s increasingly being used in other
sectors. Essentially, it’s a non-destructive way to track data changes over time. When used in
security technology, blockchain can prevent tampering with video and access control evidence
as well as identity management systems. Because of its capacity to track interactions with digital
files, blockchain can determine if a file has been tampered with, and then provide information
about where and when the tampering occurred. This is incredibly powerful when it comes to
maintaining the chain of custody and ensuring that security data has not been manipulated.
We’re already seeing it being used by enterprise-level, global organisations that are looking for a technology to
underpin their security systems. As the benefits of blockchain become more widely recognised, others will also
start using it to protect the integrity of both their operational and security data.
Continued focus on cybersecurity
Cybersecurity will continue to be a huge issue for the physical security industry in 2020. Hiscox estimated that 55%
of UK companies faced cyber-attack(s) in 2019, costing an average of £176,000. As companies and bodies collect
more data, they’re going to have more data to protect. Today, governing bodies and responsible manufacturers are
already working in partnership with academic researchers, technology experts, civil rights advocates and industry
leaders to regulate the use of potentially invasive technology, and the procedures required to safeguard against data
breaches. These partnerships will only strengthen in 2020.
In addition to helping guide regulations, manufacturers will need to invest heavily in cybersecurity by building
protections into their products by default. For all involved, the goal will be to promote security while protecting
individual privacy and civil liberties. Only if done correctly, we will be able to have both at the same time.
Visit: www.genetec.com

NSI CONSULTATION ON DRAFT LABOUR
PROVISION CODE OF PRACTICE RECEIVES
POSITIVE RESPONSE
The National Security Inspectorate’s (NSI) consultation on its new draft Code of
Practice, NCP 119, for the provision of labour in the security and events sector has
provoked a positive response from approved companies and labour providers.
NSI has welcomed the positive comment on the draft Code
which will help to shape its direction and implementation.
Margaret Durr, (pictured) Head of Field Operations (Services), NSI, said: “I would like
to thank all of those who took the time to review the Code and share their views. These
views are valuable to ensure the new Code will provide buyers with an assurance their
security guarding providers are of a suitable standard, operate as responsible employers
and so minimise the security risk associated with labour provision (sometimes referred to
as agency labour).
“Over-extended labour supply chains and lack of professionalism amongst labour
providers risk infiltration of rogue labour, damaging the quality of service provided, and
bringing the industry into disrepute. This Code will help shield NSI approved companies
and their clients from those risks, and contribute to the safety and security of the public.”
NSI is currently reviewing all comments and amendments will be made where appropriate.
The new Code of Practice will come into effect in early 2020.
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About the National Security Inspectorate:
The National Security Inspectorate is recognised as the UK’s leading security sector specialist Certification Body
with reach in all corners of the land. It counts premium local providers as well as the UK’s premier security and fire
safety providers amongst its clients.
NSI delivers a robust continuous audit regime of approved companies through a dedicated team of in-house experts
to verify compliance with relevant British and European Standards, Codes of Practice and Certification schemes
developed by Industry Bodies and Associations.
End users who choose to contract with NSI approved companies can be assured of security and fire safety
services delivered to the highest standards by businesses committed to quality and continual improvement.

Excellent Security Standards rewarded with the 2019 Silver Fox Award
The Silver Fox Auditors from FM Contract Watch have carried out a regular series of
audits to test the security team at Moor House for several years. On the 9th October, we
were delighted to present the 2019 Silver Fox Award to Anthony Insula and Cosmine
Andone from Ultimate Security Services who are contracted to provide the security
guarding services to Moor House Management Services Ltd.
Both Security Officers achieved a perfect 100% score when they refused the auditors
unauthorised access to the premises earlier in the year.
Anthony Insula, who has worked at the building since it was first occupied some 14 years ago, was congratulated
on receiving the Silver Fox Award on 3 occasions during the past 4 years (2016, 2017 and 2019).
Madeleine Pugh, Operations Manager – Moor House Management Services Ltd, thanked Anthony for his
dedication in maintaining a high standard of security and congratulated him on his achievement.

Left to Right Grzegorz Miskiewicz (Security Supervisor), Anthony Insula, Madeleine Pugh.
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Finalists for the 2020 UK OSPAs, announced.
The UK OSPAs announced the finalists of the 2020 awards at International Security
Expo on Tuesday 3rd December 2019.
Now in their fourth year, the UK OSPAs serve to acknowledge the creditable and infinite
contributions that companies, initiatives, teams and individuals make to the security
industry and wider community. The awards recognise exceptional performance in
different categories.
Founder of the OSPAs, Professor Martin Gill, commented: “The standard of entries
this year has once again been extremely high, providing some real challenges for our experienced set of judges, who
all marked independently to a set of ethical guidelines. All those who are finalists reached a score threshold and
those with low scores or were ranked lower than tenth equal are eliminated. This ensures our finalists represent the
very best in the industry.”
Finalists will now go forward to the next phase of the competition and winners will be announced at the OSPAs
awards dinner taking place on Wednesday, 26th February 2020 at the Royal Lancaster London.
The 2020 UK OSPAs have been sponsored for the second year by Innovise, global leaders in workforce management
software to the security service sector.

The 2020 finalists are:
Outstanding In-House Security Manager/Director
Russell Emerson – CIS Security
Dave Freear – Pilgrims Group
Jason Janes – Aspers Casino
Clint Reid – Marks and Spencer
Paul Smith – The Wolverhampton NHS Trust
Outstanding Contract Security Manager/Director
Neill Catton – CIS Security
Eidolon Chase – G4S Secure Solutions
Mark Green – Cordant Security
Paul Grzegorzek – ICTS UK & Ireland
Jeff Higham – Carlisle Support Services
Nav Kalley – Mitie
Peter Paskin – SAFE
Adam Pennock – Mitie
Tony Stallard – Mitie
Dr John Wood – Sodexo
Outstanding Security Team
Allied Universal – Kings Cross ‘Red Caps’ Team
AM Services Group – Wythenshawe Security Team
AWE Security Team
Imperial Security Team
Incentive Facilities Management – Swan Security Team
Mitie – M&S Security Operations Centre Team
Lloyds Banking Group – Security Advisory Team
London Borough of Tower Hamlets CCTV Team
Optimal Risk Group – Walthamstow Wetlands Security Team
University of Derby Security Service Team
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Outstanding Contract Security Company (Guarding)
Axis Security Services
CIS Security
ICTS UK & Ireland
Kingdom Services Group
Magenta Security
Mitie Security
Pilgrims Group
Sodexo
SecuriGroup
Venture Security Management
Outstanding Security Consultant
3dAssurance
Blackstone Consultancy
Harquebus International
IJA (Ian Johnson Associates)
Pilgrims Group
Richard Sumner – Advanced Security Partners
QCIC
SRM – ISS
Warren Collins – Bridge Technical Consultants
Outstanding Customer Service Initiative
Allied Universal – Kings Cross Medics Initiative
CIS Customer Service Initiative at Moretown
FGH Security – Talent First Initiative
Mitie – M&S Security Operations Centre
ProtectED
Stadium – Customer Service Initiative at Merseyrail
University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust (UHBFT)
Outstanding Security Training Initiative
The Axis Academy – Mental Health First Aid Course
CIS FLEX – Focused Learning Education & Experiences
FGH Security – FGH Team Portal
G4S Canine Team – Explosives Detection Dogs in Shopping Centres
G4S Virtual Training Programme with RBS
Imperial College – Major Trauma Incident Training
Kingdom Services Group – Skillcentre
SecuriGroup – Mind Over Matter Consultancy Event Safety Course
Sodexo – Personal Safety and Weapon Awareness
Stadium – 2022 World Cup Training Initiative
Outstanding Security Installer/Integrator
Kings Secure Technologies
Mitie Fire & Security Systems
Taylor Technology Systems
Outstanding Event Security Team
Carlisle Support Services
FGH Security
H & A Protection Services
SecuriGroup
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Outstanding Security Partnership
Government of Trinidad & Tobago, British High Commission and the Institute for Justice and the Rule of Law
Clinical Liaison Nurses (Security) – Mersey Care NHS Trust
CSSC – East Midlands Region
FGH Security & Association of Independent Festivals
G4S & JLL Security Partnership
M&S, Mitie, Four Group & CBES – M&S Security Operations Centre
Mitie & Sainsbury’s
Pilgrims Group & Partners
Royal Stoke University Hospital & Sodexo Security
Security Institute and Volunteer Police Cadets – Next Generation of Security Initiative
Outstanding New Security Product
ATRIUM – CDVI
Audax® BWV Camera Solution
Broadstone App
Design Automator
DualCom Pro – CSL
DYMENSiON – Kings Secure Technologies
eEscape – Accessium
Halo Pro – Insafe International
Merlin Protect 24/7 – Mitie Security
RhinoGuard® Steel GateKeeper™ – Marshalls Landscape Protection
SelectaDNA Tagging Spray – Selectamark
Outstanding Security Equipment Manufacturer
Bradbury Group
CDVI
IDIS Europe
Todd Research
Outstanding Security Officer
Dave Bayes – Cordant Security
Okeriete Dapo Amurun – Mitie
Nathan Hedly Degia – Mitie
Michael McDonald – ISS
Steve Hart – Mitie
James Rafferty – Mitie
Daniel Reeve – Sodexo
David Rutwaza – G4S Secure Solutions
Tiffany Satchell – Noonan
Tim Stubbington – Cordant Security
Outstanding Young Security Professional
Tom Bishop – University Hospitals of North Midlands NHS Trust (UHNM)
Harry Fry – Mitie
Aisling Heggart – ISS
Falis Hersi – Sight & Sound Security
Sean Hoskins – Mitie
Sam McLean – G4S Secure Solutions
Amy Stanley – FGH Security
Lauren Summers – Mitie
Thomas Tahany – Blackstone Consultancy
Adam Williams – ISS

TPSO wishes all the finalists the very best of luck...
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This year’s Lone Worker Safety Expo conference was held at the historic King’s Fund building
in Central London. Kristen Gasser was there to join in the day’s activities. Always a hugely
important event for front line security workers and fully supported by The Professional
Security Officer magazine.
Safety, Security and Wellbeing: All key issues for lone workers
The 2019 Lone Worker Safety Conference opened this year with the host Nicole Vazquez canvassing the audience
regarding the range of activities their lone workers carry out. What was immediately apparent was just how varied
the term ‘lone working’ could be. Forestry, Health, Security, Housing, Laboratories and Retail were just some of the
sectors represented in the packed conference room.
Nicole explored with the audience the reasons why so
many organisations utilise lone workers. “The world of
work is changing fast, with technological developments,
financial pressures and the transition to a gig economy
contributing to a substantial increase in lone and remote
working amongst the UK workforce. This rise has resulted
in significant challenges for organisations across a wide
range of sectors and industries, many unsure of how best to
support and protect those who work by themselves without
direct or close supervision”.
This message was not lost on the keynote speaker, Barbara
Hockey, Head of the Vulnerable Workers Team at the Health
and Safety Executive. She acknowledged the issues in her opening keynote address, stating that her attendance at
the previous year’s Conference had opened her eyes to the breadth of the challenges: “During the day, listening to
the other presentations and talking to many of the delegates, I recognised that with the number of lone workers
rising across all the sectors, the different types of work that people are doing, the issues around the gig economy
and the impact on mental health and wellbeing, that we [the HSE] needed to review what we offer, what we do and
the advice that we give to employers.”
Barbara announced that because of this insight the HSE is in the process of revising and refreshing their guidance
for lone working. The impact of these changes could be far reaching. As the regulatory body, many organisations
head to the HSE website for guidance. Barbara announced that 2020 will see changes not only to ‘Working Alone:
Health and safety guidance on the risks’ (ING73) but there will also be a greater emphasis on lone working on the
HSE website.
The morning continued with a range of speakers all taking a holistic approach to lone working and the key issues
of safety, security and wellbeing.
Matt Trigg, Director of Human Applications, expanded on this concept in his engaging address: Making it Easy to
Make the Right Choices.
“Where are your lone workers required to make safety decisions?” he asked. “Faced with problems to solve, lone
workers don’t have the benefit of other colleagues to ask for help and advice, which makes them susceptible to poor
decision-making”. Matt challenged delegates to consider the process of how people make decisions and the factors
that have an impact. And how, as employers, they could improve their workers’ decision-making skills through
training, support and clearly defined protocols.
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Matt encouraged attendees to develop strategies, so that lone workers receive the knowledge and support they
require in order to be able to make good decisions on their own. He posed the question “How can I help them to
make good decisions? What existing systems can I use? What new systems might I explore?’”
Chris Phillips, former police officer and founder of IPPSO Ltd, took up the theme of security as he addressed how
to mitigate the risks for lone workers travelling in the UK and abroad.
When the majority of the audience agreed that they thought that a terrorist attack was likely in the future, he asked,
“So what are you doing to protect your staff? Have you thought through the threats and risks to the business and
staff?” He urged employers to consider how they would know where people were, how they were traveling, how to
contact them. “If companies are sending their workers travelling, whether it be in the UK or overseas, then it is their
responsibility to keep them safe”.
Chris offered direct advice, urging organisations to
develop risk assessments for travel and provide specific
training, pre-travel advice, crisis contact information and
communications systems, adequate insurance, and clear
exit strategies.

effective, proactive support strategy.

The focus of the event turned to the impact of lone working
on mental health and wellbeing. Duncan Spencer, Head
of Advice and Practice at IOSH argued that, while lone
workers require different mechanisms of support due to
their situation, a strictly rational approach to addressing
their mental health and wellbeing was insufficient. There
needs to be an emotionally-responsive focus to ensure an

Duncan identified key factors that can erode wellbeing, including lack of control, undue pressure, poor job design,
and isolation.
“Organisations must first understand the emotional concerns of their lone workers before they can get them to buy
in to rational systems designed to help them feel safer. Management must advance a positive culture that focuses on
preventative actions rather than waiting for people to signal they need help, which is too late”.
Duncan said that to be effective, this proactive culture should be represented by tangible goals, clearly communicated
by leadership, that empower people at all levels of the organisation to act, “inspiring and encouraging people to be
open and transparent”.
The final session before lunch saw Professor Tim Marsh introducing Jason Anker MBE, who shared his personal
story of transformation after a life-changing workplace accident which was contributed to, in part, by workplace
stress and isolation. The audience sat captivated by Jason’s honesty and the power of his story. Understanding how
our mindset can negatively influence the decisions we make
and hearing Jason talk about the far reaching consequences of
his actions certainly made an impression. One member of the
audience commented afterwards “I had never really seen the
connections between wellbeing, decisions and safety before.
I’m so glad to have heard Jason’s story, we can all learn from it”.
The lunch break offered participants more opportunities to
chat with exhibitors’, to network with each other and to seek
specialised advice from the Conference’s ‘Ask the Experts’
panel. Amongst them was Ed Milnes, Director of Mobile Office
Ltd who has was able to provide advice on the musculoskeletal
risks associated with Mobile Devices; Craig Swallow, Chair of
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the BSIA Lone Worker Section who was on hand to explain the importance of British Standards and provide
guidance on Body Worn Video and Chief Inspector Patrick Holdaway from the National Business Crime Centre
whose knowledge on crime reduction to protect staff was welcomed by delegates.
The afternoon consisted of a range of interactive workshops all offering insights on key aspects of lone working.
Sean Elson, Partner with law firm Pinsent Masons LLP, presented a recent case study of a fatal workplace accident
that involved a lone worker. He challenged delegates to look at the wider perspective of legal responsibilities for
both employers and employees, reminding attendees that “lone working isn’t a risk itself, but it is a dimension
of managing risks”. There were lightbulb moments for the audience when Sean discussed the importance of
documentation, investigations, legal privilege and how this scenario might play out in a court of law.
Nicole Vazquez, the Conference’s organiser and Director of Worthwhile Training, led the audience through a dramabased workshop looking at steps organisations can take to manage work-related violence. She focused delegates
on the importance of targeted and empowering training, noting that staff don’t always behave as you might expect
them to.
To explore this idea, she presented a film of an aggressive incident where staff behaviour acted as a negative factor.
As delegates were discussing what ‘went wrong’, Nicole surprised everyone by inviting to the stage the staff members
from the film. The audience were able to interrogate the two individuals in more detail, learning more about the
potential influences and motivations behind the workers’ actions and how that contributed to the conflict. The style
of this delivery really helped engage the audience and provoke meaningful discussions and learning.
Christine Morrison from CMA Training rounded off the workshops by providing practical steps to reduce the
personal safety risks to site based lone workers. These included ‘good housekeeping’, regular security audits,
creating a ‘challenge’ culture that means no one enters the premises without checks, reporting incidents, and using
robust lone worker device systems and personal protection equipment consistently and as designed. She advocated
creating a culture of personal safety, urging delegates to “look after your staff, lead by example, be visible and
available, and show appreciation”. Christine made a convincing case that if all this was enacted, not only would lone
workers be safer, but “we would have a retained workforce, happy and engaged, showing trust, loyalty and increased
productivity”.
The Conference concluded with a panel discussion of experts who took questions from the audience on how
to engage lone workers and senior management in the risk control conversation. Louise Ward, EHS Director at
Siemens Mobility, summed up the need for meaningful dialogue and understanding, “One of the things we often
forget is that the knowledge we need to improve our business is in our business. We just have to create the avenues
to allow people to engage with us and pass the information on.”
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Speaking to Nicole Vazquez after the event, she told me “We are thrilled once again with how the event has been
received. One delegate said to me that the event gets better and better…it’s really found it’s mojo!”
She went on to explain the plans for 2020. “The event has now proved the power of bringing all things lone working
under one banner. So next year, we are launching ‘Lone Worker Live’. Not only will there be another quality
educational day in October, there will also be mini-events and information provided to the lone worker community
throughout the year”.
The Lone Worker Safety Expo Conference is the only UK event dedicated to the safety, security and wellbeing of
lone workers. It has been hosted and organised by Nicole Vazquez, Worthwhile Training for the past two years.

www.loneworkersafetyexpo.com
For further information, please contact Nicole Vazquez: nicole@worthwhiletraining.com

HSE to Review its Lone Worker Guidance.
Barbara Hockey, Head of the Vulnerable Workers Team at the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE), gave the keynote address at this year’s Lone Worker Safety
Conference held on 15th October 2019 in Central London. During her address
Barbara announced a welcome review of the Lone Worker Guidance produced
by the HSE.
The leaflet ‘Working Alone: Health and safety guidance on the risks’ (INDG73)
was last updated in 2012 and yet it would be fair to say that the way in which
people lone work, where they work and the activities they carry out have changed
considerably since then.
Barbara began her address with an acknowledgement of this. “We all know that the world of work is changing and
as the regulator for health and safety in the workplace, we also need to adapt.
“Lone Workers make up an increasing and important part of the workforce, within a range of roles and sectors.
Although there are no specific regulations relating to lone workers the HSE has always recognised that this group
of workers can be at higher risk”.
Barbara explained what has prompted this review of the guidance. “Last year when I was asked to give a presentation
[at the Lone Worker Safety Conference] I focused on outlining the policy position for HSE, how we regulate and
signposting to our guidance.
“But during the day, listening to the other presentations and talking to many of the delegates, I recognised that with
the number of lone workers rising across all the sectors, the different types of work that people are doing, the issues
around the gig economy and the impact on mental health and wellbeing, we needed to review what our offer is,
what we do and the advice that we give to employers”.
Barbara went on to explain how she went back to her team and looked at the guidance provided by the HSE and
although she recognised that the advice was still sound, with a new Chief Executive in post and a new strategy for
the HSE in 2020, it was timely to look at it now.
So, since the conference last October, the HSE have been working with stakeholders including trade bodies, trade
unions, small and large businesses, industry contacts and people who attended the 2018 Lone Worker Conference,
to comprehensively refresh and review their lone worker guidance.
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“It was really useful to have the insight into what those people who work within a lone worker environment were
actually facing. And how technological changes, the different type of employment contracts and the way people
work actually impact.
“There are now approximately 3 million people who are classed as ‘gig’ workers and about half of those workers
are under the age of thirty-five, so it’s likely that that might be the working model for the rest of their careers, very
different from the traditional working environment.
“For some gig workers the benefits can be the variety and flexibility of their work, being able to choose what they
do and when they work. But for many others, particularly those on lower incomes, the reality can be quite different
with negative health and safety implications. The main health problems we have identified so far are work-related
stress and other mental health issues and the safety risks associated with fatigue and an increase in occupational
injuries such as manual handling injuries for delivery drivers.”
Barbara explained some of the challenges that the gig economy poses, “For the HSE this creates challenges on
location-based regulatory activity and how we hold the right people to account.”
Barbara continued by talking about recent research carried out by the HSE into the impact of an aging population
and the associated aging workforce. In 1992 56% of people over the age of 50 were in work, today that figure has
risen to 72%. By 2050 it is estimated that 40% of the UK’s workforce will have some form of long-term health
condition.
“You do not just become a risk because you are older, but accidents experienced by older workers are more likely to
result in more serious outcomes. The research suggests this is likely to be due to a more general physical deterioration
as people age. The likelihood is that due to underlying health conditions there may be less favourable outcomes
following an accident.”.
The revised HSE Lone Worker Guidance will reflect the developments in these two areas along with other changes.
When explaining the revisions to the conference attendees, Barbara noted that it was hard to meet all stakeholders’
expectations. The HSE have a particular house style and their guidance encourages and empowers employees to do
their own assessment of risk and take proactive steps based on this guidance; it will not be prescriptive.
“It was a leaflet and it’s still a leaflet - not a book. But we are also going to develop dedicated web pages, so that’s
something new. The web team are really excited about Lone Workers being a cross-cutting theme, so they’re looking
to develop this as one of the key topics that will be really accessible and not buried within several other pages.
“We have restructured the leaflet to take into account those gaps that we identified. The way the world of work has
changed is included, as is the impact on mental health and wellbeing and also a section on work-related violence.
But we’ve also included some other parts about where and how people are working and much more information
about how you can control the risks.
“It will not tell you exactly what to do as it is really about you thinking, ‘What do my workers do. How are they
trained? Do they know what do? And as an individual what can I do?’ ”
At the end of her presentation Barbara invited the audience attending the Lone Worker Safety Conference to put
forward their views as the new guidance is still in draft form and will not be launched in its new format until early
next year.
“It fits really well with the HSE’s new strategy that is being developed and I’m expecting that this is going to be
turned into one of our flagship guidance documents. It matches what is going on across health and safety in the
workplace, so this is becoming a real point of interest”.
She concluded, “If people are wondering what difference conferences like this make, I can say that it has
definitely made a difference to us. Listening to the people who actually do the job about the issues they face,
sharing the experiences and helping to find solutions made us look at what more we could do”.
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TPSO magazine always advocates attending industry events. The International Security Expo, held in Olympia,
London, is free to attend, (but you need to pre book), and a huge event packed with interesting ideas and big name
industry leaders to talk to. Highly recommended. Website link at the end, for more info.

Record Numbers Attend
International Security Expo 2019

Attendance figures for International Security Expo co-located with International Disaster Response Expo hit record
numbers this year with 12,576 international visitors, a 7% increase on 2018, travelling from 112 countries for the
two day event which took place at Olympia London on the 3 – 4 December. It has become without doubt the
premier event for government and end users attracting high quality decision makers and showcasing not just the
best of British, but the best international security and disaster response solutions available.
Feedback from both exhibitors and visitors since the show has been overwhelmingly positive. With the national
threat level substantial, keeping visitors safe over the two days was a major priority for the organisers, and many
attendees were pleased to see temporary HVM barrier solutions outside and a revolutionary new ‘High Footfall
Screening’ solution in place at the entrance to allow for a faster flow of visitors and VIPs into the venue.
Peter Jones, Chief Executive at Nineteen believes the success of the event reconfirms the need for a large-scale
security event which delivers a global audience of heads of public and private sector security to London each year.
He explains, “There is a truly international flavour now and our vision is to grow the show into the largest and most

credible security event globally. With an incredibly talented team, and under the chairmanship of Former Security
Minister, Admiral Lord West I look forward to seeing the show go from strength to strength in the coming years."
Tristan Norman, Group Event Director in charge of the Security and Disaster Response Series at Nineteen also
comments "International Security Expo was once again an exceptional event. Opened by Assistant Commissioner
Neil Basu, the lead for Counter Terror Policing in the UK, the 200+ high calibre speakers, number of international
delegates and range of UK government agencies supporting sets us aside from other shows in this sector.”
Education was central to the show with 12 conference, summit and workshop theatres delivering almost 250 CPD
certified sessions covering drone and counter drone, cyber security, protecting crowded places, aviation and transport
security, crisis management and business continuity, forensics, designing in security, global counter terrorism and
serious & organised crime. Speakers included senior representatives from the FBI and NCSC, Commissioner of the
City of London Police, just retired Deputy Director from the NCA, a former member of Al Qaeda and MI6 spy, a
former US Secret Service Agent and Chemical Weapons expert, the UK’s Cyber Ambassador to the USA and many
more.
The product innovation theatre also covered a wide range of solutions from CCTV & surveillance, access control,
perimeter protection, communications, screening and scanning, tracking and monitoring to name a few.
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However, the most impactful element of the show was the “Realities of Terror” thread that featured for the first
time, with former hostage Peter Moore describing how he survived being held captive in Iraq for over 2 years, Figen
Murray introduced Martyn’s Law in memory of her son who was murdered in the Manchester Arena bombing and
Helen Scott described the impact the Pan Am 103 flight blowing up over her house in Lockerbie has had on her life.
As with all of the events in the Nineteen Group portfolio, they go a little further and add more value to all who
attend. The live immersive features included a cyber demonstrator which took audiences from a hacker’s bedroom
through to a police arrest, the Border Force Sea Container gave a physical demonstration of how far criminals go
to hide contraband. Counter EO UK showcased live explosive detection, Leicestershire Fire and Rescue brought
visitors in via virtual reality headsets to give real training in armed weapons and police scene of crime analysis, and
the LPCB test lab showed how leading products stand up to rigorous testing.
Tristan Norman concludes "There's significant momentum to the event with over 85% of exhibitors rebooking
onsite for next year and many taking much bigger stands, we are also proud to have continued support from all 20
Premier Partners. The 2020 event will build on the huge success of this year’s show including a much wider cyber
offering, increased International Delegation programme and expansion into the National Hall at Olympia to allow
for the growing number of exhibitors and visitors.”

www.internationalsecurityexpo.com

NAHS Annual Conference & Awards 2019
On the 14th November 2019 the NAHS held their Annual Conference, AGM and #NAHS19 awards which were very
kindly sponsored by Paxton Access. “We would like to thank all those of you who took the time to nominate and
recognise the outstanding and committed staff who work to keep our Healthcare environment, staff and patients
safe. Our judging panel (Including TPSO's Managing Editor, Rollo Davies) had an extremely difficult time working
through the nominations and choosing their winners as the quality of the nominations was so high.”
The Award categories were as follows:
• Healthcare Security Officer
• Healthcare Security Team
• Healthcare Security Manager / ASMS (LSMS)
• Security Innovation
• Violence Reduction Initiative
• Healthcare Security Executive / Security Management Director or Non-Exec Director
We received an increased number of nominations from last year and
would like to recognise all the nominees.
Healthcare
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security Officer - Nominations were received for the
Linda Darko
Michael Umoru
Anser Khan
Richard Davies
Tiffany Satchell
Gary Bertenshaw

The winner was Tiffany Satchell

Download the nomination https://nahs.org.uk/library/nomination-for-tiffany-satchell/
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Give your employees
financial freedom
Wagestream gives your Security
Guards the power to access
their overtime wages as soon
as they're earned through a
simple, instant app
Productivity
100% of overtime shifts
filled
Retention
People are 40% more likely
to stay
Recruitment
See 100% increase in job
applications

wagestream.co.uk

Contact Jon to find out more
jon@wagestream.co.uk
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Healthcare Security Team - Nominations were received for:
• Guys and St Thomas’s NHS Foundation Trust
• Sandwell and West Birmingham and the City Hospital
• University Hospital of North Durham
• Hillingdon Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
• Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust
• Clinical Liaison Nursing Team, Mersey Care NHS Trust
• The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust
• University Hospital Lewisham Security Team, Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust
• Whittington Health NHS Trust
• North Bristol NHS Trust
The winners of this category were the team from Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust.

Download the nomination https://nahs.org.uk/library/nomination-for-maidstone-and-tunbridge-wells-security-team/

Healthcare Security Manager / ASMS (LSMS) – Nominations were received for:
• Andrew Starkey
• Peter Paskin
• Ian Leese
• Lucy Lott
• Martin O’Reilly
• Paul Smith
The winner of this category was Peter Paskin.
Download the nomination https://nahs.org.uk/library/nomination-for-peter-paskin-x1/
Security Innovation - Nominations were received from the following:
• Clinical Liaison Nursing Team, Mersey Care NHS Trust
• GSTS
The winners were the Clinical liaison Nursing Team from Mersey Care NHS Trust.
Download the nomination https://nahs.org.uk/library/nomination-for-clinical-security-team-mersey-care/
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Violence Reduction Initiative category was awarded to the Anti-Violence campaign initiated by University Hospital
Birmingham in association with West Midlands Police. Their nomination is available to download HERE.
https://nahs.org.uk/library/nomination-for-violence-reduction-initiative/
Jayne King, NAHS Chair awarded the Chair’s award to Jim Tighe of West London NHS Trust for his pioneering
work on the use of Body Worn Video within a clinical environment.
Jayne had the following to say when presenting the award:
‘"Jm is the LSMS at West London Mental Health NHS Trust.
Jim has led tirelessly on the introduction of a Body Worn Video pilot for
NHS staff in clinical areas for over 2 years. The initial pilot covered West
London Mental Health Forensic units and has now been evaluated and
published. The tenacity shown along with the willingness to share the pilot
scheme, lessons learnt and the evaluation initially with other LSMS’s across
London and more recently on a national level make Jim a role model for
the LSMS title. The evaluation has shown a reduction in the use of physical
restraint which can only improve the patient experience and promote a
safer environment for NHS staff.
It is my view this may be a game changer in the field of Healthcare Security
and as long as the correct governance processes are implemented and
followed, will become an integral part of the toolkit used in Healthcare
security to provide healthcare security services and the promotion of safer
working for all".
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Useful Contact Information!

In alphabetical order, not necessarily in order of greatest need!

Alcoholics Anonymous

Citizens Advice Bureau

www.alcoholics-anonymous.org
0800 9177 650

www.citizensadvice.org.uk
03454 040506

Environmental Health Department

Frank (Drug Advice)

via local councils

www.talktofrank.com
0300 123 6600

www.gov.uk/find-local-council

Gambling Aware

GMB (Trade Union)

www.begambleaware.org
0808 8020 133

www.gmb.org.uk
020 7391 6700

Health and Safety Executive

Minimum Wage Reporting

www.hse.gov.uk
03453009923 / 01519229235

www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
via ACAS 0300 123 1100

NASDU

National Business Crime Centre

www.nasdu.co.uk
01483 224320

www.nbcc.police.uk
0207 161 6664
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Think we need to add anything to this list?
Let us know: admin@peerpublishing.ltd

Police Non-Emergency

NHS Direct

www.police.uk/information-and-advice/reportingcrime

www.nhs.uk
Call 111

Call 101

Relate (Relationship Help)

Samaritans

www.relate.org.uk
0300 100 1234

www.samaritans.org
Call: 116 123

Security Industry Authority

Security Institute

www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk
0300 123 9298

www.security-institute.org
02476 346 464

Step Change (Debt Help)

Speaking Clock

www.stepchange.org
0800 138 1111

www.speaking-clock.com
Call: 123

Trading Standards (via CAB)

Unite (Trade Union)

www.citizensadvice.org.uk/consumer/get-morehelp/report-to-trading-standards/
03454 040506

www.unitetheunion.org
020 7611 2500
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Become a Security Manager
Our courses have been developed in association with Mind Over Matter
Consultancy (the UK’s leading Crowded Spaces experts) and are credit rated by
Edinburgh Napier University
Certificate in Security Management

Diploma in Security Management

The Certificate in Security Management is
open to anyone working in or intending to
work in the security industry. You will learn
about counter terrorism, crisis management,
cyber security and more.

The Diploma in Security Management is
aimed at people with some experience in
the industry. You will learn about business
continuity, logistics , how to lead and manage
security operations and more.

Both courses focus on the communication, thinking and writing skills successful Security Managers
in corporate or in private business are now expected to have.
Each course comprises six modules delivered over a year through weekend workshop sessions at
Missenden Abbey, Buckinghamshire, and will be run by practising security professionals.
The cost for each course is £2,200.00 *
*The fees include tuition, access to online learning platform, tutorial support between
residential weekends and certification

Apply Online - www.silverbacksecurityacademy.com
 anne@silverbacksecurityacademy.com
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Meet the TPSO Team
Michael O’Sullivan.
After 5 years distinguished service in the French Foreign Legion, Mike returned to the UK
and commenced a career in the physical security industry in the City of London.
Looking to diversify and better utilize his skills, Mike ran a very successful training
organisation for many years and gained valuable qualifications and experience in
counselling, and psychology.
Mike was eventually drawn back to his vocation, as a protector, returning to the security
industry,
but his drive to make a difference, increase standards and improve the working life of front line security
professionals, lead him to come up with the idea for “The Professional Security Officer Magazine”.
A man on a mission......
Mike is editor of the new monthly TPSO newsletter, “Your Career in Security” and is also currently hard at work
developing advanced training packages for Front Line security workers, to distinguish intelligent, committed and
engaged Professionals, from the masses, and create a new “advanced standard” within the industry. He is also
responsible for the outstanding TPSO website and a number of genuinely “Industry Changing” research initiatives.

Rollo Davies MSyI.
In 2019 Rollo was named on the prestigious IFSEC Global Influencers list, as World #2 for
Security Industry “Thought Leadership” and was the Winner of the George Van Schalkwyk
Award for outstanding contribution to the UK security industry, presented by the Security
Institute.
Rollo joined the Metropolitan Police at age 19. He subsequently spent a further 27 years in
the physical security industry, mainly in operational management roles.
He became increasingly disillusioned by the lack of appreciation, respect and recognition afforded
those in the front line of the industry, so he tried to do something about it. Firstly in 2011, he founded, a now
sadly defunct, trade union: The National Security Workers Union, (NSWU.)
In 2018 he had a phone call from an old friend about starting a magazine. The rest is history.
He is an enthusiastic member of The Security Institute, an established social media commentator and an
increasingly influential campaigner for improved standards, industry wide.
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The Times They Are A-Changin’

by Mark Folmer, CPP, FSyI

The word “Change” is often thrown around as a buzzword. Trendy or not, it applies to the security industry
and let us be honest that change is a good thing! Change in the form of people, threat environments and, of
course, technology.
Industry evolution is manifesting itself at Industry events as they are converging and have Disruption Districts,
Innovation Theatres, Pitch competitions and X learning stages. Software is driving some of the change (more on
that later!) as is the hardware world - think IoT, mobility, and handheld devices. The public is onboard as safety is
a concern for everyone - think smart cities and public-private partnerships driving crime reduction projects and
peace of mind. The change is impacting the industry as a whole but let’s focus on the front line (it is TPSO after all!).
Security forces, and the methods used to manage them, have seen transformational changes in the recent decade
and we are at the tip of the iceberg.
Just a few years ago, the tools of the trade were a notepad and a pen, and the required technical skills peaked with
the ability to use a handheld two-way radio. Guard force security was not viewed in a professional manner; guard
jobs were often considered “no specific skills needed” entry-level positions.
That is continuing to change. With the advent of ESRM, security programs are starting to be viewed differently at
the corporate level. Enterprise Security Risk Management (ESRM) is a strategic security program management
approach that ties an organization’s security practice to its overall mission and goals using globally accepted risk
management principles. The role of the security leader in ESRM is to manage security vulnerabilities to enterprise
assets in a risk-decision-making partnership with the organization leaders in charge of those assets.
Regardless of the technological innovation, the 5th D of physical security’s 5Ds remains critical. Of course, I am
referring to Defence (also referred to as response). Without an appropriate response, you may as well not detect an
issue. The security company of the future must adapt to changing customer requirements (read ESRM deliverables),
demographic developments, and technological advances if it wants to remain successful.
Consider the following, which may seem minor, but is actually key when it comes to presence. Is the officer where
he/she is supposed to be? While this point may seem obvious, it is essentially where deterrence and prevention
efforts begin and end. Is the security officer the right one, each and every time? By right one, I mean does the
officer have the right skills and attributes to deliver what is expected and specified in a contract and the post and
at the right cost? Can they monitor and verify any off-property activity such as unauthorized post departures, or
compliance with meal and rest break activity? Are key areas of the facility being regularly inspected? Is too much
time being spent in one area, not enough in another area? Do duties reflect the assets identified in the risk register?
Are key vulnerable areas being overlooked? Are your guards compliant with post instructions, do they have the
skills to be?
The above is very operational, but let’s take a step back and look at the resource delivering the service itself - the
security officer. Many traditional industry pains continue to exist, or at least the perception of them do, such as,
low pay, inefficiency, low skill requirement, high turnover, low reliability, low-profit margins, and non-scalable
management program. A quick look at some stats that reiterate the importance of looking after your security team:
•
•
•
•

25% of people quit in 2018 whereas 77% of those could have been prevented.
Employers estimate that they spent close to 600B USD$ to cover turnover costs.
Business waste totalled approximately 687B in inefficient administrative work.
Frontline staff lost close to 7% of their wages due to inefficient scheduling.
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The four bullets above highlight why it is important to review how you manage your frontline staff. Consider how
you hire, train, and retain. Do your staffing levels fluctuate? Do you need a short term boost? How can your firm
take advantage of the “gig economy” and how do you look at resource deployment?
What about payroll frequency? Access to banked hours and earned wages is obviously an issue (62% of wage earners
say flexibility around payday is important to them). Have you considered software offerings around managing some
flexibility around that issue? They exist today and offering that to staff you could reduce your turnover numbers
and thus offer better service.
What about day in and day out rostering? This function was traditionally viewed in a static fashion - names that are
on-site (or should be!) that eventually make up an invoice and a payroll entry. Can it not go beyond that? Consider
who gets put on a schedule? How do the officers get offered shifts? What personal profile does the officer have?
Can matches be made to support role satisfaction? How does time and attendance get accounted for? How can staff
consult their schedules?
In the past it was difficult to be creative--any initiative usually required more unbilled back office manpower, but
not so today. You can keep overhead low and integrate a variety of platforms to offer employer of choice type
programs. As a business owner, you see net improvements to the bottom lines and client retention. As an employee,
you benefit from schedule predictability, access to earned wages, and the ability to pick up ad-hoc work without
having to chase it. As a client, you get better service. A real win / win / win.
When approaching transformation, be sure to consider the people - look across the organisation for who gets
impacted, the process - how will you bring about the change and the technology - how does it all tie together.
Suggestion - stay far away from stovepipes, not only are they hot, they will burn you in the medium term and you
will not take advantage of true automation.
Change should bring about renewed efficiency via automation, better insight and ultimately add value to what
you deliver - as an officer and as a business. Yes, the times they are a-changin’ and keeping up with the changes
is key to running a successful security business.

Mark Folmer, CPP, FSyI
V.P. - Security. TrackTik.

Mark was named to the prestigious IFSEC Global influencers list in 2018 &
2019 for “Security Thought Leadership”. He is also a highly active international
security figure, member of ASIS and a Fellow of the UK Security Institute,
as well as a world renown data-driven Operations & Security leadership
expert. Mark is based in Montreal, Canada with TrackTiK, a dynamic and
cutting edge tech company.
Mark is also a lecturer and commentator on global security issues.

Tracktik.com
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Security Workforce
Management
Software
Automate manual processes, roster your
staff, generate reports from captured
data, and demonstrate the value of your
security operations.

+44 (0)2039 667193 | DEMO@TRACKTIK.COM | TRACKTIK.COM
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“Money Matters,
You Matter”

Julian Leslie
accountants

A complete and wide range of services
in the areas of Accounting, Taxation
and Consultancy to limited companies,
sole proprietorships, partnerships and
individuals.
•
•
•
•

Accounting, Bookkeeping and Payroll
Business Start Up
Compliance Service
Taxation

For professional, personal advice contact
Julian Leslie today

07703 172 009
www.julianleslie.com
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Without doubt, one of the most important factors in building security is the initial design and construction itself.
TPSO asked top industry expert Mark Tucknutt, owner of the highly acclaimed Toren Consulting, to tell us about
the security, or lack of, that is considered in building design.

Is your building helping you to do your job?

F

rontline security officers support a vast range of types and sizes of facilities. Each of those facilities was
designed, built, fitted out, possibly refurbished in order to be the building that you recognise today. At each
of those stages a team of professionals was involved in designing and then providing the building’s layout,
structure, facade and systems. That team may have included architects, specialist engineers, construction
contractors, the building owner and their tenants. Was anyone thinking about how you would protect the building
and its occupants from crime and terrorism?

Security in building design - who makes the rules?

Let’s say that you’re a frontline security officer employed by the landlord of a multi-occupancy office building. In
that case, the design process went something like this. The building was funded by a property developer; it was
designed by an architect supported by a design team of engineers and consultants; it was signed off at various stages
by a local planning department and building control; it was built and fitted out by a main contractor and various
specialist sub-contractors.
In amongst all of those activities and competing priorities, who and what determined the amount of consideration
that security risk was given in the design of the building? Who set the budget for physical and electronic security
measures? Who signed off the designs and the completed building as providing suitable protection for the occupants?
Did security risk influence the layout or construction of the building? Or did your building just receive a templated
version of security in the form of some video surveillance and electronic access control?
What assumptions were made about the roles and numbers of frontline security officers and security control room
operators that would be required in order to safely operate the building? Were those assumptions made on the basis
of input from any security professionals?

Building Regulations

Other than security, many of the protective aspects of building design and construction in the UK are mandated
by Building Regulations. Protection from fire, for example, is covered in Building Regulations Part B with various
ways of meeting those requirements described in Approved Document B. Building structures are covered in Part A.
Security for dwellings is covered by Building Regulations Part Q. Approved Document Q for security was released
in 2015; again it applies only to dwellings and describes only basic physical security.
So, if you work in an office, hotel, warehouse, museum, anything that isn’t a dwelling, then there isn’t a relevant part
of the UK Building Regulations for your building.

The Planning System

If security for non-residential buildings isn’t required by national Building Regulations then perhaps it is driven by
the planning system? In July 2017 the Chief Planning Officer wrote to local planning authorities to remind them “of
the important role the planning system plays in ensuring appropriate measures are in place in relation to counterterrorist and crime prevention security”. You can find the letter here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/627395/Chief_Planner_letter_-_
security_and_planning.pdf
In the UK local planning authorities issue Local Plans, informed by the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF). The NPPF could perhaps further improve its guidance on security risk. For example the NPPF refers
to high risk sites, but there does not seem to be a common definition and regardless such sites are hard to pin
down, as criminal and terrorist targets continue to evolve. The NPPF does require ‘good design’ outcomes, such as
enhancing amenity, well-being and community, and this provides local planners with a means of requiring security
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be considered.
Hopefully, more local plans from around the UK will improve how they describe security requirements for buildings.
Crime and terrorism clearly aren’t confined to the capital. Manchester’s Local Plan, as a fairly typical example,
obliges all developments to have regard to ‘community safety and crime prevention’ and ‘reduction of opportunities
for crime by applying current best practice in security design’. However despite Manchester’s history of terrorist
attacks in the 1970s, 1990s and as recently as 2017 there is no mention of terrorism in the city’s current Local Plan.
So, the planning system may have required the designers of your building to consider crime and terrorism, apply
best practice, etc. Whether it did depends on where the building is located and whether the local authority referred
it to their security consultees.

Police Planning Consultees

Perhaps rather than attempt to keep up with changing crime and terrorism requirements, Local Plans are
increasingly requiring developments to consult with the police during design. The local police force’s Designing
Out Crime Officer (DOCO) role is typically a planning consultee, and local authorities send planning applications
to them for review and comment. Either the local authority or the DOCO may decide to involve the local police
force’s Counter Terrorism Security Advisor team if there is reason to believe that a building will be at significant
risk from terrorism.
So, your building’s designers may have received some input from the local police force on crime and terrorism risks
and how to mitigate them. But again, whether this happened depends on location and whether planners deemed
the proposed building suitable to be referred to the police.

The Design Team

As we’ve seen, the building in which you’re employed to provide frontline security services may or may not have
been obliged to consider security in its design and may or may not have received some security input from the police.
The building almost certainly had an architect-led design team but, with or without some planning requirement or
police input, what security risks did they consider and how did those affect the design of the building?
Did the building design team include a specialist security consultant? If not, then considering security risks and
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designing mitigation measures would typically fall to a combination of the architect (spaces, layout, people flow,
door and window specifications) and the electrical engineer (security system design and specification). If you’re
interested, you should be able to find your building on the relevant local authority planning portal; security will
most likely be described at a concept level in the building’s ‘Design Access Statement’.
Perhaps there was a security consultant as part of the design team. In that case we’d hope that security was given
much greater consideration from concept design onwards. Its rare that an architect would produce a security risk
assessment. However a security consultant should consider a wide range of crime and terrorism threats, agree their
likelihood and consequences with the building owner and then influence the building’s layout, intended operation,
physical and electronic security measures.
Does the building that you protect help you to do that? Does the lobby layout make it easier or harder to deter or
to spot people who shouldn’t be there? Are doors and windows suitably robust to deter or delay criminals from
attempting to force entry? Are the electronic security devices providing the support that you need?
There was a whole design team, possibly supported by a security consultant and/or police advice, that designed the
building that you work to protect; the building really should work to support you.

What winds you up?

At Toren Consulting, we don’t think that frontline security personnel are consulted often enough in the design of
buildings. We’re trying to put that right in the buildings that we work on. If there’s anything in the design of your
building that you think the design team could have done better to help you to do your job, I’d like to hear about it
(especially if you’ve found it in more than one building).
You can send me an email to mark.tucknutt@torenconsulting.co.uk. It’s very unlikely that I’d be able help your
building, but we may be able to help future building designs to avoid the same mistakes.
To find out more about how Toren Consulting may be able to help you to provide a more secure environment
through the design and operation of your buildings, you can email us at info@torenconsulting.co.uk or visit
our website at torenconsulting.co.uk.

Mark Tucknutt
Mark helps building owners, tenants, property developers and architects
to design buildings that provide the protection that they expect against
crime and terrorism. He is the owner of Toren Consulting Ltd, a specialist
security consultancy for the built environment. Mark has worked in
security design for 20 years, for the UK Home Office and private sector
consultancies. He has a masters degree in Security Management (and one
in Computational Physics, don’t ask!) and is Co-Chair of The Security
Institute’s Built Environment Security Special Interest Group.
info@torenconsulting.co.uk
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The way we learn is changing and evolving. Technology is playing an increasingly important role. TPSO asked industry
expert and CEO of Eagna, David Hughes, to tell us what he is doing at the moment and what the training of the
future will look like.

Changing The Paradigm

Some readers may recall I wrote an article in the 2nd edition of TPSO outlining the need for greater support and
inclusivity for security staff from businesses. I mentioned at the end of that article that I, along with my partners
were making this and security risk management a priority for our business and looked forward to working in cooperation with others who share this aim. A year later, the future for the security industry and those front line staff
is looking more hopeful. It has been encouraging to see like-minded security professionals sincerely, and in some
cases selflessly make this their mission. In addition there appears to be greater planning for long term learning
solutions for security industry staff from both private and government organisations.
At Eagna [Agna] we have been working on creating support solutions for those that work within the security
industry. If you haven’t done so already I encourage you to read my article which outlines the absolute need for
greater support within the security sector with particular attention on more inclusive communication (two-way)
with staff and the need for adequate levels of staff training.

David Hughes BA (Hons) CMgr MCMI MSyI AIFSM
CEO and a co-founder of Eagna.
David is a former security and health and safety professional who
has worked on high-risk crisis management missions and projects
internationally. He is a graduate of Northumbria University and
studied with the Faculty of Business and Law, where he gained a FirstClass Honours degree in Leadership and Management. David is also a
‘Chartered’ Manager and member of the CMI, as well as being a member
of the Security Institute. He has over 25 years’ experience in training
management most of which was gained during his 22 years military
service.
Email: david.hughes@eagnatrainingservices.com
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Learning and Communications Portal - User Home Page

The Problem:
Most security staff will not have a company email address or access to a company PC, especially if they are part
time or on zero hours contracts. As such these staff may fall outside the scope of ‘in house’ company training which
is accessed via a company issued email. In addition these same staff are often excluded from internal memos or
company communications, adding to an increased sense of exclusion. This often, as my research has shown leads to
a state of disenfranchisement, which in turn reduces motivation, productivity and which can lead to health issues.
Centralised training for staff dispersed across multiple contracts is often not achievable, can also be a logistical
nightmare and is expensive.
The Solution:
Working with our partners at Olive media we have developed an innovative multi-purpose application that provides
both a communications platform and learning engine for your staff. Staff can be trained on your company’s bespoke
‘Regulatory Management System’ (RMS) incorporating your own branding and site url.
A key feature is that staff can access this application via tablet, mobile phone or laptop as well as other media devices.
This is particularly useful where staff have limited or no access to a company PC but do have a mobile phone.
Training managers can easily assign courses and training schedules to individuals or teams. This training solution
also offers simplified central training management administration; an extremely cost effective solution where
companies employ large numbers of staff in non-centralised-locations. The communications platform allows
immediate business dialogue with staff, and the ‘staff notification’ function ensures that urgent messages can be
sent in a timely manner. The response protocol allows managers to track who has seen and read the message. A
particularly useful aid for those who manage security teams or have emergency response duties. Both features are
very useful for businesses that provide support services with staff contracted across multiple sites but who want to
retain a centralised means of communication and training, thereby greatly reducing training costs and ensuring
company core values and standards are maintained.
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Features
Your own branded app
Your organisation can have its own fully branded learning app.
The features have been carefully designed by our learning and
development professionals to provide a modern platform for training
and hosting of records. The award winning app is available on iOS
or Android.

A truly amazing mobile media player
The App course player goes beyond simple play, skip and rewind
buttons. Learners tap to view classroom notes or move between
modules. The SCORM compliant player allows them to resume
the course where they last left it, so they can work at their own
pace on any device.

App and desktop integration
With all your data in the cloud your staff can learn at
their own pace at home on a tablet, using their phone on
the train or on their laptop at work.

Hosting all docs in one place
Your staff can also host their employment-related
records on the app. This handy feature allows them
to upload a scan of their licenses and training records
which can be reviewed by the site manager at any time.
This is also very useful for reviewing non-permanent
contracted staff.

Transform your forms
With GDPR, paper based forms and feedback sheets can
create legal problems for many organisations. With your
new app you can add forms digitally and help streamline
your admin process.
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Push notifications to staff
You can notify your staff of new courses, or news updates via push
notifications. Push notifications encourage engagement and have
90% open rates versus 23% for email communication.

QR code Function
It can be difficult to keep a track of who has been inducted and who has
the right certifications to be onsite. The innovative QR code feature allows
the administrator to scan the worker’s phone to bring up that individual’s
training records. A great time saving feature which greatly reduces training
manager administration.

Standardised Training

We have created a large array of accredited’ modular courses which can be accessed at any time by your staff. The
modular format ensures all staff receive the same learning material which ensures a standardisation of training.
Staff at any site will have received the same training and there isn’t a need to retrain staff or conduct lengthy training
gap analysis surveys.
Styling that works for you – Your unique training needs.
By its very nature, bespoke is custom built. However, we can provide guidance and advice on different sets of
video and animation styles that will be best suited to your organisation. These can be anything from interviews,
case studies, and aerial footage, to animation, 3D and gaming scenarios. We can create your own unique training
courses or complete learning packages such as apprenticeship training solutions.
Future proof learning.
As well our digital courses we have the technology and capability to meet the demands of all high end learning
requirements, which has serious potential for security and defence training.
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Gamification

Gaming improves employees’ knowledge
As we all know, knowledge retention is a big part of any employee’s daily life. Training isn’t just important for the
employee, it is essential to the growth of the company. Studies have found that interactive learning games can
increase long-term retention rates by up to 10 times.
Increased learner engagement
Gamification holds the learner’s attention and motivates
them as they aim to reach a defined goal. When learners
feel positive about their learning process and know that
they are going to be rewarded in some way for their
efforts, then they stop becoming passive observers and
turn into active participants. Gaming fosters innovation,
productivity, and fun, which inevitably enhances the
work environment.
A risk-free experience of the real world
Gamification in eLearning allows learners to see the real

world applications and benefits of the subject matter. They are able to get a first-hand look at how their choices
within the game result in consequences or rewards. By training in a fun, risk-free environment they can explore a
topic at length and they will be fully prepared when they apply their understanding to the real world
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Virtual Reality Learning
We’re breaking new ground in the immersive learning world,
combining our background in eLearning with revolutionary
products such as Oculus Rift. Virtual reality (VR) is already being
used as a tool for business training by means of immersive learning.
This technology provides the ability to enter virtual scenes with a
high sense of reality. Our in-house team of creative VR developers
and LandD experts have worked on a variety of immersive learning
projects for some of the world’s largest organisations. Our client list
includes those from a diverse background including automotive,
aeronautical, entertainment and sports.
Greatly Improved Retention Rates
According to recent studies, immersive learning has a
retention rate of knowledge in key messages of 90% compared
to traditional training methods which provide a return of
around 20%. This high sense of reality makes this technology
extremely useful for training in security, or health and safety,
since it allows us to practice safely any possible work situation
as many times as it takes, such as dealing with a variety of
security threat scenarios.

In Summary

This platform is extremely versatile and can benefit companies of all sizes. It has enormous potential for those
large and international companies where your workforce is geographically dispersed over great distances. The
centralised management features will create additional cost containment against your training budget. Modular
courses ensure ‘standardisation’ of training and end user portals (mobile phones) mean large numbers of staff can
be trained concurrently. This is very beneficial when there are changes to regulations or standards which need to
be communicated, taught and implemented quickly. Smaller companies will benefit from utilising the modular
courses that have already been created and the communications portal will ensure you have a more direct means
of passing on business critical information. Collectively this will ensure you provide greater added value to your
clients, reduce training costs, and achieve higher retention rates while improving staff performances. If you want to
learn more we look forward to hearing from you.

About Us:

Here at Eagna our executive team of directors have over 70 years collective knowledge and experience providing
training in a wide range of learning and development environments.
Our professional expertise extends to IT, IoT, Cyber security,
security, Counter terrorism, Crime prevention, health and
safety, compliance and assurance management as well as risk
management. We have an established reputation for service
delivery excellence within a broad set of industry disciplines
including facilities management, military, emergency
services, trade unions, public and private sector enterprise
organisations. The Eagna team is here to provide business
training solutions for all customers utilising advanced
learning solutions supported by our international partner,
Olive Media.
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Cyber - A Growing 'Physical' Issue

by Philip Ingram MBE

A

s we talk physical security and technology it can’t be long before the conversation turns to cyber
vulnerabilities, especially with the rapidly growing numbers of IP enabled physical security systems. What
could be called the Internet of Security Things (IoST).

To traditional physical security people, cyber seems like a dark art, “he who shall not be named,” but you have to
realise that cyberattacks are started in the physical world by a person and end up having an effect in the physical
world on people. The attack means is via computer code and the environment the perpetrators manoeuvre through
is a cyber environment or cyberspace.
The reality is that these events are a physical and cyber security challenge at the same time and the traditional
barriers between physical and IT security must be bulldozed aside and quickly, if we are to mitigate the rapidly
morphing and expanding threats.
As connectivity increases, and boy is it increasing, Gartner estimates that more than 25 billion connected devices
will be utilised by 2020 in the revolution that is referred to as the Internet of Things, does this really pose a threat?
Is this not something that is dealt with by the cyber security geeks, why should we worry?
When I look at the digital world, I see it no differently to that of the physical world, it is just a different domain and
for the life of me I have difficulty understanding why people behave so differently in the digital than physical world.
‘Cyberspace’ is something everyone should start to understand more as it is the environment where elements of the
physical world are connected. It is the environment where security and technology join.
However, the threats through cyberspace are rapidly evolving and cyberspace has become an operating environment
for nation states, terrorists and criminals alike. Security professionals must be aware that they could be the target
of interest or attacks from any or all of these actors. Rogue nations see influencing the physical world through
cyberspace as a natural extension of their foreign policy. Just remember the impact the NotPetya and WannaCry
attacks had on different organisations.
WannaCry and Not Petya were hugely successful because they attacked via vectors that if they had been updated
and patched properly, the impact of the attack would have been greatly reduced. The Department of Health and
Social Care (DHSC) estimated that the WannaCry attack of 2017 cost the NHS £92 Million in direct costs and lost
output. The shipping giant Maersk estimated the cost of the 2017 NotPetya attack for it was $300 million.
Gary Miller, the then UK Managing Director, Thales Cyber Security and Consulting UK said to me a couple of
years ago, “Digital technology is transforming the way we live our lives, do business and share information. This
new online environment brings with it unprecedented opportunity alongside increased risk for both public and
private sector organisations.” The security professional needs to be aware of their update and patching policy now,
as much as their guard routine!
But surely security devices are secure? In a word no, and one illustration of this was a couple of years ago when the
internet domain name system (DNS), the address book for the internet, controlled by a company called Dyn Inc
was subjected to a Deliberate Denial of Service Attack (DDoS) which meant that the address book was overloaded
with data and couldn’t point people to the right website – in effect part of the internet was disabled. Many of the
devices that carried out this attack were security devices, IP Enabled cameras and the like and they were infected
with a piece of malware called Mirai which created a bot net of thousands of devices, all of which flooded Dyn Inc
with requests overloading their servers.
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The key to integrating technological solutions
into areas of traditional physical security
and stay safe in the cyber environment is
to think of it holistically with the physical
environment, identify the risks and threats
in the same way and mitigate them using the
same principals. Do the basic things well
and correct all of the time with a culture of
positive ownership of security responsibility
by all and you will make it difficult for anyone
to get into your systems.
If the risk from lost business, lost reputation,
stolen intellectual property were not enough
the potential fines under the European
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
which came into effect in May 2018 and will
still apply post BREXIT, should ensure that
management oversight of security, including
cyber security, is something on every
board meeting agenda. The greatest difficulty is the measurement of success is that nothing happens, and senior
management needs to realise that the cost of something happening, could be catastrophic.
With the explosion of IoT devices and IoST devices with even more interconnected gadgets carried by everyone
today, the threat landscape is growing exponentially. The basics cost very little to implement and good leadership
to maintain. Cyber security is as much a leadership and cultural issue as it is technical solution. However, cyber
security, the basics at least, are the responsibility of every member of staff and every member of the security
community needs to have a bit more of an understanding. As technology grows in the security arena, so must the
security staffs understanding of the threats and how to deal with them grow along side.
In essence proper defence requires a cultural change and a recognition that
protection is only as good as the weakest link, security professionals must be able
to assess that weak link whether it is in the physical or the technological arena, no
longer should it just be an issue that the IT department deals with.
As more and more tech comes on line, I am minded of a conversation I had
with Eugene Kaspersky, the CEO of Kaspersky Lab when he said, “I don’t see the
Internet of Things as the Internet of Things, I see it as the Internet of Threats,” and
went on to say he found it “curious to live in this world as I don’t know what will
happen tomorrow” as he referred to how the threat, and cyber criminality, is likely
to grow.

Philip Ingram MBE.
Philip Ingram is an internationally renown defence and security journalist
and consultant. Building on a long and distinguished military career,
retiring as a full Colonel, after performing intelligence, counter-intelligence,
security and planning roles whilst on active service. He is also the man
behind the hugely respected, Grey Hare Media.
Philip is a strategic thinker and recognised subject matter expert on issues
of
international security, defence and geo political events.....
www.greyharemedia.com
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Knife Attacks!

by Darren Nixon

“Code Red, Code Red! Tango One Four, immediate assistance required, I’ve
just been stabbed and…..........”
Makes your blood run cold at the sheer thought that it might happen to you one day doesn’t it? Many of us go
into an unintentional form of denial when considering it. Not so much a case of; “it won’t happen to me” type of
conscious denial, but, more aptly, an unconscious response that leans more towards; “I’ll have to read up on this,
sooner rather than later” type of response. As with all things in life, the things we don’t get around to doing, are the
ones we specifically said we would!
So, let’s look at why many security companies – as well as individuals / sub-contractors - are now choosing to select
risk-specific PPE (Personal Protective Equipment, in the form of the ubiquitous ‘stab vest’) for their frontline staff
and, in addition, exactly what part it plays in a modern-day society and the industry as a whole.
We’ll also try to look at dispelling some common myths associated with the actual attack process, and the potential
associated injuries. But first we’ll take a brief look at a few points that are not only worth considering, but are also
closely related to the motivation behind purchasing PPE.

How is a Typical Knife Attack Launched?

A common myth involves a confrontation, the perpetrator rapidly withdrawing and brandishing a knife, and then
the victim and perpetrator circling each other like a couple of deranged land-crabs as each wait for the other to
make the wrong move. Sadly, nothing could be further from the truth…

The Majority of Knife Attacks Share A Common Theme:

They are rapid and often involve no obvious escalation or indication (the proverbial ‘combat indicator’) that an
attack is about to be launched. There may nothing more than use of aggressive language and even a complete
absence of any form of physical posturing
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Attacks often take place and are over (as in the perpetrator has stabbed their victim and now broken contact /
disengaged in less than 30 seconds; which is about the time it has taken you to read up to this point), and they are
exfiltrating themselves from the crime scene.
They are either opportunistic or premeditated in their nature. Opportunistic means that the perpetrator is reacting
to an unplanned (being challenged by security personnel etc.) event or situation and utilises the knife to break
contact or exact immediate revenge. Premeditated is often more likely linked to organised crime (county lines
gangs etc) and the victim is literally ambushed by a single or multiple perpetrator group.
Unarmed Combative techniques are not always effective, and their main failing will be due to be the victims’ (unless
he or she is training on a regular / daily basis) inability to recognise that there is potential for a violent escalation.
Bear in mind, a well practiced perpetrator can launch up to two strikes to the CMT (Central Mass of Target – in
this case the torso) in around or under 1.5 seconds.
The most common attacks don’t involve a protracted struggle – you know the theme, the one where the perpetrator
and victim are involved in a life or death struggle, with the victim desperately conjuring up all their strength to keep
the knife point at bay when it’s about 3mm above their heart – and the critical time between a successful knife strike
and the victim’s defensive actions and efforts will often be over within 7 seconds.
Unlike the TV / Hollywood depiction of the ‘classic knifeman’ (where the knife is wielded in one hand and the
opposing hand is levelled at around the same height as the knife) the reality is that two hands are often utilised
in the attack. The most common methodology is known as ‘grab and stab’ and involves the perpetrator grabbing
hold of either one of the victims’ arms or, more commonly, their clothing. This prevents the target from moving
to increase the likelihood of a successful strike on the first lunge, increases the kinetic energy transferred from the
perpetrators’ blow and also allow them to upgrade their attack by launching a volley of strikes in an extremely short
time period – this is sometimes known as the ‘Prison Sewing Machine’ method.
A large number of people that are stabbed, aren’t even aware of it… Yes, you read that correctly, the attack has taken
place, the perpetrator has disengaged and is on his or her toes! Many state that they actually thought they’d been
‘slapped’ or ‘punched’ and are only aware of the fact that a knife has been plunged into their flesh when they either
see the blood or a bystander informs them or offer assistance.

Mortality Rates.

The primary cause of death relating to knife crime, is referred to as catastrophic haemorrhaging; which basically
means the victim loses such a large volume of blood (often in an extremely short period of time) that there is
not enough circulating blood to carry sufficient oxygenated blood to their vital organs and tissues. In effect,
they literally ‘bleed out’ such a high percentage of their blood that their compromised circulatory system cannot
transport enough blood around to sustain life.
The most common cause of this, is referred to as penetrating point trauma and, as the name suggests, is caused by
the mechanism of injury known to the layperson as stabbing.
Whilst lacerated and incised wounds (caused by a ‘slashing’ action with the edged part of the knife) can and do
cause some deaths, they are often much easier to control and treat due to relatively simple techniques like direct
pressure, use of haemostatic agents and tourniquet application, and even self-administered, rudimentary first aid
techniques (like the victim applying direct pressure on a severed radial artery on their wrist) and are therefore
much more viable and effective. The only exception would be a rarer form of attack to somewhere like the neck
which had an extremely good blood supply and very accessible arteries.
Penetrating Point Trauma is unfortunately often directed at the:
•
•
•

Abdominal Cavity
Lower and Upper Back
Thoracic Cavity (chest region)
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It will often involve damage to major blood vessels, organs and can (in the event of a wound to the thoracic cavity)
even cause immediate compromise to the casualty’s respiratory system and their ability to breathe effectively.

Risk Assessment

As everyone knows, there is a legal requirement for the vast majority of workplaces to carry out a formal risk
assessment and deal with all conceivable hazards that have been identified. As part of this assessment will then be
the process of establishing formal control measure to control the risk.
The accepted methodology includes using the following sequential processes:
•
•
•
•
•

Elimination
Substitution
Engineering Controls
Administrative Controls
Personal Protective Clothes and Equipment

This means that when all the first four factors have been exhausted and / or implemented to a reasonably practicable
level, you are then left with a form of risk that requires the need for PPE that is adequate and fit for purpose. This is
where your requirement for PPE will come into play.

Body Armour Utilised as PPE

There can be absolutely no doubt that body armour is a potential life-saver, and that it should be an immediate
consideration; assuming your risk assessment identifies it as being a requirement. It can also ‘buy time’ for the
victim in the event of a prolonged or sustained attack…
Here’s some handy pointers relating to getting the most out of your PPE Training
Simply issuing a stab resistant vest on its own isn’t enough. Your personnel need to be trained in its use, with
particular emphasis upon:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Care and maintenance of the PPE
How to use, wear and fit the PPE
Its capabilities and resistance specification
Reporting issues / faults with the PPE
Overconfidence – Important Note: they must NEVER be under the perception that the issue of the PPE now
makes them impervious to a knife attack
Profile Reduction

It is also worth considering a lower profile approach. This might be client led – as in they don’t want security officers
in a shopping mall patrolling in overt and obvious stab vests due to the potential for negative PR – or it might be a
consideration you want, with a view to increasing the effectiveness of the PPE.
For example, if a potential perpetrator is aware that their intended target is wearing PPE that will resist a strike to
the torso, they are more likely to attempt a strike to a body part (shoulder or groin for example) that they know is
unprotected. Don’t make it easy for them! If it’s viable, it might be worth considering whether you can lower the
profile of the body armour (or even considering a full covert option) so that the perpetrator is more likely to strike
at the central mass of target i.e. the torso and directly into the protected zone.
Failure to do this may actually increase the potential for attacks on other body areas.

www.knifecrime999.co.uk
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TPSO Announces
New Corporate Partners!

S

tarting in 2020, TPSO magazine will be working with up to 10 corporate
partners per year. These corporate partners are companies and organisations
that have been vetted by the magazine, share our industry improvement
ethos, and have been proven to supply the highest quality goods or services,
or are making a positive impact within the security industry.

Firstly I would like to thank Eclipse Strategic Security for their continued support which
started right from day one. Eclipse has rapidly established its position as a leading
provider of security, risk mitigation and security consultancy services to a broad range
of industry, business, government and NGO organisations.

This year we would like to welcome the outstanding
Wagestream organisation who are working hard to improve
the lives of thousands of front line security workers by
providing financial flexibility and increasing financial wellbeing by providing ‘income streaming’.
We also want to welcome at Atalian Servest, a successful
and rapidly expanding FM company that concentrates on providing first class security
services to high quality clients.
We are also going to be working with the fantastic
SmartTask. Providers of the industry leading, user friendly
and customisable, workforce management system.
Rounding off our latest batch of corporate partners is an organisation well respected
across the industry for its fantastic levels of staff development and exceptional in house
training, Aspers Casino, Stratford and their 2019 OSPA’s finalist security manager,
Jason Janes.

Welcome all....

If you have a company that operates in the UK security industry and would benefit from the substantial
exposure and support that TPSO magazine can provide, both in our publications, and across our social media
outlets, then why not get in touch and find out about the substantial advantages that Corporate Partnership
brings.

Drop Mike O’Sullivan a line at: admin@peerpublishing.ltd
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PSIM (Physical Security Investigation Management)

The Instruments For Investigation
The technology is only as good as the user!

Regardless of the reason for investigation, the Investigation is only as good as the investigators and who does the
investigation. In the world of security, criminology, and risk management, it is the person and not the weapon that
creates havoc.

The concept of success for, criminology, security, and risk investigation management will depend on, the level of
situational awareness of the decision-makers on the ground and their reaction speed. This applies to any form or
field in management, research and application, besides vetting and compliance, because crime lives in all fields,
e.g., business, human resources, construction, farming, education, security or, for that matter, where any human is
involved.
When the investigation is related to crime then the outcomes could lead to life impacting or life & death situations,
therefore, the importance of knowing all the truthful information is paramount. When any research is based on
insufficient or unreliable information, then the narrative of a puzzle-built picture will point the investigator into the
wrong direction wasting time effort and money.
To heighten situational awareness and gathering information to conceptualize the narrative, one would rely on the
people on the ground besides instruments for investigation, such as, incident and crime mapping software, CCTV,
access control, perimeter security, drones, covert or overt surveillance equipment, social media tracking, mobile
phone tracking, to mention but a few.
There are words related to investigation such as, identify the modus operandi (pattern), which is one of the
fundamental foundations for investigation. The pattern dictates the design and structure of any form, and it is
obvious that once the pattern changes, so too does the formation of the structure. The word ’clue’ could describe
the X factor. Identifying or uncovering an element could point to identifying a pattern
Concept
To read the situation is to fully understand the nature of the beast (narrative). This is done by following a pattern
of thought that could be described as building a puzzle. The placing of all pieces of the puzzle using their distinct
patterns and shapes form the full picture. Subsequently, one must have conceptional thought and must be fully
situational aware to ensure that all the pieces of the puzzle are considered and fit for construction. Consequently,
one must distinguish and identify the pattern to comprehend the structural formation, which could change at a
moment’s notice.
The pieces of the puzzle must be truthful and all the information. As we know that people lie, hide or volunteer
information for their own agenda, therefore, the tool must contain the knowledge and methods to critically outthink and outsmart the criminal. Furthermore, they also follow the tangible chain of evidence to comprehend the
big picture.
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Keep in mind that one can locate tangible items that a syndicate or person may use to commit an act of crime or
terror. Therefore, connecting people with things must be an approach to follow.
Taking all of the above into consideration for defining the hypothesis and selecting the tools to critically out-think
or outsmart criminal certain issues had to be taken into consideration.
Furthermore, it would be a human that must do the investigation for research, analytics and operations.
The technology is only as good as the users.
To find the clues and the pattern, one must identify and comprehend the crime on/in a location or field of interest,
the researcher/investigator must know the cultural of crime and methods of crime to select the instruments best
suited. The practitioners need to read the situation and the people involved.
Stated earlier, the instrument is only as good as the user that is knowledgeable in distinct crime or domain experts
(e.g., security consultants) that are, besides being soft-skilled and have the character traits, such as, mentally and
emotionally intelligent. This dictates a question, ‘who is best to select the instruments?’’
The unbiased analyst/investigator is the hypothesis who must identify the pattern and formation of a structure by
observing, interviewing and drawing up the questions for analysis. An example could be based on transnational or
local organized crime, street gangs or the lone-wolf predator where the practitioner must read the situation to find
the first piece of the puzzle, by identifying a person of interest that may be working on their own or with others in
concert.
A founding researcher Flavell (1976,1979) suggests for critical thinking (think out of the box), that the person must
be self-aware and regulate themselves (you are the hypothesis) in social settings.
By adding Situational Awareness to see the complete narrative and being of fully conscious by taking into
consideration that unknown and known issues could impact the complete picture (Ensley 1995). Furthermore, the
Critical Thinking soft skills must include lie, deception detection and critical situational interviewing regardless of
culture, to identify a person-of- interest. (Kirsten 2018,19).
Regardless of the investigative method, the completed narrative (picture) must be reviewed to consider missing
issues and be totally comprehended (got the picture). Thereafter, the narrative must again be dissected to identify
how, what and where the hard evidence could be found relating to each piece of the puzzle, e.g. Cctv footage, mobile
phone records, DNA, fingerprints, etc.
The outcomes of using the instruments, and critical thinking methodology included in the soft
skills will uncover new crime and discover copycat crime. The research base for all and guidance
articles on where how and to use such can be found in the cited work below.

Juan Kirsten

The Cited Work can be found in;
•
•
•
•

ISIO www.intsi.org and [HIM]. Human Investigation Management. www.human-investigation-management.com
Kirsten, J. (2018). Critical Thinking the X Factor in Criminology, Security and Risk (Vol 3). ISBN 978-0-620-81265-8.
Kirsten, J. (2019). Security and Criminology Investigation Management (Vol4). ISBN 978-0-6399974-0-7. Critical
Thinking the instruments for PSIM (Physical Security Investigation Management ©). All rights reserved. Juan Kirsten
2019®©

Juan is the Director General of the International Security Industry Organization
(ISIO) and author of HIM. Human Investigation Management.

www.intsi.org
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With the use of Body Worn Video becoming more common place across the industry,
TPSO magazine asked industry leader and founder of Audax, Adam Liardet,
to give us an overview of the growing body cam phenomenon......

Body Worn Video – The Industry Pioneers Opinion.
Belgium has a serious problem, verbal or even physical aggression against security and rescue personnel has,
unfortunately, become common place and is now ‘normal’ behaviour in Belgium. More and more paramedics, fire
fighters, security staff and police officers have to deal with this behaviour
on a daily and even hourly basis from members of the public that they are
trying to assist.
The police in the zone Brussels-Capital-Ixelles has been increasingly
confronted with violence against police officers over the last four years.
Figures show an increase of some 400%.1 Officers are then on paid sick
leave while they recover and thus aren’t capable of being on the streets
providing the security the area desperately needs. The aggression has got
so bad that often drink or drug intoxication is not the ‘catalyst’ as many
people expect it to be. Trying to use this as a poor excuse to ‘shrug off’ this
behaviour is not an excuse to try and make it acceptable. No Attack on any
Personnel in their place of work is acceptable, Ever!
I have used Belgium and Brussels as an example for two reasons, firstly
because it is a place that is rarely out of the Newspapers currently. You may
be aware that a vote on our country’s future happened some 3 years ago
and to date (November 2019.......... Ed.) nothing seems to have been done
about it (apart from a lot of talking by politicians). A similar comparison
could be drawn to attacks on front line workers – lots of talk over the years but very little done about it! Secondly
because it is also an example to show that other countries have
exactly the same problems and issues as the UK. Disrespect
and aggression towards security and emergency staff is still
ongoing and, in some areas and countries, it is getting worse.
One solution (amongst others) has been the introduction of
Body cameras, everyone knows what these are to some extent
but there is a great deal of conflicting advice and a large range
of products to choose from, so, in this short article my aim is
to try and provide readers with hopefully something new.
“Audax® first started with BWV product demonstrations in
July 2005 at a G8 Summit and led the World in 2006 with
our joint project with Devon and Cornwall Police / UK Home
Office which led to the first ever standards and guidance
document for BWV being produced. This mass trial of 200 x
Audax cameras produced some enlightening results, with a massive drop in complaints against the police and a
reduction in violent Crime.
Several studies have been conducted on the impact of body-worn video equipment, and they found considerable
potential benefits to their use. The studies showed that evidence capture is just one output of body-worn
video equipment, and the technology is effective at preventing escalation during police-public interactions —
both abusive behaviour towards police and unnecessary use of force by police. The researchers said that the
knowledge that events are being recorded creates self-awareness in all participants during police interactions.
This is the critical component that turns body-worn video into a “preventative treatment.”
However, as we have often found, rushing out to buy “any old” Body camera will not be the solution.
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BWV Cameras –are they all the same?
BWV Cameras are a specialised tool to ‘capture’ evidence in a secure manner. Adventure and Leisure Cameras
are not fit for purpose and do not have the security software and
memory security to ensure that video and images haven’t been
altered and manipulated (Your mobile phone I would also put into
this category). They do not offer automated docking stations and
secure back office software to ensure and prove that evidence
hasn’t been manipulated and is acceptable in Court. Basically,
what is the point of paying for something and strapping it to you
when you can’t prove that you haven’t manipulated the evidence?
What is the point of having something that only has a 2-hour
battery and you can’t turn on when you are wearing gloves?
Because of GDPR and Privacy it is against the law to be recording
all the time and recording private conversations. So, again, what
is the point, after potentially being abused, then turning on your
camera – to have missed all the evidence? More importantly what
is going through any employers mind to be providing a product
under the guise of “duty of care” that they have purchased from
the internet (or a distributor that is just re-badging Chinese Grey imports) that is often illegally imported as it has
no real safety certifications in their name such as a CE certificate, or for the latest cameras that live stream video
you are placing, over your heart, a product that has had no independent EMC testing undertaken on it? All of our
cameras are certified above and beyond the standard CE mark, with additional EMC testing certification so our
customers receive piece of mind.
It is always a good idea not to judge someone’s wealth on the car they drive, but to be honest a Body Camera
“snob” like me, does judge a company by the camera they wear. While you make an effort over the recruitment of
your staff and their CV, the appearance of your staff and your corporate image is also vitally important for front of
house duties etc, but having some easily recognisable, low-cost Chinese “Junk” on your chest ruins the message
you are trying to portray. I would suggest that you check out the pedigree of the company you are buying from
– ‘time in industry is not the same as time in BWV’. Experience matters.
Thus, provided that the ‘output’ is ‘captured’ on systems that are ‘fit for purpose’, what differentiates between
the manufacturers as after all the specific aspects of the camera itself (resolution, field of view, on-board storage,
battery life) vary very little from manufacturer to manufacturer. Even when looking at the different physical
attributes of the cameras, they all have a similar look and feel. For example, some ‘manufacturers’ suggest that a
front facing screen is a deterrent, where as some customers have evidence that offenders ‘act up’ to the screen
and it actually escalates conflict. Experience and personal preference come to the fore. As such, the main areas
that UK/USA manufacturers are competing on are pricing strategies and data management strategies.

Security and GDPR
Numerous BWV cameras are manufactured in the Far East and imported into the EU. These are then re-badged as
‘Western’ and sold by so called ‘experts’ in their field. Firstly, the import is often illegal without the correct safety
certifications being obtained and the software having been written in the Far East is often insecure. It arrives with
numerous drivers to install and you having to log into servers located in the Far East for product authorisation
and registration. Back doors in the software and ‘hacking’ vulnerabilities are huge. I am aware of a number of
Live streaming products that while the evidence on the camera may be secure, the “live stream” certainly isn’t
and can be “hacked” simply with software freely and legally obtained on a basic Google Search. So, security is a
major issue and I would question GDPR compliance here too?
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Live Streaming Video
A number of ‘new’ cameras offer Live streaming – this allows the ability to live
stream video and will provide managers and control room commanders with live
views during incidents. The majority of other BWV suppliers say they offer live
streaming when actually they are using an insecure ‘Tethered connection’ to a
mobile phone which quickly drains the phone battery and often “locks up” the phone
not allowing calls and other functions. The Apps Provided are often badly adapted
from Car Crash Cameras and not fit for purpose. This is both a costly solution and an
insecure pointless one requiring officers to carry too much equipment and having an
increased chance of something going wrong. Audax also offer live streaming, but we
don’t use Mobile phones and everything from storage of the video to the actual live
video stream is AES 256 Encrypted for security.
Audax® cameras are the Benchmark of the Body Worn Video (BWV) Camera market.
Ours are feature rich, highly competitive and designed to meet the British Standard
8593:2017 on the deployment and use of BWV and be in full compliance with the EU
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). They pack high security, AES 256 encryption, GPS mapping and lone
worker safety features into rugged and lightweight products. Our Flagship camera contains an enhanced staff
‘safety blanket’ alarm feature, with capability for remote access, remote memory wipe and even a “man down”
function as examples that set us apart.

Industry Pedigree and DEMS
Finally, and what is always forgotten in the rush to equip officers with cameras, is the simplicity and usability by the
officers themselves. What sets us apart is the fact that the Audax® team is predominantly composed of service
veterans, former police officers and security professionals which has meant that we would never manufacture or
supply a system that we wouldn’t have been happy with if we were still doing the job. We have been there! What
is the point of deploying cameras if it increases the workload on the staff and doesn’t improve productivity?
You require secure robust and simple Back Office Procedures and software to manage the evidence. This is Back
Office DEMS (Digital Evidence Management) software. This is often the most expensive element of a BWV system,
and where most companies make their ‘real’ income with expensive annual licence fees and other associated
expenses. Some companies might even provide 500 x cameras for £1 as an incentive, however over the annual
licence fee contract of 3 years you will pay eye watering figures for DEMS and Video Storage! This is not the
Audax® way! We Provide a secure feature rich back office software with no Audax® annual licence fee. This is a
complete step change in the market and completely removes customer concerns about costly add-ons. We can
also provide redaction software for FOI and subject access requests. Unlike others requiring large, up front capital
outlays, we can provide this on a PAYG basis. Thus providing the cover and yet not becoming a massive budget
planning unknown.

In Summary provided that the output is captured on systems that are fit for purpose, Body Worn Video (BWV)
systems provide compelling video and audio that is fully admissible and increasingly used as vital evidence
in court. Body worn video systems are now critical technology for reducing threats, violence and complaints
against security, police officers and other BWV users, improving policy and transparency in public relations,
reducing offender complaints and speeding up the administration of justice. These results have also been
confirmed by further studies by Police Forces in the USA and Dr Barak Ariel, who is based at the Cambridge
Institute of Criminology, said: “I cannot think of any [other] single intervention in the history of policing that
dramatically changed the way that officers behave, the way that suspects behave, and the way they interact
with each other.”
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-37502136.
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Audax are always available to discuss your needs and further information can be found at Company Website http://audaxsecurity.co.uk/
Twitter https://twitter.com/audaxsolutions
Or come and see us at
OSPAs
Thought Leadership Summit 26th February, 2020 at the Royal Lancaster London Hotel
https://uk.theospas.com/summit2020/
BAPCO - The British Association of Public Safety Communications Officials
Annual Conference and Exhibition
10-11 March 2020 Ricoh Arena Coventry
https://www.bapco.org.uk/events/bapco-annual-event

1. Source https://www.brusselstimes.com/brussels/78755/violence-against-brussels-police-quadrupled-in-fouryears/ Saturday 17th November 2019
About Audax
Audax® were the First UK Security SME ever funded by the European Union H2020 Instrument which resulted
in Bio-AX® meeting both BS EN 8593:2017 and the requirements of the UK Home Office Technical Guidance
published in July 2018. Audax® were the Communications Systems Award winner at the Counter Terror Business
awards and winners of the “Most Innovative in Security Technology” at the Innovation & Excellence Awards
2019. We are Members of Made in Britain, the register of British Manufacturers and BAPCO the leading UK based
Association for all professionals using or developing Public Safety technology. Our Membership of ADS (ADS is the
Premier Trade Organisation for companies in the UK Aerospace, Defence, Security and Space Sectors) coupled
with our association with HM Government and the Welcome to the UK campaign all go to show our further
engagement in the Global market. Organisations purchase from us due to our Compliant ‘for Evidential Purpose’
devices, coupled with our longevity in business and Pedigree. Audax® are renowned for innovation and respected
for our competitive pricing and technology being superior to that of many competitors. We manufacture and
design our products to be a ‘Security and Privacy by design’ product with the use of AES 256 Encryption.

Adam Liardet
Managing Director & Founder of Audax
A Former Royal Green Jacket having served in NI and Bosnia and who
now lives in Brussels. Working with organisations globally he has this year
managed a Police roll out of 5000 x cameras, and alongside running the
Company, is principally involved in design and innovation.
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Worldwide leaders and Pioneers in developing Body Worn Video (BWV)
technology since 2005.
UK security company ever funded by the EU H2020 SME Instrument.
Winner of the Communication Systems Award at the UK Counter Terror
Awards in March 2018.
Winners of the “Most Innovative in Security Technology” at the Innovation
& Excellence Awards 2019
Members of Made in Britain (The register of British Manufacturers)
Manufacturers of BWV Systems that exceed all current standards including
BS EN 8593 and the UK Home Office Guidance.
Providers of a License Free BWV ‘eco’ system that ‘fuses’ secure evidential
video gathering with active user protection, encrypted Live Streaming,
Google map Overlays, and remote viewing.

Visit www.audaxuk.com to learn more

BioAx received funding from the European
Union’s H2020 Research and Innovation
Programme (719806)
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Physical Security And Technology

A Healthcare Perspective

by John Currie

As Healthcare Security Management Specialists, we are responsible for ensuring a ‘Safe and Secure Environment
for our Patients, Staff and Visitors’ and as such, the integration of Physical Security and the use of technology is an
important aspect in ensuring this. The challenge arises however, when security has to be balanced with a 24-hour
service and unrestricted access by the public. The physical and technological solutions must be robust enough
to deliver bespoke levels of security - secure access-controlled staff only areas, along with a setup that provides
the ability to secure the Out Patient clinics at the end of the day, and general public spaces at very short notice,
including all access and egress points in the event of a security or terrorist incident for example.
Hospitals routinely have differing levels of security and physical protection dependent on the location, the asset(s)
being protected, and the critical nature of the location to the Hospital’s infrastructure; for example, an IT server
or telephone exchange / frame room. The integrity and security of these areas is essential to the running of the
organisation and so we often see multiple layers of physical and technical security being deployed. We are not
talking ‘Mission Impossible’ style measures, but the use of physical locks, strong doors and robust key control are a
good starting point. Where swipe card or proximity type access cards are used, specific restrictions may be put in
place such as the creation of restricted zones and even biometric functionality to further enhance and bolster the
system.
The improvements in the field of technical security, biometrics and intelligent systems mean that integration has
moved on from the first-generation Physical Security Information Management (PSIM) systems. It is also worthy of
note that as a direct consequence of the availability of extremely user-friendly platforms, choosing the right system
that is capable and competent to seamlessly integrate, is somewhat difficult. Having looked at a number of systems
and integration platforms myself, it is clear that having the ability to link our CCTV system to the electronic door
access and fire systems so that any activation of an alarm brings up the location schematics, CCTV view and links
to surrounding and adjoining cameras, allowing the operator to easily follow and track an offender or suspect, as
they move through the area, and from camera to camera is extremely desirable. The ease of use and functionality
makes such activity simple and very quick to achieve. The other challenge for all Healthcare Security Management
specialists and their organisations is justifying the expenditure and being able to show the full value of investment
in the system and the merits of integration. The ability to link the Building Management Systems (BMS) allows the
CCTV operator and Security control room to accurately report, view and action any issues identified by the BMS,
a non-security system, identify any persons in the area via the access control system and CCTV, which in the event
of a gas leak, fire or electrical fault could prove invaluable information for the Emergency Services. The benefits of
this approach are endless and allow the Security service to do a great deal more with less.
In relation to the Physical Security aspect, guidance and Crime Reduction approaches such as Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design (CPTED) and Secured by Design (SBD) make the job of Healthcare Security
Management Specialist a lot easier, and the implementation of the Secured by Design (SBD) – Hospital guidance
(issued in 2005) is one way of defining a security solution and master plan. The standards allow Healthcare Security
Management Specialists to define the requirements against clearly tested and defined benchmarking British
Standards Institute (BSI), Security standards, and SBD advice.
In 2019 the SBD standards were reviewed by the NAHS Executives and working collaboratively with the SBD
team, a draft and more inclusive Healthcare guidance document was created. The new draft standards address the
security requirements for all Healthcare premises and not just acute Hospitals, and have taken into account the
changes in crime and criminal behaviour, such as the theft of lead and other metals, and the organised thefts of
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Nitrous Oxide. It is understood that these new standards will be issued later this year and once launched, NAHS
will be providing briefings on some of the key areas and updated sections of the guidance. It is also worth noting
that the incorporation of SBD standards and installation of security rated windows, doors and locks for example,
can reduce the insurance premiums payable. If anyone is in doubt regarding the strength of the SR range of security
doors, windows, shutters and locks, point them in the direction of the BRE website and the videos of the testing
being undertaken with a range to hand tools, power tools as well as sledge hammers and axes. The testing team
do not mess about and attack their target to push the item to its limit. I have personally watched a tester who had
to stop as the large sledge hammer and axe were not having the desired effect. He was getting nowhere and was
dripping in sweat from the exertion. The test piece got my vote that day!
As mentioned earlier, getting the balance right between allowing appropriate access to Healthcare premises and
providing the Safe and Secure Environment our staff and patients deserve and expect is the key to success and has to
be based on an assessment of risk. In addition, other factors, such as the location, patient and visitor demographics,
crime and incident pattern analysis need to be taken into consideration.
The need for both physical security and technology in the protection of medical gasses is one very current and
topical area. Organised Crime Gangs now target Hospitals and Healthcare premises in order to steal Nitrous
Oxide cylinders. The gas, often referred to in the media as ‘Hippy
Crack’ is sold on at huge profit with a large cylinder filling hundreds
of balloons and so the motivation for this crime is clear profit.
Nitrous Oxide is also packaged in small silver cylinders that are
used in Coffee shops for powering the cream spray cans. Poorly
secured medical gas stores are an easy target for a determined thief
as the thieves come prepared with battery operated disc cutters,
crowbars and heavy-duty bolt croppers. Non-Security Rated (SR)
locks, doors and padlocks offer little protection or challenge to such
equipment but if the store is fitted with a louvred LPS1175 SR2 door
(or better), with integrated hinge bolts an astragal plate to protect
the gap between the door(s) and the deadbolt, the protection is DMTrott [CC BY-SA
increased and the risk reduced. If the area is regularly patrolled (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)]
by well-motivated and engaged security officers and the store is
alarmed and monitored by CCTV the risk of it becoming a target is reduced. Increase the risk of capture and the
amount of work and effort needed to break in, and you reduce the pay-off. The vast majority of thieves prefer to do
the least amount of work with a good pay-off and little or no risk of capture.
In conclusion, technology is improving each and every day along with our general reliance on technology to solve
everything; a visit to any of the trade shows will illustrate this. However, no matter how technical and specialist
a security system is, they still require a human interface and a person to respond. Tailoring our physical security
features supported by boots on the ground and linked via technology, is fast becoming the go-to solution for
organisations.

John Currie

NAHS Executive Director for Publicity, Social Media, IT and Membership & Head
of Security and NHS Accredited Local Security Management Specialist (ASMS)
for Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust.
John is a former Royal Air Force Police Special Investigator (CID and Drug Squad).
He ran the Drugs and Criminal Intelligence cell and left the military in 2006. He
gained his NHS Security Management ASMS accreditation in 2007 and has worked
across all sectors of the NHS. He has a particular interest in the integration of SBD,
BREEAM, Security Master Planning and incorporating proven target hardening
measures into new build and redevelopment projects. Experienced in Mental
Health Acute and Forensic services, he now works closely with two Mental Health
Trusts who are hosted on his acute hospital sites.
In addition to the ‘normal’ day job John delivers Lone Worker Training, Personal
Safety skills and PREVENT and Counter Terrorism awareness training.

www.NAHS.org.uk
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TPSO magazine asked Adrian Timberlake, chief technical director of 7TG and expert in security and surveillance
solutions for the police, to tell us about biases in facial recognition technology, public trust in the police, and whether
widespread facial recognition cameras may help to reduce discrimination.
Food for thought about an ethical issue growing in importance every day...

Technology, People and Power
Britain isn't at war with new technologies, but with both real and perceived power imbalances between authorities
and the public. Those in society who already feel discriminated against fear that facial recognition will hand
even more power to authorities, but what if these systems could be used to ensure that the scales of power are
balanced?
Adrian Timberlake, chief technical director of Seven Technologies Group and specialist in security and
surveillance solutions for the military and police, takes a candid look at the pain points of facial recognition and
the need for ethical guidelines.

Innovation and power

The apparent ‘bias’ of facial recognition in mismatching people with darker skin
and women more often than those with lighter skin and males has been widely
reported. Although an explanation on this has yet to be agreed among experts,
one of the reasons could be that the technology has been tested on people with
lighter skin more often during trials and, therefore, the technology has ‘learnt’
how to recognise lighter-skinned faces more than it has learnt how to recognise
darker-skinned faces.
In the UK, this explanation would make sense. A Gov.uk report published in
August 2018 reveals that “the total population of England and Wales was 56.1
million, and 86.0% of the population was white”, according to the most recent Census. 1 This means that in facial
recognition trials surveying the general public, if we were to generalise, about 80% of people the camera ‘saw’
would have been white.
The debate of whether facial recognition could worsen racism has highlighted a far bigger issue and ultimately
points to a societal problem: Britain is less diverse than most people would like to believe, and ethnic minority
groups and women are still under-represented in authoritative positions, such as in Government and the police.
The House of Commons library reported that, as of September 2019, that “52 or just over 8% of Members of the
House of Commons were from non-white ethnic backgrounds” however, “if the ethnic make-up of the House of
Commons reflected that of the UK population, there would be about 90 non-white members.”2 Additionally, in
September 2019, the number of women Members of the House of Commons was reported to be “an all-time high”
but is still only 211 members or 32%.3
There is similar lack of representation in UK police, with Gov.uk reporting that, at the end of March 2019, “93.1%
of police officers were from the white ethnic group and 6.9% were from other ethnic groups.”4 The representation of
women in policing is a slightly lower percentage than that in Government at 30.4%. As of 31st March 2019, there
were 37,428 female police officers across the 43 police forces in England and Wales.5
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While developers must strive to improve the accuracy of facial recognition in correctly identifying ethnic minority
groups and women, it seems that too much focus has been placed on inaccuracies of a still developing technology,
masking a greater issue. The demographics that facial recognition is reportedly biased against also have the least
representation in the two authorities that are likely to use and control the technology. Conscious debate focuses
on failings of technology but, subconsciously, this is a conversation about unfavourable power dynamics. The issue
with gaining public trust in the technology is perhaps not that it may make a mistake, but that certain demographics
lack trust in how authorities would handle such a mistake.
As developers, we know that the systems we build today could vastly improve security and public safety in the
future, if used ethically. When we look at the statistics, it’s easier to understand why under-represented groups of
people may be wary of facial recognition.
However, advanced and accurate facial recognition may help to pave the way towards ending discrimination against
ethnic minorities and women. Victims of crime face being judged by a predominantly white male system, wherein
lack of evidence leaves room for biases and prejudices to skew judgement. This has been evidenced many times by
the courts in cases of violence against women not being taken seriously enough.
Facial recognition can potentially identify perpetrators of crime as well as providing irrefutable proof that a crime
occurred and exactly how it played out, making it harder for people in authority to bring individual biases into the
case. In police use of AFR body cameras, the scrutiny will go both ways. It may help to deter horrific attacks on
police officers and may also encourage officers to conduct themselves correctly.
Facial recognition trials have not benefited by being kept a secret, such as the Kings Cross trials. The lack of
transparency concerning trials appears to have increased fear of facial recognition, but while headlines tend to
focus on mistrust of the technology itself, what is actually suffering is trust in the authorities: the technology is only
the catalyst for discussion.
It’s not necessarily a problem for facial recognition to misidentify someone, if the suspect is treated in a fair and
respectful manner and no consequences for the person are incurred after finding that it was a mismatch.
A potential problem with a mismatch could be watch list data. The data for facial recognition camera watch lists
could include information from arrest records, criminal records or any police involvement. Potentially, an innocent
person could be arrested in the case of a mismatch, but then an arrest record may exist for them. They could then
appear on police watch lists, leading to unjustified suspicion and perhaps even more arrests, which would increase
their risk level.
This is why we need ethical guidelines and regulations on how data is stored and used. The above scenario would
look a lot less ugly with a regulation that all data in connection to a person found to be misidentified is deleted as
soon as their innocence is ascertained.
Much of the discussion around facial recognition technology has been around privacy and the function of the
technology itself. We should really be talking about the existing power imbalances in society, how we can ensure
these are not worsened or continue with advances in technology and what ethical guidelines are needed to protect
and use data.

References:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

https://www.wired.com/story/best-algorithms-struggle-recognize-black-faces-equally/
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN01156
https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN01250
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/workforce-and-business/workforce-diversity/police-workforce/latest
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/831726/policeworkforce-mar19-hosb1119.pdf
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Adrian Timberlake.
CTO at Seven Technologies Group.
Adrian spent nearly 20 years as a Scientific Officer with the UK Ministry of
Defence developing technologies and systems that secrecy prevents discussion
of....
In 2007 Adrian joined Seven Technologies Group, a UK defence manufacturer,
specialising in the provision of Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition
& Reconnaissance (ISTAR) systems, as a Senior Software Architect, rapidly
rising to Chief Technology Officer today.
https://www.7techgroup.com
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Drones. Cause of chaos for airline passengers, infringers of privacy, a noisy and nosey nuisance in the eyes of the
public. In the security industry however, these are the answer to many existing problems. TPSO asked security
expert Laurence Dodds, to tell us about the security applications.

Drones, Fight or Flight

by Laurence Dodds

With all the Drone hype and vast array of bolt on features along with the innovative capabilities available, it is
not surprising then that drones have peaked
some interest within the security industry.

S

ome of the more common service areas
offering great potential for security
companies may lay in logistical growth,
property inspections and security
patrols. The question is, do they offer any
real alternatives to security services? Having
to physically patrol a large facility such as a
system of warehouses or vacant office buildings
has some limitations when compared with
Unmanned Arial Systems (UAS).

Drones offer faster unobstructed surveillance,
a birds-eye-view of normally inaccessible areas
suggesting a very affordable, interesting option
and solution to boundaries, obstacles and
safety. Where security personnel may be confined to patrolling on the ground with limited vision, a drone can
survey a much greater area in a shorter time period. A drone can be autonomous and can spot potential anomalies
where a security officer is unable to see from their position. Moreover, being able to cover more ground in a shorter
time suggests that the number of patrols can be increased, offering the client a greater degree of protection and a
visible deterrent to would be trespassers.
From a CCTV operator’s perspective, there is the added advantage of targeting a specific area of interest, such
as open windows, roof top entry points and obscured access routes on the fly. The freedom available to traverse
normally inaccessible areas that fixed CCTV cameras may be limited to, is a tantalising prospect. An eye in the
sky (UAS) further negates the possibility of endangerment to Security officers. Portability and lower long-term
overheads which could also be reduced.
One of the more interesting uses of drones in the security industry was found with a company that actively
use drones to patrol remote building perimeters where traversing an estate was difficult or treacherous on foot.
Obstacles normally hindering access or a speedy resolution become insignificant. Site security surveys become
much more rapidly executed and more detailed. Night vision and thermal imaging added another layer of detection
and diversity where an aerial reconnaissance patrol negated ground-based security vulnerability.
A branch of the French police has been actively trialling tethered drones at large public events. Specifically crowd
management has been their primary focus. Battery life normally dictates how long a drone may be airborne, in
this case however, battery life is redundant. Drones were airborne for several hours or more. Power to the drone is
supplied through the tether (high tension cable). Using a tethered system means safety concerns, such as drones
falling out of the sky or going rogue are greatly reduced. This technology aided the team to monitor access, exits,
pinch points, the flow of people and traffic. If the drone should malfunction, it would fall within the confines of a
'safe zone'.
With such interesting possibilities on offer, it is surprising then, with all the buzz, that a lot more security companies
are not taking up the gauntlet. Although they offer a tantalising prospect, the tried-and-tested, feet on the ground
method has always been a reliable service. A small number of security firms are using drones along with manned
security, but this is an overhead that needs to prove itself.
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There are already reports in the media of drones being used for more negative pursuits provoking a mixed reaction
to this Pandora's box technology. The enormity of features and technologies on offer mean that no matter what the
environment, there is a range of drones available to suit. For as little as £25 and only three inches across, with a 720P
camera, 70M range and battery life 10 minutes. A lone security officer in a remote location could quickly deploy his
drone to look in the windows of a five-storey building, or around a corner without exposing themselves to danger.
At the higher end bracket, a larger drone could pinpoint hidden adversaries in the dark with either thermal or night
vision. There is of course, the added cost of training staff to be proficient with UAS, as well as more specialised staff
involved in the task management.
According to Elaine Whyte at PwC, by 2030 the GDP uplift across industries is projected to be £8.6bn in construction
& manufacturing, £11.4bn in the public sector and £7.7bn in retail trade and services. The impact on jobs could be
substantial. Drones or UAS may have a dramatic impact on positions within the security sector, but the gains in cost
savings juxtaposed with the new and advanced features will revolutionize how we deal with potential threats. The
continued demand will drive drone innovation, leading to greater stealth, flight time and more enhanced features.
Such technologies will almost certainly come with new job opportunities. It is unfortunate that strides in drone
manufacturing and features is a double-edged sword as they are available to anyone for whatever reason.
There is now more concern for anti-drone defence systems. Unlike the modular drone, defence systems are
considerably more expensive. Most drone tracking systems monitor radio frequencies in order to detect a drone.
A frequency jammer can then be used to bring the drone down. The starting costs can be from £1500 upwards.
Regulation is very much primal, and is still in its infancy, and the law is somewhat grey when it comes to commercial
use.
For commercial use, most will have to comply with the CAA’s regulations. Obtaining the PfCO (Drone license)
means taking part in a course from a CAA approved trainer along with a practical and theory test. Recently the ISO
has released a draft set of global standards to enhance public safety and foster greater accountability among pilots.
Although these ISO standards are not enforceable, they will be the future recognised standards like other ISO’s that
complement the industries compliance status symbols.
Whilst investment costs are incredibly low, generally there does not appear to be a great deal of interest in drones
within the security industry in the UK at the moment. This could be due to the confinement of client properties
such as offices, warehouse’s and service yards. Where properties are far more condensed and in highly populated
areas, the use of even a small drone may be restrictive in terms of space and regulation.
Drones have not yet proven themselves to be a viable alternative or even a complemented asset yet. The term
‘Drone’ is more regarded as a toy than tool by most. There is no doubt that drone technologies offer great potential,
but are more likely viewed as a gimmick than a cheap, viable alternative. The gauntlet falling to niche markets such
as roof maintenance inspections, agricultural, container yards and other large estates where ground travel is limited
or time consuming. Drones offer a real enhancement to surveillance technologies and speed of service.
Decreased overall cost benefits and greater flexibility with projects present some challenges that only a drone
can rise to.

Laurence Dodds
Laurence is one of a small number of UK security industry professionals who
has branched out in to physical security, from a highly respected and successful
cyber security background.
Currently studying and expanding his knowledge of risk management he has
a great interest and enviable acquired knowledge in the security applications
of drones. Laurence is currently broadening his horizons, working with a S.E.
England security service provider.
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'Seeing' Security
The night is dark and cold, the frost has already started to fall giving that silvery shimmer under the lights of
the passing cars and buses; wrapped up warm with heavy coat, gloves and a scarf watching the queue of people
snaking round the corner, some equally wrapped up, others you can see there is no need for a check as they are
let into the night club, as clothing is barely there, they are the easy ones, no visible threat.

Checking her SIA card on her arm hadn’t slipped, one of the nightclub security
guards walked slowly along the line of those waiting to be let in, there had been
3 stabbings in the queue in the past 2 months, there had been numerous others
stopped when knives were discovered, but tonight was different. As she walked
along the line she was looking more alert, more efficient, more confident, she had a
smile creeping onto her face which wasn’t usual on a cold night.
Her glasses hid what was really going on as they were the latest Vuzix Blade AR
glasses that had all the information she needed from the club’s SWORD device,
displayed in front of her eyes, she could control the menus by touching the side arm
of the glasses, “this is so easy she thought,” having only just been introduced to her
new tech a few days beforehand.
The SWORD tablet was quietly looking for threats. Encased in a
weatherproof, ruggedized case and mounted at the entrance to the
club, its mmWave sensor capability was checking all in line for hidden
objects, comparing returns of signal against its AI enabled growing
database of over 8000 threat objects. Those that had a semblance
of clothing on, and even on this cold night some didn’t, were being
checked for weapons without their knowledge.
Those that had been banned, or caused disturbances before were in the
database, as she chatted with the waiting revellers the facial recognition
camera and software was comparing its images against the banned list,
the list of troublemakers. Nothing was being left to chance by this
security detail, as she was using SWORD.
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“SWORD is a new portable capability that includes the most essential threat mitigation tools that significantly and
effectively identifies security threats from a stand off position,” says Doug Sear from Emergency Protection Limited,
the company with the exclusive agency rights to SWORD in the UK & Ireland. “SWORD will be a game changer in
the current climate, helping security staff stay safe, helping identify and deal with threats before they have gone too far
and saving lives,” he added.
So, getting into the detail if we take SWORD apart to see what it does and how it
does it, we find that it is in essence a self-contained mobile threat detection device
that is easy to operate. It has multiple sensors and connectivity to an extensive
artificial intelligence driven database of threat objects.
Its most sophisticated sensor is a millimetre wave sensor that can penetrate
clothing and non-metallic containers to display a threat image, if it identifies one,
and where that threat is on a person or in a bag it is displayed on the smart pad
screen along with a probability percentage of what the object is by comparing it
to an already existing and extensive database. Of course, that detail will have been
relayed immediately to the Vuzix AR glasses the guard is wearing so there is no
need to keep looking at the smart pad.
For the geeks out there mmWave is an extremely valuable sensing technology
for detection of objects through clothing, in bags or concealed in other ways.
It is a contactless technology with small wavelengths that can penetrate certain
materials such as plastic and clothing and is not affected by environmental
conditions such as rain, fog, dust and snow.
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The energy emitted is minute, less than that of a mobile phone signal so perfectly safe, but that is not the only
sensor. SWORD has a built in Facial Recognition capability, scanning individuals or groups in less than a second,
it doesn’t retain any facial recognition data after a comparison with an authorised and regulated database of target
faces, that database is not some centralised monolith but is created specifically by the SWORD user so in this
scenario, the nightclub banned list.
As the security guard is moving slowly down the line, she gets multiple possible alerts, too much for her to handle,
but the smile remains on her face as she knows her SWORD is networked to her colleagues and she can already
see out of the corner of her eye them moving. It won’t be long before this little gang of troublemakers, that could so
easily become a gang or murders, will be safely neutralised and held for the police.
SWORD has a range between 1.2 to 10.6 metres for its mmWave Radar and out to 22 metres for its facial recognition
technology. It provides a ground-breaking, truly portable real time threat detection capability with centralised
alerting and the ability to integrate easily with other security systems through various Video Management System
(VMS) Providers. Its reporting and analytics capability give a management oversight.
The final sensor in the suite is for gunshot detection, something that the human ears have difficulty in getting
direction and location correct in a built-up area. Something that would rarely be needed in the UK but if and when
it is, it is reassuringly integrated into the SWORD system and is known as SWORD Enterprise.
Complementing the enterprise options is SWORD Sleuth that is a custom threat detection unit only available to
government agencies, and private intelligence and security companies involved in national security. It combines
the technologies of the Enterprise system with an AI based far and near field voice recognition using Yobe Voice
and Yobe Voice plus. This allows the detection and biometric analysis of the spoken word even in what would be
considered a high noise environment.
Philip Ingram MBE, a renowned security commentator and journalist said of the SWORD capabilities, “I have
been watching the development of many novel hidden weapon detection capabilities with interest and 2020 will
certainly be the year for many coming to the fore. However, I have not come across something this portable, this
flexible and this exciting. I firmly believe the SWORD technologies will be a game changer in the constant fight
against concealed weapons.”
Please contact Doug Sear for full details on SWORD and to arrange a demonstration on
+44(0)7786 040502
or via sales@emergencyprotection.co.uk

https://www.emergencyprotection.co.uk/sword/
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PPSS
THE NEXT GENERATION OF

HIGH PERFORMANCE
BODY ARMOUR

Speak to our team,

T: + 44 845 519 3953

email us or

E: info@ppss-group.com

visit our website

W: www.ppss-group.com

PPSS Group, Unit 603, Avenue D, Thorp Arch Estate, Wetherby, LS23 7FS, United Kingdom
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Any serious look at Security technology has to mention body armour or stab proof clothing. Sadly an increasingly
important piece of today's PPE. TPSO asked CEO of the leading international manufacturer PPSS, Robert Kaiser,
about the latest developments.

Next Generation Body Armour
Ultimate Protection From Edged Weapons

by Robert Kaiser

The rise of knife crime is now an international issue and reports of stabbings in the news increases fear and worry
in communities.
However, there is nothing new about knife crime: sharp objects, blades and knives have been used as weapons for
thousands of years. But what has changed is the type of edged weapons being used, as well as the severity of the
attacks and crimes committed. The recent attack at London’s Westminster Bridge, which saw a terrorist using a
blade to kill two innocent people just highlights once again how real this threat to today’s society really is.
This is not an isolated UK issue. Many western countries suffer from the very same problem right now.

In 2016, two soldiers were attacked by a man with a knife in Belgium, and a few months ago, a prisoner on a day
holiday stabbed two police officers before taking their guns and shooting them. On 20 November 2018 a police
officer was attacked by a knife-wielding man outside a police station in Brussels.
Newspapers in Germany also reported about a serious increase in knife crime, telling us that “…more than 1,600
knife-related crimes were reported in Germany during just the first five months of 2017, an average of 300 each
month, or 10 each day.” On 20 July 2018, at least 14 people have reportedly been wounded, two of them seriously,
in a knife attack on a bus in Lubeck, Germany.
On 13 May 2018, four people were injured and one was killed when a knife-wielding assailant shouting ’Allahu
akbar’ attacked them in Paris. Another incident that made the news in France was when seven people were injured,
by a man wielding a knife and an iron bar. The list goes on and on.
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Even in countries such as China, knife crime is booming. Two headlines which really stood out to me in recent
years are the following:
“33 people were killed and 130 more were injured when a group of men coordinated a terror attack using knives at
a train station in southwest China’s Yunnan Province.”
“50 workers at a Chinese coal mine were killed in a coordinated knife attack. 50 more workers were injured.”
Religious and political extremism, drugs, poverty and social exclusion, social media and serious mental illnesses
are all too blame for the increase of knife crime and the severity of crimes committed utilising such weapon.

The fact that knives are commonly available makes them the number one choice of weapon now for gang members,
criminals and terrorists alike.
Buying, selling, importing or exporting and transporting firearms have become too high a risk for most of these
individuals. Intelligence services and the law enforcement community have improved their services and intelligence
sharing so much, meaning the risk of someone just touching a gun is so high, they would most likely be ‘picked up’
days before they are actually able to commit the serious crime they had planned.
Knives are also much more concealable. The desire of people to want to conceal their weapon is based on the fact
that it is a crime in many countries to carry an offensive weapon and they wish to avoid detection and arrest. A
knife is easier to conceal than a firearm, hence more criminals move from carrying firearms to carrying knives.
The desire for certain military or government personnel to carry a concealed weapon e.g. knife, is of course of a
different nature.
Also, knives are being used more and more because there really is no training required for the attacker to be effective.
To purchase a firearm is one thing, to fire a gun and hit a target from a reasonable distance to avoid identification
and arrest, is a completely different matter altogether. A knife is easy to use. It almost doesn’t matter where you stab
the body, it will hurt a lot and likely kill that person (subject to the point of entry or number of stabs).

All this is the reason why PPSS Group has spent countless of hours in R&D and ultimately ended up engineering
and designing the next generation of high-performance body armour, taking personal protection to a completely
new-found level.
We simply believe that those charged with protecting us and securing our infrastructure, events and properties
require better protection that currently made available to them.
Made from Auxilam™, a unique carbon fibre composite material, this latest body armour will protect the wearer
from even the most vicious and brutal types of edged weapon and shanks imaginable.
Take a look at this video if you can: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtE2BrJrKLo
(A very dramatic demo of some very impressive kit.......... Ed.)
Utilising a combination of the incredible strength of carbon fibre, the auxetic properties of Auxilam™ technology and
some additional ‘top secret’ assets derived from the specially developed composite structure, this next generation of
body armour offers a truly outstanding balance of weight, protection, performance and durability.
Comparing it with our highly acclaimed polycarbonate-based stab resistant vests, we were able to reduce the
thickness by 19% (utilising a 3.9mm carbon fibre composite) and a the aerial density and overall weight by 6.6%.
Yet, it will be certified to KR2/SP2 according to the UK Home Office Body Armour Standard, as well as NIJ Level
2 (Stab & Spike) and VPAM K2/D2 meaning it will offer a truly significant higher level of knife, spike and needle
protection.

Thoroughly field tested, our new body armour will be made available from mid-January 2020.
Government agencies and security companies will be able to choose from an array of different styles, ranging from
covert, overt to hi viz overt options, subject to operational risks, threats and duties, as well as design preferences.
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Law Enforcement, Border Force, Immigration, Customs and Prison Officers as well as private security professionals
are all being attacked by criminals carrying and using knives, machetes, shanks, blunt objects and hypodermic
needles every day.
Our key objective was and is to protect those men and women even more effectively. Using the very latest in
technology and following extensive research and development, our latest body armour is now offering previously
unthinkable levels of protection.
It also offers exceptional, VPAM certified protection from blunt objects, effectively reducing the risks of blunt force
trauma injuries e.g. internal bleeding.
Any life saved by this technology fully justifies the time and effort we spent to develop it.

Robert Kaiser
CEO of PPSS Group
Robert has grown PPSS group into the force it is today. An internationally
respected firm specialised in the design, manufacture and supply of
high-performance body armour and PPE.
His writing has been published in numerous security and gang violence
focussed publications around the world.

info@ppss-group.com

www.ppss-group.com
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Who to Follow On Social Media?

ocial media can be a fantastic source of news, knowledge and even networking opportunities. Just recognise
and avoid the current torrent of, and I hate to use the term, “Fake News”...
Twitter tends to be the ‘go to’ source for up to date news and views. LinkedIn has a huge stockpile of articles
giving advice and guidance across the whole spectrum of Security. Facebook has a large number of interactive pages
on many security fields, giving you a chance to voice your opinion and hear the thoughts of others. Instagram has a
huge stockpile of people photographing their dinner or showing everybody how great they look in a mirror! (Very
bitter. Did you get banned again?......... Ed.)
For our purposes, Twitter and LinkedIn are the formats to get involved in, with the highest amount of industry
professionals out there, giving their valuable views and advice.
If I were you, I’d find and follow these people:-

Michael O’Sullivan

@ProSecurityMag
Co-Founder TPSO Magazine, worked UK security industry since 1989, many
different roles. Military experience French Foreign Legion Rapid Intervention
Force
https://twitter.com/ProSecurityMag

Paul Drury FSyI

@ChatbackSy
Security Pro and Vice Chairman and Fellow of @syinstitut
https://twitter.com/ChatbackSy

Philip Ingram MBE

@PhilipIngMBE
Freelance Norn Iron security, cyber, intelligence, terrorism and geopolitics
journalist. CBRN expert. Former senior intelligence and security officer. Usual
Caveats
https://twitter.com/PhilipIngMBE

Dan Kaszeta

@DanKaszeta
Life-long security and CBRN specialist. Veteran. Writer. Londoner. US-UK
Dual National.
https://twitter.com/DanKaszeta

Mike Hurst, CPP

@_MikeHurst
Disrupting paradigms. CPP®️Top 10 security influencer. MD - HJA Recruitment
https://twitter.com/_MikeHurst
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Andy Blackwell

@bsc_secure
Threat and Risk Consulting. Director @BSC, @3DAssurance. Advisor @
ISARRUK. Partners: @NCCGroupPlc @Redline_AvSec. fmr. Head of Security
@virginatlantic. SeMS
https://twitter.com/bsc_secure

Mike Gillespie

@Advent_IM_MD
Managing Director of Advent IM Ltd, Member of Select Committee on Cyber
Intelligence CSCSS
https://twitter.com/Advent_IM_MD

BrianSims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI

@RiskXtra
Brian Sims BA (Hons) Hon FSyI, Editor, Risk Xtra (Pro-Activ Publications)
https://twitter.com/RiskXtra

NBCC

@BusinessCrimeUK
The National Business Crime Centre is working with businesses and police to
reduce crime.
https://twitter.com/BusinessCrimeUK

Will Geddes

@willgeddes
Intl Security Specialist | Analyst for Press and Media | Cat Dad | Best-Selling
Author of: Parent Alert: How to Keep Your Kids Safe Online
https://twitter.com/willgeddes

ASIS UK CHAPTER

@ASIS_UK
With 35,000 members we are the global leader in security education,
certification network and standards,. Educate, Engage, Empower Xchange.
https://twitter.com/ASIS_UK

Dr. Alison Wakefield

@SyIChair
Dr Alison Wakefield FSyI, Chairman of the @SyInstitute, the UK’s largest
association for security professionals. See also @SyInstituteCE.
https://twitter.com/SyIChair
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Mahbubul Islam CSyP

@MahbubulCSyP
Director - The Security Institute. Chartered Security Professional who likes
to highlight that Cyber Security is a property of something else. Amputee and
proud.
https://twitter.com/mahbubulCsYP

Mark Tucknutt

@MarkTucknutt
Founder of Toren Consulting. Co-Chair of the SyI Built Environment Security
SIG. SQSS, SABRE CP and CA. Tweets do not reflect SyI positions.
https://twitter.com/marktucknutt

Nicola Whiting
@CyberGoGiver

CSO, Titania Ltd | Infosec Geek | ESTJ-A| Amazon Bestselling Author and
Speaker | Believes in Go-Giving | Is ActuallyAutistic
https://twitter.com/cybergogiver

Richard Bell

@securityspeak
Chief Operating Officer @TenIntelligence; global investigation and protection
group • Director @cybersimplified • @hyufc_official • @FootBellR (views are
mine)
https://twitter.com/securityspeak

Security Analyst

@Selyst
Managing Consultant at SRSRM, Member of the Security Institute. Can help
with that sticky security problem.
https://twitter.com/selyst

Stephen Mackenzie

@StephenFireRisk
Independent fire, security and resilience advisor. International innovator,
researcher and campaigner. Public speaker, media commentator and technical
author.
https://twitter.com/stephenfirerisk

Tony O Brien

Training and Development Specialist
Specialist in the field of security, safety and the management of conflict and
risk in organisations. Helping organisations develop solutions to their risk
management and conflict management processes.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tonyobriensecurity
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Ian Todd

@SIAChiefExec
CEO at the Security Industry Authority
https://twitter.com/SIAChiefExec

Michael Allen

@MichaelAllenCSO
Security Advocate. Author
https://twitter.com/MichaelAllenCSO

James Morris
@JamesMorris82

https://twitter.com/JamesMorris82

Bonnie Butlin

Co-Founder and Executive Director, Security Partners’ Forum and Expert
Network Member (Cybersecurity) @ World Economic Forum
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bonnie-butlin-560b2439/

Ellie Hurst ASyI

Cyber Security Consulting * Reducing the risk of cyber security incidents
through friendly, bespoke services and training
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elliehurst/

Nicholas Reed (ASMS, MSc, MSyI, MIPSA, TechIOSH)
Head of Protective Services - passionate strategic risk, security, safety and
governance professional
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholasreed1978/

Rollo Davies MSyI

The Professional Security Officer Magazine
Editor of this new publication for FRONT LINE Security Professionals, always
passionate about security, in all its forms.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rollodavies
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Grant Lecky MSc. CSyP, CBCP, CMCP, CORP

Training and Development Specialist
Editorial Board Member, Canadian Who’s Who and Expert Network Member
(Risk and Resilience) at the World Economic Forum.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/grantlecky

John Sephton MSyI

Account Director
Account Director and business continuity and risk professional. 18 years
experience in improving, managing and innovating security contracts.
Leading, mentoring and motivating large teams.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnsephton

Peer Publishing Ltd

The Professional Security Officer Magazine
The magazine for FRONT LINE Security Professionals. Written by front line
Security Officers, it will have all the news, views, helpful info, product reviews,
good ideas and articles that YOU want to read.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tpso

Peter Houlis BA(Hons) CSyP, FSyl, CTSP

Chartered Security Professional Security Consultant, Director The Security
Institute
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-houlis-ba-hons-csyp-fsyl-ctsp-4548262/

Peter Jones

Chief Executive | Nineteen Group | International Organiser of Major-Scale
Trade Exhibitions
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peter-jones-0b501010/

Dr Rachel Anne Carter, MSyI

Cyber Innovation; Manager and Co-Founder Journal of Terrorism and Cyber
Insurance; Insurance Director
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachelannecarter/

Dr Richard Diston DSyRM MSc CISSP CISA CRISC CGEIT

Cyber Security Instructor at Firebrand Training
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-richard-diston-dsyrm-msc-cissp-cisa-crisc-cgeit32a8021b/
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The Security Institute

The Security Institute is the largest membership organisation based in the UK
with members worldwide. Currently over 2,600 members across all types of
businesses, and at all stages of their security career.
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-security-institute/

John Currie

Head of Security, Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust and Executive Director
at National Association for Healthcare Security
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-currie-348423a/
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Reap what you sow!

Gardening tips from the SeMS twins
Mary, Mary, quite contrary, how does your garden grow? A very good question which
we will try to answer in this short article. We will also try to answer the opposite
question, what could kill off your garden? If that was not enough of a challenge, we
will also suggest how to answer these questions for a communal garden.
For a sustainable garden it is better to nurture the plants you already have, or grow
from seed, rather than buying mature plants: ‘ready-made’ plants may look great in
the garden centre but there is no guarantee they will thrive when transplanted into
your garden. That being the case, the key to success is twofold. First, to feed and
water your plants or new seeds so they grow strongly. Second, to eliminate threats
such as weeds, parasites and other pests. We also need to keep an eye open for
unpredictable events like frost, drought or storm damage. Finally, we will need to
monitor whether our efforts are proving successful: are we watering too much or too
little; are we failing to keep the weeds and parasites down; are we spraying weedkiller in the wrong places; are the
plants flourishing as well as they should?
In a communal garden the challenge is to make sure everyone knows who is doing
what, that they have the time, skills, tools and other resources, and are actually
keen and committed to their tasks. Imagine the shared pride when the first green
shoots start to appear and flourish.
A communal garden of course would be anarchy without an overall vision and
someone to guide and lead all our efforts – a Head Gardener perhaps. And
when things get tough or start to look bleak from time to time, a dedicated Head
Gardener would give us just the kick up the backside we need to get out there in
the rain and snow.
It doesn’t stop there of course. If left untended the garden will soon deteriorate.
Weeding, pruning and mowing are all needed to maintain the garden in its best
condition. We will also have to adjust the garden to absorb changes in the seasons
and other factors, possibly even building work or road construction.
But the editor is expecting an article on a subject we actually know about, security.
(Phew..... Ed.)
If you have read our previous articles or have come across Security Management
Systems (SeMS) you may recognise some similarities between an effective SeMS and a successful communal garden.
The best model of SeMS, the UK CAA’s Framework document (CAP1223 available free from www.caa.co.uk) has
ten chapters:
1. Management commitment
2. Threat and risk management
3. Accountability and responsibilities
4. Resources
5. Performance monitoring, assessment and reporting
6. Incident Response
7. Management of change
8. Continuous improvement
9. SeMS education and security culture
10. Communication
No doubt you will be able to see immediately how the gardening story matches this. No? 😊 read on.
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First of all, let’s make use of the security tools and processes we already have. We don’t need to replace them with
the latest software and hardware at great expense and with questionable benefits. SeMS will help us use what we
have, to manage Threats and Risks (Chapter 2) effectively. We must identify and understand the threats with a wideranging search not limited to previously known threats. We must assess the risks imaginatively, not constrained by
assumptions, and determine how much should be invested in mitigating the risks. We must think carefully how
much money and time to spend on weed killers and when and where to use them.
It is equally important to know how effective our efforts are proving. Performance monitoring (Chapter 5) is an
essential tool for assessing how good security is. To be sure there will be green shoots and they will thrive we need
to monitor how well we are doing the things, the right things. We really don’t want to over-water the plants out of
an abundance of caution.
Security must be preserved when incidents arise. The Incident response (Chapter 6) both instigates temporary
measures and restores security when the incident is closed. When storms strike, we can take some protective
actions, but we will probably also have to effect repairs after it has passed.
SeMS must also explain WHAT must be done, and HOW to do it (WHY will be explained later). The WHAT
should be enshrined in role descriptions or other means of assigning accountabilities and responsibilities (Chapter
3). We don’t want everybody mowing the grass, we need some people to do the weeding.
The HOW should be explained through education: in practice Education (Chapter 9) is likely to be as much about
explaining the need, as it is about teaching new skills. We can all learn to be gardeners, even if some people have a
natural talent or years of experience..
Resource management (Chapter 4) ensures the team has the right skills in the right quantities, including any
contracted-in activities. It ensures the right equipment is in place and working. And it ensures the working
environment is conducive to good results. The mower and the watering can need to be fit for purpose.
All of this is of little value if the people are not committed to it. Like any process, people will do their absolute
best to make SeMS work if they believe it is important, that their manager believes it is important, and both they
and their managers understand why security is important as well as the mechanics of the process. Management
commitment (Chapter 1) should be demonstrated by top manager promoting the SeMS overtly, walking the walk
as well as talking the talk. The staff must see the management message "Do as I do" not just "Do as I say".
The management commitment must be seen widely, so Communication (Chapter 10) is a key SeMS process. The
message must be constantly reinforced with fresh communications innovatively delivered - a regular email will
not be read but a few words at the right time by the Head Gardener will work wonders. As will the Head Gardener
putting in a shift of weeding or mowing too.
Continuous improvement (Chapter 8) finds better ways of working which may improve efficiency, may enhance
security and/or may they more enjoyable or easier. The front-line staff often know what is not working well and
engaging them in improving their work is both productive and good for morale. An astute Head Gardener will
listen to anyone with suggestions about improving the garden or how it’s maintained.
Change Management (Chapter 7) protects the security systems and processes from being compromised inadvertently
by environmental, physical or system changes. Frost protection may be prepared in anticipation of seasonal change.
A word about technology. Technology has its place in security of course, but you will have gathered from this
article it is not a solution in its own right. It can also be expensive and unnecessary or even detrimental. It can
distract us from what really matters, keeping things clear and simple. We will need lawnmowers, rakes and watering
cans but not every garden benefits from a ride-on mower or combine harvester, nor from spraying weedkiller on
the lawn to get rid of the weeds.
Finally, a thought about the compliance inspection. On the day they judge the prettiest village competition, our
garden may or not be at its best, but what really matters is our certainty that we have made it the best we can, all
year round, and the satisfaction we have from that.
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Every aspect of physical security is being improved by the intelligent use of technology.
In the current climate of constant threat from terrorism even the checking of vehicles entering high security sites
is changing. Less reliance on a mirror on a stick and more of this sort of tech? What am I talking about? TPSO
asked CEO of Uveye, Amir Hever, to explain...

Harnessing the Power of Automation
for More Efficient Vehicle Inspections
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In security, everyone wants their solutions to be good, fast, and cheap. Attaining all
three, however, is far more difficult to achieve. This is doubly true when it comes to
approaching the challenge of vehicle inspections.
Legacy practices for inspecting vehicles, such as the use of mirrors, provide neither the
accuracy or speed that are necessary to contend with the amount of vehicles that need
to be inspected. In response to this need, the security industry has witnessed the rise of
automated solutions that can quickly and accurately scan vehicles for threats.
This article will break down the challenges posed by vehicles in the hands of attackers,
assess the issues facing security professionals in performing their vehicle inspections,
and lay out some of the most promising technological solutions available for making these inspections more
comprehensive and efficient.
The Threats Posed by Vehicles — Understanding the Risks
Vehicles have long posed an added risk so long as there has been a way to hide illicit items on, in, or under them.
Vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices (VBIEDs aka car bombs) have a long history of use by various nonstate actors like the IRA and Red Army factions in the 1970s and 80’s.
In recent years, we have seen the vehicle used more by asymmetric groups and lone wolf-type actors to carry out
attacks, often with significant effect. Attackers belonging to the Islamic State group, or inspired by them, have used
vehicles in attacks in different forms throughout the globe.
Vehicle threats can be broken down into three basic categories.
Car Rammings
First is their use as a ramming device, driving through crowds to cause casualties and instill panic. These types of
attacks are exceedingly difficult to prevent as they require a determined individual who takes the decision to carry
out such an attack and a vehicle.
No additional illicit materials, training, or networks are needed for an attacker to be successful, just the motive and
opportunity. They can cause considerable casualties if they strike at a public space like Christmas festivities and the
like.
The best protection against these types of attacks is generally strategically placed bollards or other barrier types
where possible. Unfortunately the options for detecting and preventing these ramming attacks are limited.
Weapons Smuggling
Vehicles provide an ideal mode of smuggling weapons. Attackers can move larger quantities of weapons than they
could on their persons, avoiding detection through subterfuge.
Weapons can be hidden inside of doors and chairs, or even stuck under the vehicle itself, which makes it more
challenging for security professionals to uncover as they often lack the necessary visibility to detect them quickly
and accurately. Failure to detect weapons hidden in vehicles at a checkpoint may allow adversaries to bring weapons
inside the perimeter and carry out their attack.
Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Devices (VBIEDs)
The deadliest of the three categories, vehicles can be used by adversaries to carry out mass casualty attacks.
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security estimates that a compact car can carry up to 500 lbs of explosive
materials, while a delivery truck can reach upwards of 10,000 lbs, impacting an area of over 5,000 ft. Along with
any additional items like bolts and nails, the body of the vehicle itself can serve as shrapnel in the attack to increase
its deadly effectiveness. By contrast an explosive-laden vest is likely to contain somewhere in the 20 lbs range that
while deadly, poses a significantly lower consequence on our threat model.
VBIEDs are additionally challenging for security teams as they are difficult to identify from a distance. With the
exception of the “Mad Max-esq” armoured constructions made by ISIS in Syria and Iraq for use on the battlefield,
VBIEDs are meant to blend in with the public. This means that they are able to approach their target undetected,
often until it is too late.
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Mitigating the risks of VBIEDs requires a set of planning and operational practices:
•
•
•

Creating distance between the perimeter and likely targets like embassies, government offices, and
other sites where there is a higher probability of VBIED use.
The use of physical barriers like bollards, wedges, and K12-tested fences that can prevent a vehicle
from crashing through the perimeter.
Inspect vehicles as they enter the perimeter, checking them for explosives

Security teams can perform visual inspections of a vehicle’s storage areas — boot, cabin, or the back of a truck — to
identify gas canisters or other explosives, but this requires them to approach the vehicle, thus putting them at risk.
Challenges to Vehicle Inspections

Implementing a policy and infrastructure for proper vehicle inspections is not without its challenges.
The current geopolitical situation has raised the profile of security, leaving little room for failure. At the same time,
security teams must contend with larger scales of vehicles at sites like border crossings, energy facilities, military
bases, seaports, and more.
At the same time as security is put at a top priority, the increase in checks results in additional friction that can slow
movement through checkpoints to a crawl.
In the case of commercial sites like seaports and border crossings, slow inspections have a direct impact on the
number of vehicles that can pass through every day. This in turn correlates to productivity and profitability.
For more sensitive security sites like an embassy or hotel in a higher risk area, bottlenecks at the entrance to the
perimeter can create a target for attackers, leaving those waiting for inspection vulnerable outside the protection of
the perimeter.
A security team’s capabilities are limited in what they are able to accomplish using manual methods. Inspections
that look under the vehicle are often less than effective with operators either using mirrors that only show a limited
view of the undercarriage. In some cases a person can go under a vehicle for a closer look but this too takes time.
Results from both methods are difficult to track well and are vulnerable to human errors.
How Automation Empowers Security Teams to do More
We know that the vast majority of traffic that passes through our checkpoints is likely to be benign. Our concern is
that a number of wolves will try to pass themselves off in sheep’s clothing, counting on the pressure being placed on
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a security team to keep the flow of traffic moving through to limit the level of inspections.
Quite often this translates into security teams only performing random checks of selected vehicles. This may mean
that one out of every few cars are inspected while the others are let through without any real accounting. The
vehicles that are selected undergo either an intensive, time consuming check without any real indication that there
is a threat or an inspection that is more cursory and unlikely to detect objects that are well hidden.
All of these scenarios as laid out are less than ideal to say the least. What is required is for security professionals
to have increased visibility and the ability to quickly understand if a vehicle requires a more intensive inspection.
This is where automation and inspection technologies are able to step in and provide solutions, tackling the challenge
from a variety of angles to produce a more comprehensive picture.
Top 3 Vehicle Inspection Technologies to Follow
Of the many advances in inspection technologies in recent years, these are three of the most relevant that should
interest security professionals in terms of vehicle inspections.
Thinking about vehicle inspections, we can break down the process into three stages: identify, inspect, and
alert.
Identify — LPR and Facial Recognition
When a vehicle pulls up to our checkpoint, the first action necessary is to identify who it is. License plate readers
and facial recognition solutions play an important role here in telling us if the vehicle and passengers are who they
say they are.
When connected with a database of vehicles and personnel, these systems can identify and compare the captured
images to authenticate. Sites such as secure facilities that have authorized persons coming and going on a regular
basis are an ideal use case for these types of solutions.
Inspect — X-Ray and Under Vehicle Scanning Systems
Especially in use cases like border crossings and ports that see lots of vehicles passing through every day, scanning
solutions must be scalable.
When it comes to cargo scanning, x-ray technologies allow authorities to quickly capture images of loaded vehicles,
breaking down the different items by elements for detection of illicit materials. With scans taking just a matter of
minutes, security teams can process a significant number of trucks with a high level of confidence.
The undercarriage — as previously noted — is notoriously difficult to inspect, leaving plenty of room to hide items
down below. Under vehicle scanners with high-resolution imaging are able to capture pictures of moving vehicles
as they pass at the checkpoint, reducing friction without lowering standards of inspection.
Alerting — Using Artificial Intelligence to Alert on Anomalies
While high quality images can be helpful for security teams in identifying potential threats, areas like the
undercarriage can still be difficult to deal with. Every car looks a little bit different, conditions may vary by the day,
and not every threat looks like a cartoon bomb with a ticking clock.
This is where AI like deep learning and machine learning are playing an important role in helping security teams to
identify threats. As algorithms are used in constantly scanning vehicles, they are learning what a vehicle is supposed
to look like. This learning is not limited to specific vehicles by make or model, but across a wide range that allows
the system to understand what is, and more importantly, is not supposed to be there.
Deep learning allows the system to detect anomalies and alert security teams to their exact location, leading to
faster, more accurate inspections of relevant vehicles.
Recognizing the Limitations of Automation
Implementing automated solutions into vehicle inspections can do a lot to improve a security team’s accuracy and
speed. At the same time, it is important to recognize its limitations.
Humans and canines are still critical parts of the inspection process at this point for seeking out illicit items in a
suspicious vehicle, looking and sniffing around to uncover threats. They are the final stages of a process wherein
a vehicle has been deemed in need of additional attention. Machines are getting smarter by the day but human
security professionals will still be able to put into context situations and events in ways that digital methods are yet
to catch up to at this point.
The real value of automated systems is to reduce the need for humans to inspect each vehicle by hand and eye.
Instead it allows security professionals to direct their efforts at vehicles which have been flagged, allowing the rest
to flow through while still having undergone inspection.
In the three technologies included in this article, all are using automation to perform scans and, where possible,
perform the work of detecting and analyzing the images for relevant, actionable data. This saves security teams the
time and provides them with a valuable resource that they can utilize.
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For security professionals looking to incorporate automated technologies into their existing workflow, it is
important to think about these solutions not as replacements for their human teams but as an augmentation
that allows their teams to do more with what they have. Security is done best when it works in layers, with
managers using all the tools available to achieve their mission goals.

https://vimeo.com/378082752
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Security Science, Technology
and the Human Factor
by Rob Kennedy BA(Hons)

T

he rapid advances in technology of late have provided some fantastic resources to be deployed. We now
have CCTV that can analyse and detect behaviour that differs from the norm, a vital tool in detecting
suspicious activity early. Radar Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems (PIDS) now protect our airports
and are moving into the private sector at a pace. But what about the security officer? Are they becoming
obsolete? This article aims to stress that the human element is the salient factor to enable good security. (Phew....
Ed.)
The security industry in my opinion is a fantastic field to work within. There are so many challenges to overcome,
but of course we must ensure that we don’t rest on our laurels and allow complacency to kick in. We need to be
constantly changing, updating and modifying plans, methods and operational requirements to meet and mitigate
the dynamic threats that we face. This would include utilising current technology
to aid our operations.
The reason this industry is ever changing is because those that would do us harm
are constantly seeking vulnerabilities to maximise their gains. The below causal
chain used in security risk management details how threat, vulnerability and risk
interrelate:
•
•
•

Intent (of criminals/terrorists) x capability (of terrorists/criminals) =
Threat
Threat x vulnerability (of victim/building/event) = Likelihood (of attack)
Likelihood (of attack) x impact (of attack) = Risk

As security professionals we need to be aware of the current threats but also
conscious of possible threats. For example, the current use of vehicles as weapons
(VAW) has resulted in the innovation of mitigation techniques/infrastructure to
counter vehicles as weapons (C-VAW). Our cities/crowded places are now being
upgraded with various means to mitigate this risk, some of it is obvious, some
only obvious to the trained eye. The race is now on, how long will this attack
method be used? When will terrorists be forced to change their methods? What
will be the next form of attack? Are we prepared?
The next form of attack is what keeps us security professionals on our toes. A fantastic phrase that I agree with but
unfortunately can’t identify who coined it states that:

“Counter terrorism and crime prevention are two sides of the same coin”
If you manage to get the CT aspect right, the diffused benefits include good crime prevention. This is because
criminals, like terrorists, look at the vulnerabilities of the victim/building/event before making a decision to target
them. Good security influences those decisions to deter criminals from targeting your site.
How we achieve good security is of course a matter of opinion. The industry as a whole is not as professional as
it could be. Those of you that know me understand my feelings on this and that I am passionate about changing
this for the better. My advice to budding security professionals is to underpin your planning with theory because
believe it or not, security is rapidly progressing to be recognised as a science in its own right. Don’t be one of those
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so-called professionals that justify security plans, deployments and policies with “just because”.
How do we bring science into this? Security plans should be underpinned by criminological theory that supports
situational crime prevention; this would include:
•
•
•
•

Routine Activity Theory
Rational Choice Theory
Crime Mapping
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED)

I do not want to dwell too much on criminology as those interested can read all about it here:

https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/criminology-what-use-is-it-to-a-security-officer%EF%BB%BF-by-rob-kennedy/

Of course, technical solutions to aid security operations are advancing rapidly. CCTV has progressed immensely
as has; artificial intelligence, IoT innovations, access control, active access delay systems (AADS) and gunshot
detection (GSD) to name but a few technological advances. The benefits of using advanced technologies is not
only deemed good practice but also better equips the security officer to perform their role. For example, better and
quicker detection enables a quicker response.
Whilst tech firms will advise that they can provide a total security solution, it is worth noting what criminals
actually think about technology. The Security Research Initiative (SRI) has conducted much research as to what
criminals actually think of technical security. A recent publication by the SRI identified that offenders often see
more opportunity when technology replaces security officers.
This is supported by the notion that as technology replaces the security officer, whilst offenders may be detected,
the response times are longer if security officers are not close by. This relates to the security triangle of DetectionResponse-Delay (if the delay time is shorter than the response time, we have a vulnerability). This rapidly decreases
the deterrence factor, especially as the Police at present are stretched, or as the offenders believe uninterested.
The SRI research also identified that criminals believed that they could find a way around technical security, whilst
they feared the presence of the security officer. It would therefore make sense that a converged approach utilising
people and technology is required to enable good security. I often employ a security system/model based on a
three-tiered system to enable a converged approach:
Step 1- Primary measures:
• Create a strong security culture.
• Situational crime prevention measures (including technology)
• The design, image and reputation of the location
This, if done well, sends out a message that aims to deter would be criminals by influencing their decision making
(not to target this site).
Step 2- Secondary measures:
• Security officer presence
• Security product presence (technology)
This presence in itself is designed to deter would be criminals by providing a ‘capable guardian’ (Routine Activity
Theory).
Step 3- Tertiary measures:
• Verbal challenges (as a customer service approach underpinned by basic behaviour detection
techniques)
• Coercion
This is the ability of the human element to control the behaviour of visitors and influence and deter would be
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criminals by providing and reinforcing the capable guardian (Rational Choice/Routine Activity Theory). This also
allows the security officer to signal what is acceptable behaviour to maintain the image, reputation and norms of
the environment.
These measures are all underpinned by the criminological theory previously mentioned and can be applied to any
security operations, from corporate buildings, to music festivals.
Of course, good security relies on good people. I can personally testify from when I conduct intrusion tests, that a
motivated security officer is far more of a deterrent than one who isn’t. Of course, motivated staff are the product
of good leadership, good follower-ship and good training. It is down to individuals like yourself to ensure that
your staff and colleagues are provided with the correct tools, information and training to perform their role. Why?
Because they are the most important factor in providing good security. Don’t just take my word for it though, ask
the criminals.

Rob Kennedy BA(Hons), MSc, MSyI, TechIOSH
A motivated and determined security professional who holds a Masters
in Security & Risk Management from the University of Leicester. Rob is a
Training and Development Manager and Security Advisor with SecuriGroup,
an engaged member of the Security Institute, and a growing voice in the UK
physical security industry.
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The TPSO Magazine

“Key People In Security” List.
Genuine “influence” in the security industry, it isn’t about the size of your company or your
bank balance.
TPSO magazine has looked for those that share their time and knowledge freely and generously,
to the benefit of individuals, and the industry in general.
We have identified the people that really make a difference and play an active part
in shaping the future of the security industry.
They may or may not be the bosses of large companies.
Rank doesn’t automatically relate to influence.
We traced the rising stars and the ones to watch.
We found those going the extra mile, and they are all on our list!
(Well, maybe 87% of them, as we are still getting complaints.......... Ed.)

Just to be clear, this list is a fluid thing
and people may be added, or removed at any time,
but you can be certain that every man and woman named,
is extremely worthy of inclusion…....
(Well, perhaps not TPSO’s Mike and Rollo.
We’ve been through this. I’m not happy!........... Ed.)

YOU can get involved and nominate someone to the list!
Just provide a compelling reason.
(All nominations will be assessed by our panel.)
https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/key-people-in-the-security-industry/
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Name

Title

Organisation

Website Link

Ackroyd, Stephen

Senior Lecturer, Aviation Security Bucks New University,

Bucks New University

Bassett, Graham

Managing Director

GBRUK Ltd

GBRUK Ltd

Bell, Richard

Director

TenIntelligence

TenIntelligence

Berkoff, Andrea

Editor

City Security Magazine

City Security Magazine.

Betts, Robert

Director

Elite Academy of Security Elite Academy of Security
Training
Training

Blackwell, Andy

Managing Director

Blackwell Security
Consulting

Blackwell Security
Consulting

Burnett, Allan

Operations Director

SecuriGroup

SecuriGroup

Burns, Alan

Operations Director/Fellow of the Shield Security Services
Security Institute
Ltd

Chapple, Mark

Managing Consultant

SRSRM Ltd

Cooper, Roy

Managing Director

Professional Security
Magazine

Professional Security
Magazine

ISMI Certified Security
Management Professional
Head of Security and NHS
Accredited, Local Security
Management Specialist

International Security
Management Institute

International Security
Management Institute

National Association of
Healthcare Security

National Association of
Healthcare Security

Dakin, Carl

Managing Director

Dakin Consulting Ltd

Dakin Consulting Ltd

Davies, Rollo

Co-founder, Editor and feature
writer

Doug Sear

Head of Sales

Drury, Paul

Head of Corporate Security

Experian

Experian

Dyson, Graeme

Physical Security Consultant

Morrigan Risk

Morrigan Risk

Fell, Rowena

Global Technology Risk
Operations Leader

EY/Fellow of the Security The Security Institute
Institute

Fellows, Ray

CEO

Eclipse Strategic Security Eclipse Strategic Security

Folmer, Mark

Vice President

TrackTik

Cresswell , David
Currie, John

Shield Security Services Ltd

The Professional Security
Officer Magazine (TPSO TPSO Mag
Mag)
Emergency Protection
Emergency Protection
Limited
Limited
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TrackTik

Name
Frankland, Jane

Title
Organisation
Author and Champion for Women
Cyber Security Capital
in Cyber Security

Website Link
Cyber Security Capital

French MBE, Peter

CEO/Fellow of the Security
Institute

SSR Personnel

Gardner, Frank

Security Correspondent

BBC

Geddes, Will

Managing Director

International Corporate
Protection Group

International Corporate
Protection Group

Gillespie, Mike

Managing Director

Advent IM Ltd

Advent IM Ltd

Greenaway, Nicola Managing Director

International Security
Expo (ISE)

International Security Expo
(ISE)

Henig, Ruth
(Baroness)

President

The Security Institute

The Security Institute

Hill, Steve

Director and Secretary.

NASDU

www.nasdu.co.uk

Hole, Dan

Security Training

Olive Tree Training

Olive Tree Training

Hopla, Brian

InfoSec and Compliance Officer

IT Lab

Hurst, Ellie

Media Manager

Advent IM Ltd

Advent IM Ltd

Hurst, Mike

Vice Chairman

UK Chapter of ASIS
International

ASIS UK

Ingram, Philip MBE

Defence, security journalist and
consultant

Grey Hare Media

Grey Hare Media

Jones, Peter

CEO

Nineteen Events

Nineteen Events

Joy, Kate

Business Development Manager DipHex

DipHex

Kaszeta, Dan

Managing Director

Strongpoint Security

Strongpoint Security

Kennedy, Rob
BA(Hons)

Regional Manager

SecuriGroup

SecuriGroup

King, Jayne

Head of Security and Site
Services

Guys and St Thomas

Guys and St Thomas

Lavery, Peter

Deputy Chairman

The Security Institute

The Security Institute

Mackenzie, Stephen

Independent fire, security and
resilience advisor

Moore, Lynda

Managing Partner

SSR Personnel

Follow on Twitter
FM Contract Watch LLP
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FM Contract Watch Website

Name

Title

Organisation

Website Link

Mounfield, Rick

CEO

The Security Institute

O’Sullivan, Michael

Co-founder, Editor and feature
writer

The Professional Security
Officer Magazine (TPSO TPSO Mag
Mag)

Tony O’Brien

Security Commentator and
Consultant.

Security Operative

Reed, Nicholas

Executive Director and Company National Association for
Secretary.
Healthcare Security

NAHS Site

Robbins, Darryn

Recruitment Specialist

Lima44

Robinson, Mark

Rolington, Alfred
Sephton, John

Lima44

Subject Matter Expert on Ultra
High Profile threat mitigation,
media handling and ‘total
security’ event planning
CEO and Co Founder - Author of
Cyber Security
Strategic Intelligence for the 21st
Intelligence
Century - The Mosaic Method
Axis Security Services
Account Director.
Ltd

The Security Institute

ww.securityoperative.ie

Cyber Security Intelligence
Axis Security Services Ltd

Sims, Brian

Editor

Risk Xtra / Risk UK

RiskXtra

Todd, Ian

C.E.O.

Security Industry
Authority.

www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk

Vanneck, Claire

Course convener

Vazquez, Nicole

University of Leicester
Security Risk
Management courses

University of Leicester

Lone Worker Safety Expo Lone Worker Safety Expo

Wakefield Alison
(Dr)

Chairman

The Security Institute

The Security Institute

Watson, Aloma

Chairwoman

SRM Alumni

SRM Website

White, Michael

Head of Risk, Compliance and
Assurance G4S and Director,
Hampton Security and Training
Consultancy Ltd

G4S/Hampton Security
Hampton Security and
and Training Consultancy Training Consultancy
Limited
Limited

Whitehouse, Simon Managing Director

SGW Safety and Security SGW Safety and Security
Ltd
Ltd

Whiting MBE,
Nicola

Titania Ltd

Author and CSO
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The Onion

by John Sephton MSyI

O

K, I hear you think, but this onion is going to help me go through the basics of physical security of any building
that you may be in charge of as a security manager, or working at as a security officer.

Now, if you take this onion and look at the layers, this can be used to describe the layers that are needed when
observing your new site. It is a process you should go through when you are deciding what layers are needed and
what is missing or where the short falls are. The parts we will look at are the outer layer, middle layers and last but
not least the core layer.
This article is not going to go in to the nth degree of physical security, just give you an idea of what you can look out
for when you are starting on a site.

Outer layer – Black Line

This layer is your first defense to threats outside the building or organisation you are assigned to protect. The outer
layer, marked with the black line on the onion, is the first thing you pay attention to when you come to a site and
the first thing you are reviewing when you are protecting a site.
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What to look out for
This layer encompasses the gates, fences, hedges, walls, chain link fences, the beginning of the next property which
could overarch or be close to your site. Quickly just to touch on the overarching or close proximity scenario, this
could be a fire safety issue should the neighbouring building catch fire and it could affect your building, so working
together with any security teams would be beneficial.
In the stock picture below, you will see an example of the outer layer or the perimeter. This building has vehicle
mitigation bollards to stop vehicles ramming the fence, the fence is sat on a brick wall which gives it an additional
resilience to any vehicles. The weakness of a brick wall is that you cannot see anything put behind it from the
security hut in the picture. External patrolling of this building should be incorporated into the duties of the security
team to ensure anything suspicious is reported.
The fence is in place to ensure people or vehicles cannot easily get on to the premises and are forced to go to the
main entrance point. Another weakness of this picture is that vehicles are allowed to park next to the fence and
building which could make the place vulnerable to a VBIED (vehicle borne improvised explosive device). Due
to space limitations, architectural design like this sometimes cannot be helped but you can put it on your risk
assessment as a point of interest and see if anything can be done to minimize the risk of unauthorised parking.
When doing security checks of your building or site it is very important to make note of the condition of any
security feature you may have in place on the boundaries and equally important to recommend any you do not
have.
The importance of performing external checks of buildings is in my opinion more important than internal
patrols, due to the uncontrolled nature of activities outside.

To recap
1. Check external gates, fences, parking areas, padlocks, lights, bollards and any dark spots.
2. Make sure you report any defects to management immediately and document them in the daily
occurrence book and report.
3. If there is suspicious activity then call the police and make them aware of potential hostile reconnaissance.
continued >>>
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Middle Layer

As we move to the orange and green lines of the onion, this reflects the position between the perimeter of the site to
the building, also known as the approach. The important thing to remember here is that some buildings especially
in cities, will not have a fence and would immediately start here. But they may have some form of HVM (Hostile
Vehicle Mitigation) this could be planters, bollards etc. you can count this as your perimeter.
In this layer there are two examples, the first example is a nice shiny building in the city and a data center.

What to look for:

If we concentrate on the shiny building for a moment this would be the reception area and loading bay areas.
Within this layer you would expect to find access control barriers, CCTV, uniformed officers, receptionists and
occasionally meet and greeters. These areas are really important as it is the barrier between an intruder and the
assets you are trying to protect.
Trained uniform officers who are familiar with their surroundings, are very effective if they follow the HOT
principle:
•
•
•

Has a item been deliberately concealed or Hidden? . A vigilant security officer will know if something
isn’t right for the area and with training in how to deal with various issues, is a great deterrent.
Is it Obviously suspicious? Does it seem odd or out of place? Are wires, batteries or liquid containers
visible?
Is it Typical for the location? Does its presence seem reasonable?

Where data centres are concerned the perimeter, which will have extensive access control, CCTV and intercoms,
is then followed by an empty void of land and most definitely a well-lit pathway which is monitored by CCTV and
possibly some movement sensors, connected to a centralised CCTV room. Trained security staff are then tasked to
monitor any suspicious people or packages before they reach the core layer or server centres and challenge anybody
who has breached the perimeter.

Void between the perimeter and the core layer

Core Layer

This is your critical function zone and the area you are trying to ultimately protect. Take the Tower of London, you
will see it has a perimeter, a void and the tower where the crown jewels are kept. (sic.)
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If anybody breeches the other layers, the core layer will have additional security in the form of further access
control methods, card entry, CCTV, officers and restricted access zones. Great housekeeping on the access control
will be important here and it is one of the first things you should check when starting on a site. Restricted access
area needs to be monitored and department heads agreeing lists of people who have access, should be done weekly
or in less sensitive buildings monthly.
Further to this, in the core area where the company has its critical business functions and what you are hired to
protect, it is important to take the outer layers of the onion seriously so the external threat actors cannot get to
the core and will be deterred long before this point. Your job as a security officer, although it can be mundane, is a
critically important one, especially as it is an integral part of the risk management process on the site.

Improvements

1. Make sure your patrol route counts, if there isn’t a patrolling system then install one and ensure the
patrols are hitting vulnerable areas
2. Report any defects to management within the perimeter area and potential threats
3. Make sure your access control is monitored on a weekly/monthly basis and any denied swipes are
investigated, this may be a first try to see how security reacts to an attempt at an unauthorised access.
4. Get department heads to agree access to individuals and update you when somebody leaves.
5. Speak to people in your area to deter intruders, they may be trying hostile reconnaissance and do not
give any information away pertaining to security and its team. Always act professionally and escalate it
to a supervisor or manager. If you believe it is a hostile reconnaissance act inform the police.
6. Treat your site like a layer of an onion and seek to make improvements to the security starting from the
outside in. There is the insider threat, but for now we are looking at physical security.
7. Report anything out of the ordinary to your management team and do your reports.
Credits
https://www.jacksons-security.co.uk/data-centre-security

John Sephton Bsc (hons), MSyI, M.ISRM.
John is a friend of The Professional Security Officer magazine and
works hard to improve standards across the industry as a writer, mentor
and in his role as a Board Director of The Security Institute. Recognised
for his efforts, he has risen through the ranks at Axis Security, and is
currently an Account Director.
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TPSO's Mike O'Sullivan attended a talk held by the nice people at Calipsa recently and came away much impressed.
The following article, written by Calipsa founder and CTO, Boris Ploix, looks at the tech they are developing to
advance and enhance the use of CCTV.

A.I. and the future of CCTV
Machine learning: for the last couple of years it has been used everywhere. Some of the biggest companies are
using it, sometimes without us even knowing. Everytime you make a search on Google, Amazon recommends you
something or Facebook tags a friend for you; machine learning is being used.
Even if it seems like quite a new concept, the premise of this technique was invented as early as the 1950s by a man
named Alan Turing. Already famous for cracking the code of the 'enigma machines', used to send and receive Nazi
encrypted communications during the second world war, he was one of the first to realise that one day a machine
could ‘think’. He came up with the famous ‘Turing test’ which is intended to understand whether an algorithm is
truly intelligent.
For a very long time, this research has stayed in academia and those techniques were only theoretical. It was only
recently that they began to be used in the real world. The massive increase of computational power made it possible
to train machine learning systems at scale for real-world application.
Applying machine learning to security
We founded Calipsa to apply AI to crime detection, and developed a cloud-based machine learning solution that
connects to CCTV cameras to understand the cause of an alarm. For this, we need to distinguish between two
categories. A true alarm is an event that contains human activity in a scene where no one is supposed to be there.
A false alarm, by opposition, is an alarm that does not have this human activity and is considered as ‘noise’ for the
security company who is monitoring the camera. False alarms are a serious burden for the security industry, as
more than 95 per cent of all alarms are false alarms, caused by anything from a change in lighting to a spider web
across the lense.

False Alarm

True Alarm

A number of different solutions have been developed attempting to tackle this issue. However, most analytics
that have been developed to solve this, such as motion detection, line triggering etc. use what is known as a rulebased algorithm. This means they rely on a decision tree to make their final decision, where the algorithm will test
multiple hypotheses until making a prediction.
The above image is one example of a scene analysed using a rule-based algorithm. Multiple questions were asked
and tested by the algorithm, before it could understand whether the alarms were indeed true or false. In this
particular case, the algorithm will ask multiple questions such as whether there was a movement and then how
big that movement is etc. At each step, the algorithm will go down this decision tree in order to make a prediction.
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This technique has serious limitations. It doesn’t matter how smart the engineers behind those algorithms are,
there will always be an edge case where the techniques will not work. As a result, to make sure that nothing is
being missed, the parameters are often tweaked at the expense of the overall accuracy. Since most alarms are very
complex, those simple algorithms often fail at detecting them.
Calipsa does not use this technique but rather uses neural networks to solve the exact problem of false alarms. The
following aims at providing some understanding of how it works behind the scenes.
The neural network approach
Even though it is scientifically incorrect to state that a neural network works like the brain, their invention was
largely inspired by it. Instead of designing complex algorithms like the decision tree described above to understand
that a particular image contains a specific element, we build a neural network where layers of neurons will be
stacked on top of each other, between the input image and the decision.
Let’s dive a little deeper and try to understand how everything works by doing a “brain scan”. The figure below
represents the output of the activations of each layers for a specific example where the objective is to know whether
or not the image contains a cat. This process and the explanation is obviously transferable to Calipsa’s usecase.
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The Nightclub Security
Manual is a guide for venue
managers, security
managers and door
supervisors. It will take you
step by step through the
process of writing your
nightclub security policies
and procedures. For the
individual door supervisor,
it is a reference point when
looking for guidance or
information on any area of
nightclub security
operations. The book is
based on Tony’s many years’ experience in the nightclub security sector as
well as a decade spent training security staff across Ireland.
This book is your go to reference manual for all things nightclub security
related. Containing policies, procedures and all of the templates required
to produce your own comprehensive security manual for your venue.
“Mr. O’Brien brings his considerable experience to bear in this
comprehensive manual. A must have for any Owner, Manager, or Head of
Security working in the nightlife industry. Highly recommended.”
Miguel DeCoste, CPP (Host of The Tao of The Velv et Rope podcast)
“Mr. O’Brien’s ability to collect and share his in-depth analysis and
experiential knowledge throughout The Nightclub Security Manual is
exceptional for all individuals involved in nightlife operations. We strongly
endorse this manual as a building block for all venues. “
Zachary L. Rugen Owner, Senior Consultant Nightclub Security Services.

NOW AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.
www.securityoperative.ie
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A couple of insights can be derived from the illustration.
In the first layers of the neural network, the outputs look quite similar to the original image. However the deeper
you go in the neural network, the more abstract the representation becomes. At each layer the data is transformed
little by little in order to have a deeper representation of what is going on. In the first layers, the neural network
will typically recognise some basic features such as edges and colors. Then in the later layers some more advanced
features will be recognised such as faces and legs. This knowledge is built up through the neural network in order
to make a final prediction - in this case, is this image a cat or not?
The process of getting the right representation for different images in order to make the correct prediction is done
via a training process. Instead of changing each of the parameters of each neuron manually, we expose a neural
network initialised with a random state to millions of images. At each step, we let the neural network make a
prediction and update its parameters when it provides a wrong answer. This process is done via the backpropagation
algorithm, and lets the neural network learn little by little from its mistakes until it outperforms all other methods.
It is quite interesting to notice that because we always start from a random state, the internal representation that
is being built by training will be different every time we train a new neural network. It is the same with humans.
Ask somebody to visualise a cat in their mind and you can be sure that this visualisation will be different from the
person next to them.
If one pays enough attention to the above neural network, it is possible to notice that some neurons are completely
black on the last layer. That simply means that some of the expected features were not present but others compensate
to make the decision. Continuing with the analogy, for me a cat is a small animal with four legs and a tail. However,
even if I don’t see the tail in the image, I am still pretty sure that this is indeed a cat.
This example of a neural network for cats can be extended to pretty much anything and provides a lot higher
accuracy than other methods. Calipsa uses this extensively in order to make the right prediction on whether an
alarm is true or false. Through continuous learning and iterations of our algorithms, we have transformed the
reduction of our product from 30% accuracy to 90%. Those highly accurate algorithms are now used to detect false
alarms in all the cameras that Calipsa serves.
It’s hard to deny the benefit that machine learning technology brings to security monitoring when done
correctly. By integrating technology such as Calipsa into monitoring operations as an extension to human
verification, security businesses can have confidence that they are providing their customers with an accurate
and constantly improving service.

Boris Ploix
Co-Founder and CTO at Calipsa
A French born entrepreneur, Boris founded Calipsa in April 2016.
“There are more than 250 million CCTV cameras in the world, 99% of them
are never watched and never analysed. Boris started Calipsa with a strong belief
that this should be the other way around.”
Using cutting edge machine learning, combined with advancements in CCTV
technology, Calipsa is looking to detect incidents more effectively and prevent
crime.

www.calipsa.io
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Risk Mitigation and Protective Security

by Al Prescott

Working in the security industry at whatever level you are operating at, in my mind is split in to two elements. Risk
Mitigation and Protective Security; and as we all know in simple terms is protecting people and property.
Risk Mitigation is about minimising and reducing risk:
• Can we REMOVE the Risk ?
• What we can’t Remove can we AVOID?
• What we can’t Avoid can we REDUCE?
• What we can’t reduce do we ACCEPT?
This is something a security operator does as part of their daily routine whether working as part of a specific risk
management plan or a dynamic risk assessment.
Protective Security; for me the main principles are:
• Deter (stop or displace)
• Detect (identify that something has happened so a response can be initiated)
• Delay (prevent the intruder or attacker from reaching the assets)
• Respond (prevent the intruder or attacker from reaching the asset)
These principles should be the basis of any Operation Requirement (something I will cover later on) . If you cannot
respond to protect the asset then the Deter, Detect, Delay levels that you have in place are not at the correct level.
Holistically think of building protection as beyond the perimeter, the perimeter, the site, buildings on the site and
the assets within the building.
How would you implement deter, detect, delay to allow the security measures to respond at the various stages of
building protection?
Method/System

Deter

Detect

Delay

Security Officer
(Static & Patrols)

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

CCTV
(Fixed and PTZ)

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Fence

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Access Control
(Manned or System)

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Search & Screening

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Lights
(Purpose & Scheme)

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Perimeter Intrusion
Detection Systems
(PIDS)

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDS

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Look at your own work place or environment and how much of the above is in place, more importantly do you
know what the success criteria is for each method of protection.
What do I mean by success criteria, if we look at the table above and we look at each of the methods or systems, how
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useful are they going to be? Example would a fence stop someone? Or would it slow someone down? If it going to
slow someone down; by how much will it slow them down. If it going to slow them down can we respond in time?
If we have a perimeter intrusion detection system (PID) in place what percentage would I want it to detect an
intruder? Probably 100%. I would also want a PTZ connected to the PID so the intruder could be tracked. This
again links in to the response requirement. Don’t always assume that every method or system is going to be 100%
as long as the success criteria is met. That may be as simple as 100% protection of the asset but there is a percentage
of success for each method or system depending if it fits in to the deter, detect, delay category.
Looking at the Remove, Avoid, Reduce, Accept (R.A.R.A) concept for risk mitigation, it is important to understand
about Risk.
To the identify Risk, break it down to two parts: Threat and Vulnerability.
For a threat to exist there must be an intent and the capability to carry out the intent.
The intent can be many things. kill, maim, destroy, disrupt, embarrass, steal, intimidate. If the attacker does not
have the capability, then how credible is the Threat? If however, there is capability, then the target is vulnerable. A
Vulnerability assessment has to be carried out. This would normally be done by identifying how predictable is the
target and what security measures are in place. At this point I would look at a Threat TRIAD (basically a triangle)

If you can remove one of the 3, then the threat is mitigated. It is difficult to remove the intent. If however, you
know what the intent is, you can use the deter, detect, delay, respond, process with the tools that you have to
hand, to remove, avoid, reduce accept. This should be reflected in the Operational Requirement (OR) document
by identifying and mapping protective security measures to the main areas of vulnerability and then listing
recommendations to reduce the risk and them implementing those security measures.
So, what is the success criteria you are working to? Is this reflected in your assignment instructions? and have you
been briefed on what is expected? Do you know what the operational requirement is? Do your supervisors know?
What happens when you ask the question? Unfortunately, often the answer when you ask is ”it’s a need to know
basis and you don’t need to know” This is probably because the supervisor does not know, or poor leadership.
How to deal with it?
Have a plan and mentally rehearse the plan. If time permits, physically rehearse the plan.
The situation you will end up in will be one of the three listed below.
•
•
•

You know what you know. When this is the case you have the assignment instructions for guidance. (fire panel
alarms etc.)
You know what you don’t know (you know there is a possibility of something happening, working the doors is
a good example, but you don’t know where, when or how the breach or incident will happen). If this happens
then you have to use a dynamic assessment to get to a position where you know what you know.
You don’t know what you don’t know. This is something that is normally outside the risk and threat assessment
or may be a generic threat and not specific to your site or location. (London Bridge attacks) If this case it’s about
doing something till you get to a known point.

Do you have a plan based on the facts, and can the protective security measures be part of the effective response
options?
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Al Prescott

MD & owner of HZL.
After 36 years in the Ministry of Defence, Al founded HZL in 2000.
Now a successful international training organisation and consultancy
specialising in Teaching Education & Training, Assessing & Internal
Quality Assurance, Consultancy Services, Confined Space Training,
Medical and First Aid, Security Risk Management, Close Protection &
Conflict Management Courses and CBRN Training.
Al has been instrumental in the development of various courses and
projects including the training of military personnel, ex-military and
civilians, in preparation for projects in the UK and abroad.

al@hzlgroup.com

www.hzlgroup.com

www.greyharemedia.com/TPSO
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Cyber Terrorism Part #3.

Convention Without Caveats?
by Ellie Hurst & Mike Gillespie

T

he first international agreement limiting the use of chemical weapons dates back to 1685. France and
Germany came to an agreement, signed in Strasbourg to prohibit the use of poison bullets. Around 200
years on and the next attempt at agreement came out of Brussels. The Brussels Convention on the Law and
Customs of War prohibited the use of poison, poisoned weapons, arms, projectiles or material to cause
unnecessary suffering. It was never put into force. Next came the Hague Convention in 1899 where contracting
parties agreed to abstain from the ‘use of projectiles which had the sole objective of the diffusion of asphyxiating
or deleterious gases’. It was augmented in 1907 with poisons and poisoned weapons. In spite of all this, the First
World War saw the extensive use of toxic chemical weapons. Over 90,000 soldiers died horrible deaths as a result
and probably a million more left blind, disfigured or debilitated, as around 124,200 tonnes of agents were released
over the period 1915-18 (the first use was Belgium April 1915).

These horrors provoked outcry and from this outcry was born the 1925 Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of
Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, better known as 1925 Geneva
Protocol. But there were loopholes and the Protocol did not ban the development, production or possession of
chemical weapons (imagine a cyber weapon at this point and it is OK to build an EternalBlue) but you couldn’t use
those weapons in warfare (think of a cyber weapon but you promise not to use it). Also many of the countries who
signed up reserved the right to use their weapons on those that hadn’t signed up. In the run up to World War two,
UK and Germany (and probably many others) started to stockpile chemical weapons again. Thankfully, although
there was a huge loss of life and crimes committed against humanity, neither chemical or biological weapons were
used and the 1925 Geneva Protocol appeared to have established an accepted norm of international law.
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The international community further reinforced the ban in 1972 - the Biological Weapons Convention or the
Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention which prohibited the development, production, stockpiling, acquisition,
retention and transfer of such weapons, including their delivery systems, and required their destruction. It also
required the enactment of national legislation to enforce its prohibitions.
In 1993 the Chemical Weapons Convention extended the 1925 Protocol from use to include the development,
production, stockpiling, retention and transfer of chemical weapons, including their delivery systems. It also
covered their destruction.
Since then, there has continued to be widespread international support for these bans, and restraint has been
seen in nearly all of the hundreds of armed conflicts that have taken place since the original 1925 Protocol. Sadly
however we have seen both chemical and biological weapons deployed in a small number of conflicts and internal
‘civil’ suppressions, such incidents being met by International condemnation and in some cases prosecutions.
Despite this, more recently we have seen the threat of the use of toxins like ricin by terrorist groups and, allegedly
the assignation of dissidents by Russia using radiation and the Salisbury Novichok nerve agent attack.
But what, I can hear you wondering, has all this got to do with Cyber?
Well, if you can cast your mind back to where we started with all of this…………………
Links between transnational organised crime groups (TOC) and terrorist groups are emerging and indeed appear
to be ‘outsourcing’ to each other. Ideology apparently takes a back seat when procuring certain cyber skills
Meanwhile, the current cyber landscape is the new cold war, but there isn’t one nation behind this, the whole world
is in a standoff. We are in a situation that could best be likened to an international Cuban missile crisis and we are
all waiting to see who blinks first.
Nation states are developing hostile cyber offensive capabilities, and some are known to be stockpiling cyber
weapons, essentially researching and developing diseases for military use against other nation states, and at the
same time are inhibiting the effective development of a vaccine.
All of this, without any real movement towards the implementation of an international (cyber) Biological and
Toxin Weapons Convention
What does that mean from a legal and an ethical standpoint? Does the
international community really want to wait for the cyber equivalent of the
gassing of the trenches before it is prepared to take the development, stockpiling
and potentiality, use of a cyber weapon of mass destruction?
If that last seems far fetched or over the top, you need only cast your mind back
a couple of years to the global effect of Wannacry, to the physical damage caused
by weapons such as Stuxnet; a weapon now widely available at relatively low
cost on the internet and so on. A decade on and we see its coding fingerprint
on a wide range of malwares in play today. This is because it was a quality piece
of work, for want of a better phrase and quality has a long half life…
Looking forward, the possibility of the convergence of new developing
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence as an extension to the cyber weaponry capability, should fill us all with
a chill.
A Cyber Weapons Convention would seem to be the only way to halt this current and alarming arms race. For it to
be successful though, it must be signed up to by the major players, the same major players who have refused to be
signatories to date to any such agreement. Moreover, it must be enforced.
A failure to do anything could well be catastrophic and result in not just national, but international carnage
on a scale never seen before.
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The Professional Security Officer Magazine,
Charity Announcement.

TPSO will be supporting the Security Benevolent Fund
(SBF).

The Fund was founded in 2006 as “Here 4U”by the then Master of the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals
(WCoSP), John Purnell, and his successor, Peter French.
They identified the need to create a safety net for the most vulnerable people working in, and retired from the Security
Profession, the Blue Light Services and the Armed Forces. Many people working in security on the front line are at the lower
end of pay scales and often when illness or injury strikes, they need help, guidance and support to get back to work or to
return to normal life. Those who have retired often have limited financial resources to help them when problems occur.
In 2010, to avoid confusion with other charities it was rebranded as “The Security Benevolent Fund” (SBF). The SBF is a
Reserve Fund within the wrapper of the WCoSP Charitable Trust (Charity No 1088658) and is administered by the Trustees
who are an independent body.
The fund was established by a combination of a fund raising appeal to Members of the WCoSP and grants from the WCoSP
Charitable Trust, which included funds previously received from the BSIA. Since the fund was established, there has been a
steady increase in applications for help from serving and retired members and their families
from across the security profession. The SBF is not in competition with other bodies in the
industry. It aims to work alongside and support other charities as required. It provides welfare,
legal, medical and health related guidance and support for current and ex-employees from
the security sector. The SBF website gives guidance of how to apply for a grant from the fund:

www.securitybenevolentfund.org.uk
The SBF aims to provide financial or other practical support for individuals who cannot pay
for urgent medical treatment or have fallen on hard times and need help. This is subject to
completion of an application, which is considered by the trustees, who will not normally pay
money directly to an individual but will settle an invoice or release funds to a reputable body who will supervise the spend.
Many of the requests for SBF support come via other organisations such as The Royal British Legion or other service
charities. Requests are reviewed by the SBF Welfare Officer who advises the Trustees on the merits of each application. He
is sometimes able to recommend small emergency payments to resolve an urgent issue.
THE SECURITY BENEVOLENT FUND urgently needs additional funds to assist the ever-increasing numbers seeking support.
We would be enormously grateful for any donations to the fund. Please send donations to:

https://www.gofundme.com/the-security-benevolent-fund

or Post to:
The Security Benevolent Fund. Clerk to the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals. 4 Holmere Farm Cottages,
Goose Green, Ashill, Thetford, IP25 7AS.
Contact: clerk@wcosp.org		

Thank You.
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TPSO magazine is a massive supporter of this initiative to make public events and venues safer by making good
practice and counter terrorism guidance, Law. We asked expert Nick Aldworth to explain:

Martyn’s Law

Mobilising Society to Fight Terrorism
by Nick Aldworth
Changing Terrorist Tactics Require a Changing Public Response
The British public are not strangers to terrorism and extremist beliefs. Over centuries, the United Kingdom has
been at the vanguard of dealing with extremist views, be those of the Fenian Brotherhood who attacked London
and Manchester in the late 1800s or the more recent attacks by followers of other extreme ideologies such as Daesh
or Al Qaeda.
A Changing Orthodoxy
Prior to the emergence of Daesh, terrorist organizations commonly held purpose and structure. Attacks were
initiated with an intent to achieve some greater “political” outcome. Sometimes dialogue was possible between
terrorists and governments. Structure meant communication and networks, both of which become exploitable by
police and security entities. Often, a terrorist group would aspire to supremacy by mounting “spectaculars” that
required sophisticated planning, again creating opportunities for interception by the security services, as well as
being much harder to achieve.
However, the goals of Daesh were much more driven by a desire to perpetuate its perverse interpretation of Islam
through the creation of an Islamic Caliphate. In 2014 a Daesh spokesperson, sought to mobilise radical Muslims by
calling for the destruction of non-believers through any means possible:
“Kill him in any manner or way however it may be. Smash his head with a rock, or slaughter him with a knife, or
run him over with your car, or throw him down from a high place, or choke him, or poison him.“
In the early days of its existence, Daesh was able to call followers from around the world to travel to Iraq and Syria
to fight for its cause. Many could not travel, so Daesh exploited global communications networks to remotely direct
attacks. Daesh became masters of propaganda and were able to project their message across the Internet, having
learned from Al Qaeda’s online publications .
Individuals no longer needed to be part of a terrorist network—they could sit in their own homes and self-radicalize.
In short, many became inspired. The need for a central organizing brain ceased, and free-range terrorism was
created.
People who once just held extreme views now have near, unfettered access to an avalanche of information that
might harden those views into an intent to cause harm.
2017 – The Start of A New Normal
On March 22, 2017, a petty but violent criminal with extreme (but not
unlawful) views, mounted the pavement of Westminster Bridge in a
rented SUV. Eighty-two seconds later, he had murdered five people,
including a police officer guarding the British Parliament. The terrorist
was shot dead.
Something about the March 22 attack acted as a catalyst that emboldened
others to conduct similarly inspired attacks. On May 22, a British-born
son of Libyan refugees mounted a suicide bombing attack at a music
concert in Manchester, murdering 22, mostly young, people.
Among those was a young man named Martyn Hett whose mother,
Figen Murray, now campaigns in support of changing the law to make
crowded places much more responsible for looking after themselves
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and their customers. In honour of Martyn and all victims of terrorism, we are calling this new proposed law,
Martyn’s Law.
Sadly, more murders followed Martyn’s. On June 3, 8 people were murdered on London Bridge in an attack that
lasted only eight minutes and ended when all three attackers were shot dead by an armed response unit. Sixteen
days later a follower of the extreme right wing drove a vehicle into a crowd of Muslim worshippers, murdering one
and leaving others injured. Terrorism had shown itself to be the preserve of many ideologies not just radical Islam.
Along with the failed bombing of a train in September of that year, the British police and security services disrupted
several other attacks, some at a very advanced stage of planning and, in at least one case, delivery. The tempo of
attack planning and disruptions of attacks continued at a pace during 2018 and 2019 and then on 29 November this
year another brutal, low-sophistication attack occurred on London Bridge, signalling loud and clear that the threat
from such acts has not diminished.
At this point, Prime Minister Boris Johnson made a public declaration that he was supportive of reviewing the law,
including the proposal put forward for Martyn’s Law. With his re-election, we are now optimistic that Martyn’s Law
has a good chance of becoming a reality.
The Need for a Change in Response
The spaces and places in which people live, work, and enjoy democratic freedoms are the very places that terrorists
wish to attack. There are estimated to be about 650,000 crowded places in the United Kingdom, of which only
about 0.2% are prioritized to receive direct support from the Government's network of CT experts. The additional
locations are not necessarily without security, it is just not provided through direct contact with British Police.
Those who operate the places and spaces in which people live, work, and socialize must take greater steps to ensure
the security of their users. It matters not whether these are private businesses or local government authorities, the
obligation must be equal and comprehensive.
The Martyn’s Law proposal will not be onerous or cost-burdensome on British businesses; it’s as much about having
a plan as it is about mitigating risk. It follows the simple principle that if the orthodoxy of terrorism has changed,
so should the response to it. So what is being called for?
Martyn’s Law
Part One: A requirement that certain sections of the community, spaces, and places engage with freely available
counterterrorism advice and training.
The provision of high-quality advice is freely available through the NaCTSO. An award-winning online e-learning
package has already been developed in collaboration with business. At its most basic, it is 45 minutes long. Martyn’s
Law proposes that every venue that hosts any event to which the public have access on payment or otherwise, should
have at least 25 percent of their staff trained in counterterrorism awareness. In addition, it proposes that every such
venue should have at least one on-duty manager who has received the relevant Action Counters Terrorism (ACT)
course.
Part Two: A requirement for those places to conduct vulnerability assessments of their operating places and spaces.
The proposal suggests that every such place should undertake a vulnerability assessment of the area in which their
activity takes place and to which the public will have access or transit through. Online vulnerability assessments
are available, and some British insurers offer a discount for those businesses that undertake such assessments and
then manage any risks that are identified. For medium-sized enterprises, this is likely to offer a significant financial
incentive.
Part Three: A requirement for those places to have a mitigation plan for the risks created by the vulnerabilities.
The mitigation of vulnerabilities will often be achieved at no or very low cost. Not every risk requires expensive
infrastructure to be built. Good quality security is often good counterterrorism security. For every threat posed,
a mitigation has usually been developed, and the advice to achieve mitigation is readily available from multiple
public and private sources. The Counter Terrorism Police Information Sharing Platform, due to come online in
2020, will provide a portal to this free advice.
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Part Four: A requirement for those places to have a counterterrorism plan.
The UK Government‘s public advice to individuals in the event of a terrorist attack is to run-hide-tell. A number
of incidents have shown that when mass gatherings or dense pockets of pedestrians respond to an attack in this
way, there is often additional danger and confusion created. Our proposal is that places and spaces should have
a plan that reflects a responsibility toward large numbers of people, potentially panicking. This should reflect the
principles of guide-shelter-communicate.
Guide—Direct people toward the most appropriate location (e.g., invacuation, evacuation, hide).
Shelter—Understand how the place or space might be able to be locked down and used to shelter people within it
for several hours.
Communicate—Have a means of communicating effectively and promptly with users of the place or space and
have staff capable of giving clear instructions.
Part Five: A requirement for local authorities to plan for the threat of terrorism.
The British Civil Contingencies Act created a requirement for local bodies to convene a multi-agency Local Resilience
Forum (LRF). Only very recently has there been any guidance regarding what counterterrorism planning should
look like for an LRF, but still no mandate exists to consider this theme. Martyn’s Law proposes that LRFs must
consider terrorism as a risk and have a local response
and recovery plan to a range of threat methodologies.
The Future–Balancing Freedom With Security
Those who have spent their lives trying to protect the
public don’t want to see the United Kingdom become
“Fortress Britain.” A United Kingdom smothered
in bollards, gates, and compounds protected by
armed police officers is a very different Britain to the
generally open and liberal society that is currently
valued. However, the world has changed and so must
those protecting it. Finding the right balance will
be a challenge for generations to come, but being
given a strong steer by Martyn’s Law will help define
how we go about that. The private security industry
needs to be at the heart of change and we believe that
Martyn’s Law will help the industry ensure that their
customers take security seriously.
						

Nick Aldworth

(former Counter Terrorism National Coordinator for
Protective Security and Preparedness)

See Also ITV News
https://youtu.be/p797fNre1KY
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DNA Technology Fights Back
Against Crime!

by James Brown.

One of the most innovative technologies at the forefront of the security industry is a new hi-tech weapon that has
been developed in the fight against organised gangs carrying out all
types of acquisitive crimes.
Drive-by thefts, robberies and smash and grabs carried out by
moped-riding attackers on stolen mopeds and scooters have been a
scourge of cities across the UK, but the Police have found a valuable
tool to not only reduce these crimes, but to also secure arrest and
convictions.
By arming officers with the SelectaDNA spray that tags offenders
with a unique forensic ID code, it gives them a valuable weapon that
can help track down suspects and link them directly to a crime scene.
The introduction of the new DNA tagging spray by the Metropolitan
Police (as part of Operation Venice) has been very successful and was
a major factor in a recent decline in moped crime. Across London,
Met figures show that from May 2018 to April 2019 there was a 53%
reduction in the number of times scooters and mopeds were used to
commit crime compared with May 2017 to April 2018. In Edinburgh,
there was a 60% reduction from 1st April to 1st September 2018.
The use of the spray has made criminals really assess the risk they’re willing to take and what lengths they will go
to in order to ensure they aren't traceable. Offenders now realise that the police finally have a method of proving
without doubt they were at the scene of the crimes they commit. The operation
has led to numerous arrests and several convictions.
The tagging formula uses synthetically-manufactured DNA particles to create a
unique identifier that can be carried in substances such as sprays, adhesives, gels
or liquids and applied to items like jewellery, IT equipment, plant and machinery,
vehicles and tools. It can also be used to protect valuable metals on church roofs
and in cables used by telecoms and utility companies.
However, it’s not just in London and Edinburgh where the tagging spray has been
a success. Police in the West Midlands, West Yorkshire, Merseyside, Cheshire
and Surrey are among the many other forces now on board with this highly
effective method to identify an offender on a motor-powered vehicle.
The same DNA spray technology is also being used by security teams in the
retail and sports industries.
JD Sports is using the handheld Tagging Spray to deter thieves and protect
against steaming and shoplifting; a Business Improvement District in Lichfield
is protecting its jewellery store members by using the spray to deter robberies
and smash & grab raids; and security officers at major shopping centres across
the UK are using it to mark would be criminals and offenders and reduce the risk
of personal attack. Security teams at Liverpool Football Club are also carrying the spray to deter criminal incidents
and personal attacks at Anfield stadium on match days.
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SelectaDNA has also developed an Intruder Spray System that helps protect buildings from burglaries and robberies.
A canister system is placed above doors and windows that, when triggered by a break-in, sprays the offender as they
enter or leave the premises. It contains an ultraviolet tracer and a unique DNA solution that police can swab to take
evidence in any prosecution.
While CCTV is very useful for identifying an offender, if they are wearing a hood or balaclava, they can’t usually be
identified very easily. But the police will often have a good idea of who it is in a local area so it then gives them the
ability to apprehend that person and take a sample of the solution from their skin. If the analysis matches it with
the property, it proves the individual was at the crime scene at the time the offence took place – and that gives the
police the necessary evidence to convict that person.
Operation Guard, which used the Intruder Spray
to deter commercial burglaries, was launched
by Greater Manchester Police after a successful
scheme in 2018 saw a 24.6% reduction compared to
the same period the previous year. The technology
is also being used by organisations including Lloyds
Bank, the Post Office, Boots, B&Q and Chanel,
which also display warning signs on their premises
about the spray being used to act as a deterrent.
The deterrent factor has also been highly effective at
Network Rail, which uses DNA marking to protect
copper cabling on the railways and puts signage up
by the tracks saying it’s DNA-protected. On the HS1
route, it’s helped to completely eliminate cable theft
(which in turn keeps commuters safer and reduces
delays).
In another example of how DNA technology is helping to keep members of the public safer, five men have been
jailed for over 45 years after a series of ATM gas and explosive. The men – all from the Stockport and Manchester
areas – targeted 15 cash machines in Greater Manchester, as well as in other areas across Cheshire, Yorkshire and
Wales. The men stole approximately £429,960 between March 2018 and February 2019.
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The sentences came after Greater Manchester Police officers launched
Operation Cass, an investigation into a spate of burglaries targeting
ATMs across areas of the North West. One of the sites targeted was
a Post Office at Heaton Moor, Stockport. However, on this occasion,
SelectaDNA Surge was activated, staining members of the gang with
a unique DNA code that stayed on their clothing and allowed them to
be later identified and linked to the crime by GMP. This process played
an important part in securing the gang’s lengthy sentences and keeping
the public safe by getting them off the streets for a long time.
Although these new range of technologies have helped to increase
police crime fighting efforts, it is one of the original forensic DNA
products that remains a trusted crime prevention solution resulting
in an up to 83% reduction in household burglaries. These police-led
schemes run up and down the country and are often expanded due to
their success, such as in Surrey, where over 30,000 property marking
kits were recently distributed to residents over a 12 month period from
March 2018.
DNA marking has also been adopted by companies such as Openreach,
which runs the UK’s digital network, which has chosen it to protect
tens of thousands of assets such as mobile phones, tablets, laptops and tools and equipment being used by its field
engineers. In the event that a mobile device or laptop is lost or stolen, it can be quickly and easily traced back to
Openreach if recovered.
Whatever the crime, whether it’s a street attack, residential burglary or a petrol station being targeted by armed
robbers, these all have a major and long-lasting effect on victims. However, the tide is turning and DNA technologies
are now leading the way by providing an indisputable link back to a location or a crime – and that’s a criminal’s
worst nightmare.
			
			
			

www.selectadna.co.uk
Selectamark Security Systems plc, Locks Court, 429 Crofton Road, Locksbottom. Kent BR6 8NL U.K.

Tel: 01689 860757
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What drives Physical security decisions?
Cost, culture or consequence?

by Tony O'Brien.

O

ver the past number of months, I’ve conducted numerous security reviews on sites across a broad range
of industries and business types. These reviews are usually requested in response to something having
happened. For example, it might have been a security incident, near miss or a penetration test. So usually
I’ll arrive on site and do my walk through and meet with the stakeholders and talk about security and
what they want to achieve. I’ll meet with the staff and look at the policies and the end result are a security report
with my findings and most importantly my recommendations for physical and other security improvements. The
quality or content of my report is not what I wish to talk about here, however. What I wish to discuss is the
diversity of reasons why clients choose to adopt or ignore my recommendations. From my observations this year
businesses make decisions on physical security measures based on 3 criteria. Culture, cost and consequence. All
valid considerations and all worth looking at in more detail.

Importance of the 3C’s

I believe that understanding these 3 criteria is a very important concept for everybody in the security industry.
From frontline staff who may be wondering why their employer won’t invest, to vendors trying to sell a product and
consultants recommending a solution, these criterion
impact us all. I’ve seen clients make decisions that don’t
necessarily make them more secure but are cheaper or
fit better with their culture. I’ve also seen clients make
decisions that don’t fit with their culture and cost a lot
of money because they fear the consequence of not
doing so. The point I make is this. When I compile a
report, I assess each risk I see and score it on a matrix.
I then give a number of options to the client to address
that risk and score the residual risk left over if the
client adopts each option. Invariably the client doesn’t
go with the options that reduces risk the most they
go with the options that best suits whichever of the 3
criterion they are most worried about.

Culture

Security culture is important to clients and their employees whether they know it or not. That’s not necessarily a
good thing either. A security culture can be good or bad but nevertheless important. A business can have a very
relaxed security culture with regard to physical security such as access controls, CCTV and manned security but
that relaxed culture may be important to employees as it fits with the overall business culture. Introducing physical
security measures which increase safety and security but decrease convenience and freedom of access may not be
received positively even if it is for the best. The ‘it’s not the way we do things around here’ rationale is alive and
well with many businesses. I recently gave a client a recommendation of installing access control turnstiles in their
building lobby. This would have greatly reduced the risk they wanted addressed, it had a cost (not nearly as high
as some alternatives or as the consequence) but they didn’t go with the idea because it didn’t fit the culture of the
building or the business.

Consequence

Fear of consequence is a big thing in business. It doesn’t have to be a real fear either. Perception is reality in most
cases. I’ve seen countless knee jerk reactions where huge money has been spent on physical security measures after
an incident or near miss. The investment sometimes isn’t necessary or even effective but the value of being seen
to do something and the consequence of not doing so creates a fear of doing nothing. Fear can be a big driver in
business especially when it comes to security. Both a realistic fear that something really bad may happen, but also
a perceived fear of inaction. If I don’t do something and something does happen (however unrealistic) then there
is consequence for me. Also, if I’m not seen to do something then I’m seen as weak or not security conscious. Of
course, consequence should be considered when risk assessing and designing control measures, but it can’t be the
only factor.
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Cost

Of course, the old reliable cost factor will always be there. To be fair sometimes it’s a viable reason not to do
something. If the potential cost is weighed against the risk, then perhaps not doing something and accepting the
risk or providing alternate mitigation is correct. The issue occurs where there is a significant risk and the only
viable mitigation has a high cost. Now the debate becomes
about which is more important to the business. A risk left
uncontrolled because of cost alone is a dangerous route to
go down especially if something goes wrong. Cost is more
than just money though. Cost could be in terms of time,
quality of service and reputation or brand. For example, I
know a security company who withdrew call out services
from a particular area because they risk assessed it as
unsafe to attend alone. The client was paying a set fee per
call out and didn’t want to increase. The company didn’t
want the additional cost of double staffing the fallout and
accepted that it required a drop in quality of service to do it
single crewed, so they withdrew physical security response
from that client. Being realistic however financial cost is
the main driver of cost decisions. Physical security measures will always be seen as a profit taker not a profit maker
and this is a key driver when it comes to business decisions. If it was your money where would you spend it if you
didn’t understand security?

Why this is important?

I think it’s important for all security operatives and particularly supervisors and managers to understand these
concepts when it comes to physical security measures. As a security operative on the front line we see only
immediate security needs. I need this camera, access control, wall, fence or turnstile to be effective at my role.
I need it, therefore I should have it, and if it’s not given then management don’t care about security. It’s an easy
mindset to slip into. Understanding why this is the case is often not seen as important nor is looking at alternatives
to mitigate the risk
I said earlier that it’s especially important for security supervisors and managers. I say this because these are usually
the people to have to tell the front-line staff why they can’t have a particular physical security measure. If they don’t
understand the why behind it then they can’t explain it to staff. It comes back to the old discussion for security
managers. Do you want a security manager from a security background and teach them management or from a
management background and teach them security? My experience is that for making and understanding physical
security decisions a security background is preferable, for understanding the reasons why this isn’t done a business
background is better, and to be an effective security manager both are important.
Understanding the risks and decision-making processes of physical security measures is important. Walls, cameras
and access controls don’t make you safe. They add to the overall effectiveness of your security system. The lack of
walls and cameras may make you less safe but understanding why can make it a whole lot easier to mitigate or
accept.

Tony O'Brien.
Tony is a highly respected specialist in the field of security, safety and the
management of conflict and risk in organisations. As a top industry consultant,
on a daily basis, he is helping organisations develop solutions to their risk
management and conflict management processes through designing training,
policy and risk assessments to meet real world challenges. He's also qualified as
an expert witness in the use of force, and most security related fields.
A QQI subject matter expert for the security and safety sectors and Winner of
the 2016 IITD Rising Star Award.
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Security Industry Events:
January 2020 to May 2020
I still get people saying to me “I'm a security officer at an office in Essex, why should I go to any
industry events?”
If you want a career in this industry, at any level, there is so much information to be had at these
things. Some may not be appropriate, unless you are in a very specific field, but generally, there
are so many people to chat with, that may be able to give you an important lead or heads up on
a career opportunity down the line.
Even just going back to work and being able to brief your bosses up on the latest developments in
access control, CCTV, or any of a number of cutting edge security issues, is going to make you look
good. Your knowledge is power, and gaining more of it can only be good for your career or job
prospects. You will also generally gain CPD points for attending such events.

Win Win!

Many of the big events are free to attend, though you'll have to book in advance, so there isn't much
of a downside.
Hopefully I'll meet you at one!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19th - 21st January. Dubai: INTERSEC. For our Middle Eastern readers, this is a must attend event.
22nd January. London: CSARN: ORGANISATIONAL RESILIENCE IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR.
19th February. Portsmouth: ECONOMIC CRIME SYMPOSIUM 2020.
20th February. Birmingham: ST20.
26th February. London: OSPAs AWARDS.
*3rd - 4th March. Farnborough: SECURITY & POLICING EXPO.
17th - 19th March. Abu Dhabi: ISNR.
2nd April. London: RETAIL RISK.
22nd April. Glasgow: ST20.
28th - 30th April. The Security Event. Birmingham NEC: THE SECURITY EVENT.
*19th - 21st May. IFSEC. London Excel Centre: IFSEC 2020.
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SmartTask for Security Operations
SmartTask eﬀortlessly connects guard scheduling, incident reporting, with mobile patrol oﬃcers,
time and attendance conﬁrmation, electronic DOB, electronic forms and oﬃcer management —
keeping you in control through real-time overview and notiﬁcations, evident contract compliance,
improved client satisfaction and data driven decision making.

• A Single platform for monitoring security activities
• Transparent accountability for security tasks
• Digitised security oﬃcer management and reporting
• Gather insights in to 24x7 security operations for KPI reporting
• Create customised patrols to ensure oﬃcers deliver the required services
• Improve compliance and security oﬃcer engagement
• Remove paper-based processes and increase accountability
• Save time, increase eﬃciency
Designed, built and supported in
• Complete control of your security operation
the UK SmartTask oﬀers Flexibility,

Easy adoption and Rapid return on
investment. Our European Award
Winning Software is trusted in the
most demanding mobile applications,
supporting over 16,000 sites using
SmartTask daily, with around 5.5 million
check-points scanned in 250,000
patrols last year.
Developed in collaboration with the UK
security industry SmartTask combines
the key functions required to manage
a manned security operation across a
wide range of client types. Our Patrol
Monitoring App can use a range
of checkpoint types and with our
smartforms integrated in to our eDOB
you can create custom solutions for
unique business needs.

Operational Monitoring Helping
Highlight The Critical

By providing the security oﬃcers and management
team with easy to use electronic tools they can
capture day-to-day KPI data without impacting their
performance. These tools help them to highlight
critical incidents and bring them to the attention of
clients and management whilst helping ensure the
oﬃcer is looked after and has everything they need to
complete their tasks.
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Client Focus - Corps Security
Corps Security undertook a
detailed review of the patrol
monitoring
marketplace,
S E C U R I T Y selecting SmartTask based
on the ﬂexibility of the system and the company’s partnership
approach. This will begin with a patrol monitoring solution
initially implemented at 100 sites and a light version, based on
SmartTask’s DOL solution, which will provide an alternative to
paper-based Daily Occurrence Books (DOBs) at a further 600
locations nationwide. Using SmartTask’s DOL, security oﬃcers
will be able to quickly make entries electronically, including
capturing any supporting images, with incidents escalated with
an automated alert to the control room and if appropriate the
contract manager. As well as delivering a simple communication
tool, it will also remove the cost of providing, distributing and
archiving paper-based logs.

CORPS

With greater levels of transparency and accountability across our team
of 3,000 security oﬃcers, we can quickly respond to issues, enforce
compliance and demonstrate the value we are providing to our customers.
Tony Frost, IT Director at Corps Security

“

“

Key Beneﬁts
- No more paper-based DOB’s or site visit reports and the opportunity to replace
• CSR
many more types of paper forms within client contracts.
- paperless, easily accessible, real-time, on the web page, with search
• eDOB
parameters making it easier to ﬁnd certain entries or view a group of relevant entries.

Incident highlighting, with automated email being generated if an incident is logged in the
eDOB. The eDOB can be accessed remotely and if required monitored and added to from
a central control room.

- proof of visits by the management team, ensuring perception is correct, and
• eSVR
evidencing visits with our customers and colleagues. Meaningful audit information and
valuable visit details with a summary emailed to customer at the end of the visit, also
viewable on the web, all in real-time.

System - Proof of patrol and points visited, exception reporting, with real-time
• Patrol
visibility on the web. Patrols can be conﬁgured to meet customer needs from providing

straight forward patrol points visited to structured and randomised patrols controlling the
times speciﬁc points are visited.

smarttask

security workforce management
Selected by 20%
of the top 30 UK
security ﬁrms

Saves 48 hrs
a month on
management time

Over 200 clients
across the UK
and beyond

Saves 30% on
admin time

For further informa�on please visit our website www.smar�ask.co.uk/security
or contact 01494 444044 or send an email to smar�ask@skillweb.co.uk
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TPSO Magazine Introduces the
NEW Monthly Newsletter:
“Your Career in Security”

Your News
Your Views
Your Magazine

Tired of having to wait 4 months
for the next big TPSO
magazine to come out?
Well we have a solution....

TPSO's own Michael O'Sullivan is now producing a new Monthly Edition!

•
•
•
•

Full of content from the big names in the industry, from the UK and Worldwide.
Packed with practical advice on how to develop you career, from the people you really need to listen to.
Tips, hints, ideas and clever thinking from people that have done it, and been there.
It's still FREE to read online or download as a PDF and keep forever!
The newsletter will run for a year. After that, if you don't like it, we won't print it.

Your Career in Security
It's still YOUR magazine

https://theprofessionalsecurityofficer.com/tpso-newsletter-your-career-in-security/

6
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Safeguard
your livelihood
Easy
to use

Records
your tools

Quick to
report theft

Aids theft
recovery

Proof of
ownership

Helps with
insurance claims

Working in partnership with local police

toolwatchapp.com
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Coming May 2020.
Edition #6 of The Professional Security Officer
Magazine will be looking at:
“Fire Safety & Prevention”
This is a very special landmark issue for TPSO magazine.
To give justice to such an important and topical subject, the Security focused TPSO editorial
team are stepping down for this edition!
Mike and Rollo are handing the Editorial reigns to one of the country's most highly
regarded Fire Safety experts,
Stephen MacKenzie!

Steve is a consultant to the Grenfell Inquiry, international speaker, highly regarded
commentator, risk and resilience professional and is of course, a globally respected fire safety
expert.
He will be selecting a range of international experts to talk about the subject in a depth, and
with a level of expertise, rarely brought together in one publication.
What else is he going to include? I don't know. Really.
I'm putting my feet up for 4 months!
Keep an eye on Twitter, LinkedIn and TPSO Facebook accounts.
If we get any wind of what he's up to, we'll let you know.....
TPSO will also, as always, feature all the security features and information you expect.
Have you got an ideas or suggestions for an article?

Get in touch...
It's YOUR magazine!

Email: Rollo@PeerPublishing.Ltd
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Aspers are a premium employer of security services – we invest so that
you can be the best! As an Aspers employee, we offer ongoing training,
an employee benefits package, good working conditions and ongoing
support! If you are interested in a career in the demanding world of casino
security then get in touch!

jason.janes@aspers.co.uk
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JOIN US
RESPECTED | RECOGNISED | PROFESSIONAL

The Security Institute is
the largest membership
organisation for security
professionals in the UK,
with members from all
over the world. We
promote standards,
develop and endorse
education across the
sector and provide
a rich membership
experience.
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU
Membership of the Security Institute
bestows credibility, enhances career
prospects, provides a valuable network
of excellent contacts, offers mentoring,
runs a comprehensive continuing
professional development (CPD) scheme
to recognise your efforts in maintaining
and adding to your skills base; and
fantastic networking opportunities.

security-institute.org

KEY BENEFITS OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
■

■

■

■

Benchmark your training qualifications and
leverage your experience
The value of your membership is recognised by
employers and universities
Exchange experience with other members at our
networking events
Enjoy access to job opportunities and our online
careers services
Gain valuable insights by being involved in our
mentoring programme, whatever your career
stage
Enjoy member-only discounts
Bi-Monthly newsletter with exclusive offers and
weekly eNews update
Members-only Linked-In Group
Continuing Professional Development that
evidences your professionalism
Access to accredited and employer-recognised
security related qualifications
Participation in a genuinely supportive
community
Membership to the London Chamber of
Commerce and access to their facilities, events
and resources.

